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Preface to ”Latest Advances in Electrothermal Models”

Dear Reader,

For many years, tendencies to miniaturize electronic systems and to increase the power density

dissipated in components of these systems have been observed. During the operation of electronic

components, their internal temperature increases due to self-heating phenomena and mutual thermal

couplings between components located on the common base. An increase in the device’s internal

temperature causes changes in the characteristics of electronic components, and also causes a decrease

in the lifetime of these components. Therefore, one of the biggest problems in electronics at present

is the accurate calculation of the values of the internal temperature of such components. Solving this

task requires accurate models of the considered components and circuits, which take into account all

important physical phenomena occurring in these components and circuits.

Models including both electrical and thermal phenomena are called electrothermal models.

Such models have been described in the literature for the last 50 years, but the development

of electronic technology also leads to the development of electrothermal models of electronic

components. New versions of such a class of models have different forms and are dedicated to

different software for the computer analysis of electronic circuits, and they could also make it possible

to shorten the duration of calculations. An effective electrothermal analysis also requires effective

methods of estimation of the parameter values that exist in the used models.

In recent years, we can observe dynamic developments in the abovementioned electrothermal

models. This Special Issue of Energies is devoted to the latest advances in this area and contains eight

articles. The first article presents the results of electro-thermal simulations of SiC power MOSFETs

using a SPICE-like simulation program. The manner of automatic generation of a compact thermal

model from accurate 3D mesh is described. The second article concerns the problem of modelling

the thermal properties of inductors. A thermal model of an inductor proposed in this article takes

into account the influence of power dissipated in the core and in the winding of the inductor, and

the volume of the core, on the efficiency of heat removal. The third article deals with the problem of

inserting a temperature sensor in the neighbourhood of a chip to monitor the junction temperature.

The fourth article proposes a method of computations of the internal temperature of power LEDs

situated in modules containing multiple-power LEDs, taking into account both self-heating in each

power LED and mutual thermal couplings between each diode. The influence of the thermal pad’s

surface area on the device temperature is investigated. The fifth paper proposes an electrothermal

averaged model of the diode–transistor switch, including an IGBT and a rapid-switching diode.

This model makes it possible to quickly calculate the values of currents, voltages and internal

temperatures of the mentioned semiconductor devices contained in a dc-dc converter using DC

analysis in SPICE. The sixth article proposes an electrothermal model of SiC power BJTs. It is

proven that this model properly describes the DC electrothermal characteristics of the considered

device. The seventh article contains an analysis of the efficiency of selected algorithms used to solve

heat transfer problems at the nanoscale. The case study is an MEMS structure. The eighth article

presents an analysis related to thermal simulation of the test structure dedicated to heat-diffusion

investigation at the nanoscale. The results of computations and measurements are presented and

discussed. We hope that you find this book interesting and useful.

Krzysztof Górecki, Paweł Górecki

Editors
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Abstract: This paper discusses the benefits of an advanced highly-efficient approach to static
and dynamic electrothermal simulations of multicellular silicon carbide (SiC) power MOSFETs.
The strategy is based on a fully circuital representation of the device, which is discretized into an
assigned number of individual cells, high enough to analyze temperature and current nonuniformities
over the active area. The cells are described with subcircuits implementing a simple transistor model
that accounts for the utmost influence of the traps at the SiC/SiO2 interface. The power-temperature
feedback is emulated with an equivalent network corresponding to a compact thermal model
automatically generated by the FANTASTIC tool from an accurate 3D mesh of the component under
test. The resulting macrocircuit can be solved by any SPICE-like simulation program with low
computational burden and rare occurrence of convergence issues.

Keywords: electrothermal (ET) simulation; finite-element method (FEM); model-order reduction
(MOR); multicellular power MOSFET; silicon carbide (SiC)

1. Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) power devices are promising candidates for energy distribution, as well
as for automotive, aircraft, and spacecraft applications, by virtue of their inherent features like high
breakdown voltage, low on-state resistance, and excellent high-temperature capability [1].

Unfortunately, such devices often operate under critical conditions with a large amount of heat
generation, which may lead to reliability degradation or even to an irreversible device failure in
harsh cases. As a consequence, reliable simulation tools accounting for electrothermal (ET) effects are
highly desired to define the thermal dissipation constraints and optimize the design of the transistor
layout and/or of the cooling system. Such tools must be suited to describe temperature and current
nonuniformities, which are often responsible for the safe operating area shrinking of transistors
with a multicellular pattern. However, conceiving and developing a viable simulation strategy are
challenging tasks due to multiple reasons. Fully numerical 3D ET analyses with device simulators
concurrently solving the semiconductor and heat transfer equations are computationally unfeasible.
Commonly-adopted approaches rely (i) on the interaction between a circuit simulation program
and a 3D thermal-only numerical solver in a relaxation procedure [2,3], or (ii) on the extension of
a finite-volume/-element software package to account for the electrical behavior of the transistor
with simplified models [4,5]. However, for the specific case of SiC power devices, results can be
trustworthy only by using models that accurately describe the key physical parameters and their
non-intuitive temperature dependences, which are rather different compared to the traditional silicon (Si)

Energies 2020, 13, 4563; doi:10.3390/en13174563 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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counterparts. In addition, regardless of the technology, the pre-processing geometry/mesh construction
within the environment of the thermal solver is onerous and troublesome. Lastly, these approaches
are very resource-hungry and prone to convergence failures, especially if dynamic simulations under
critical conditions have to be performed.

In this paper, an innovative circuit-based ET simulation approach is proposed for multicellular
SiC power MOSFETs, with the ambition of optimizing the trade-off between computational efficiency
and accuracy. The strategy is articulated as follows: (i) the device is discretized into an assigned
number N of individual cells (each associated to an independent heat source) described with a simple,
yet accurate model accounting for the relevant influence of SiC/SiO2 interface traps; (ii) the cell model
is implemented with a SPICE-compatible subcircuit; (iii) an exceptionally accurate 3D finite-element
method (FEM) description of the device is effortlessly obtained through a commercial solver aided by
an in-house routine; (iv) the FANTASTIC code [6] is invoked, which automatically generates a dynamic
compact thermal model (DCTM) of the device from the FEM representation, and thus builds an
electrical network emulating the power-temperature feedback; (v) such a network is enriched with
suitable voltage sources to account for nonlinear thermal effects, and the resulting circuit is referred
to as thermal feedback block; (vi) a purely-electrical macrocircuit describing the whole ET behavior of
the power device is constructed by connecting the N cell subcircuits to the thermal feedback block;
(vii) the macrocircuit can be solved by any commercial circuit simulator in very short times and with
unlikely occurrence of convergence problems. A multicellular 4H-SiC power MOSFET soldered on
a direct bonded copper (DBC) substrate and operated under dc, short-circuit (SC), and unclamped
inductive switching (UIS) conditions is considered as a case study.

This work extends the preliminary contribution [7], where a fully circuital representation of
the SiC power MOSFET was obtained and solved with a similar approach. However, the generation of
the thermal feedback block, based on Foster networks, was carried out in a long pre-processing stage
involving N 3D FEM transient simulations, as well as a procedure to determine the proper number
of RC pairs of each network and identify their values; in addition, the thermal interactions among
horizontally-far cells were either coarsely described or even disregarded.

The remainder of the paper is articulated as follows. In Section 2, the device selected to test
the approach and the experimental setup are described. Section 3 offers details concerning the transistor
model used for the elementary cells. Section 4 probes into the ET simulation approach. Results are
reported and discussed in Section 5. Conclusions are then drawn in Section 6.

2. Device under Test and Experimental Setup

The whole analysis was performed on the CREE 4H-SiC vertical double-diffused MOSFET
(VDMOS) denoted as CPMF-1200-S080B, rated 1200 V, 50 A, 80 mΩ, and targeted at solar inverters,
high-voltage dc–dc converters, and motor drives. A top-view picture of the device under test (DUT) is
given in Figure 1; indicated are the gate pad, the two source pads, and the gate interconnect tracks.
The DUT presents a 4.08 × 4.08 mm2 die area and a 3.46 × 3.46 mm2 active area (there is a peripheral
inactive region), the effective portion of which contributing to the current capability amounts to about
10 mm2. The pattern is multicellular, with many thousands of body islands located in the N-drift region,
within which there are source-body contacts surrounded by the polysilicon gate that lies beneath
the source metal. The Ni/Ag drain contact is on the backside.

Isothermal measurements of I–V transfer and output characteristics of the bare die were performed
by means of an in-house 250 A-rated curve tracer suited to apply down to 1 μs-wide current pulses,
the device baseplate being set to assigned temperatures TB through a thermochuck with 1 ◦C resolution.
UIS experiments aimed at the evaluation of the breakdown voltage were carried out by a non-destructive
custom tester [8]. The switching behavior was investigated by using a half-bridge converter board
configured to perform a standard inductive load switching (ILS) test [9].
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Figure 1. Device under test (bare die).

3. Transistor Model and Parameter Extraction Methodology

In the last decades, a noticeable effort has been made to develop models for SiC MOSFETs, a review
of them being offered in [10]. Here we propose a slightly modified version of the behavioral model
presented in [7,9] and used for ET simulations in [7,9,11]. Such a model, unlike those hitherto described
in the literature, concurrently enjoys the following benefits: (i) it is simple, yet accurate enough,
with a few parameters easy to extract; (ii) it can be implemented with a subcircuit compatible with any
SPICE-like program; (iii) it includes all the key physical parameters and their specific temperature
dependence up to very high temperatures; (iv) it also accounts for avalanche effects due to impact
ionization (II); (v) the nonlinear nature of the intrinsic capacitances can be activated.

3.1. Transistor Model

The model is an enriched variant of the classic SPICE Level 1. In particular, the transistor is
represented as the series of an “intrinsic” conventional MOSFET describing the channel behavior,
and a resistance for the lowly-doped N-type epitaxial region, as depicted in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Sketch of the transistor representation.

Let us consider the following nomenclature:

• T [K] is the transistor temperature, assumed uniform in the regions impacting the device behavior.
• T0 = 300 K is the reference temperature.
• ΔT = T − T0 [K] is the temperature rise over T0.
• TB [K] the baseplate (and thermochuck) temperature.
• VGS [V] is the gate-source voltage.
• VDS [V] is the drain-source voltage.
• ID [A] is the drain current.
• Rdrift [Ω] is the bias- and temperature-dependent resistance of the N-type epitaxial drift region.

3
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• VDSch = VDS − Vdrift [V] is the VDS portion falling over the channel (Vdrift = Rdrift·ID).
• VTH [V] is the temperature-dependent threshold voltage.
• K [A/V2] is the temperature-dependent current factor.

The channel region is described with the Level 1 model. If VDSch is lower than the overdrive
voltage VGS − VTH, the DUT operates in triode mode, and the II-free drain current IDnoII is expressed as

IDnoII = K ·
[
2 · (VGS −VTH) ·VDSch −V2

DSch

]
(1)

Conversely, if VDSch ≥ VGS − VTH, then the DUT is driven into pinch-off, and

IDnoII = K · (VGS −VTH)
2 (2)

The negative temperature coefficient of VTH is described through the following law:

VTH(T) = [VTH(T0) −VTH∞] · exp
(
−aVTH · ΔT

)
+ VTH∞ (3)

such an exponential model being an improvement with respect to the simple linear relationship used
in [7].

The current factor K depends upon T since the electron mobility in the channel is
temperature-sensitive; similar to [7,9], such a dependence is taken into account through
the power relationship

K(T) = K(T0) ·
(

T
T0

)−m(T)

(4)

where the exponent m(T) is

m(T) = −am + (am + bm) ·
[
1− cm · exp

(
−dm · T

T0

)]
(5)

II effects are accounted for as follows [7,9]. The bias- and temperature-sensitive avalanche
multiplication factor M (≥1) is given by [12]

M(VDS, ID, T) = 1 + mII · tan
{

fI(ID) · π2 ·
[

VDS −RII · ID

BVDS(T)

]nII
}

(6)

where BVDS(T) is the temperature-dependent drain-source breakdown voltage, expressed as

BVDS(T) = BVDS(T0) · exp(αII · ΔT) (7)

and fI(ID) is a nondimensional correction term to describe a potential II dependence on current
(i.e., on biasing conditions), given by

fI(ID) = exp(βII · ID) (8)

Let us introduce the avalanche coefficient ξ = M − 1 (≥0). The II-affected drain current ID is
evaluated as

ID = IDnoII + IDII = IDnoII + ξ · (Ileak + IDnoII) (9)

where IDII is the additional current component only dictated by II, and Ileak is a small leakage current.
The resistance Rdrift is expressed as the sum of (i) a bias- and temperature-dependent resistance RJFET

to model the path composed by the accumulation and JFET regions, and (ii) a temperature-dependent
resistance Repi for the epitaxial region beneath the JFET one [7,9]:

Rdri f t
(
VGS, Vdri f t, T

)
= RJFET

(
VGS, Vdri f t, T

)
+ Repi(T) (10)

4
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where
RJFET

(
VGS, Vdri f t, T

)
= RJFET(T0) ·

(
T
T0

)mRJFET ·
(

1
1+V1/Vdri f t

)
·
(VGS

V2

)−η
Repi(T) = Repi(T0) ·

(
T
T0

)mRepi
(11)

RJFET(T0) being the JFET resistance at T = T0, Vdrift » V1, and VGS =V2 (V1 and V2 are fitting parameters).
This formulation improves the one reported in [7] in the high-current triode region and is derived
on the basis of simple arguments. First, the resistance of the accumulation region reduces with gate
voltage due to the increased concentration of the attracted electrons; second, under high Vdrift values,
the high electric field occurring in the JFET region tends to saturate the electron velocity, thus degrading
the mobility.

The dynamic transistor behavior is described by improving the Level 1 capacitance models;
the nonlinear nature of CGD and CDS = CDB is accounted for with the following expressions [9]:

CGD(VGD) = (CGD0 −CGDMIN) ·
[
1 +

2
π

arctan
(VGD

V∗
)]

(12)

and
CDS(VDS) =

2
π
·CDS0 ·

[
π
2
+ arctan

(
−VDS

V∗∗
)]
+ CDSMIN (13)

while CGS was not modified [13].

3.2. Parameter Extraction Procedure

The threshold voltage VTH and the current factor K were extracted in a very wide TB range
spanning from 300 to 500 K by resorting to the traditional quadratic extrapolation method [14,15] applied
to ID–VGS transfer characteristics measured under isothermal (pulsed) conditions at VDS = 20 V with
the curve tracer mentioned in Section 2. Then the parameters in (3), (4), and (5) were calibrated so as to
ensure the best matching between experimental data and the following relations:

VTH(TB) = [VTH(T0) −VTH∞] · exp
[
−aVTH · (TB − T0)

]
+ VTH∞ (14)

K(TB) = K(T0) ·
(

TB

T0

)−m(TB)

(15)

with

m(TB) = −am + (am + bm) ·
[
1− cm · exp

(
−dm · TB

T0

)]
(16)

The comparison between the measured VTH and the optimized (14) is shown in Figure 3. It can be
inferred that the DUT exhibits (i) a high VTH(T0) (≈6.4 V) and (ii) a high negative temperature coefficient
of VTH(T) at low/medium TB compared to similarly-rated Si power MOSFETs. Both findings were
attributed to the high density of SiC/SiO2 interface traps (quantum states originating from the thermal
oxidation of the SiC surface); more specifically, (i) electrons are captured by traps and do not contribute
to channel formation, thereby leading to a high threshold voltage VTH(T0), and (ii) VTH markedly
reduces with temperature due to the concurrent effect of more broken bounds that release electrons,
and of the emission of inversion electrons from the traps, the latter effect being almost absent in
the Si counterparts [16–18]. It must be underlined that the strong negative temperature coefficient in
turn contributes to a significant positive temperature coefficient of ID, which may exacerbate the ET
feedback [19,20].

5
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Figure 3. Threshold voltage VTH vs. baseplate temperature TB: comparison between experimental
data (red circles) and model (14) (solid blue line) with optimized parameters.

The comparison between the measured K and model (15) and (16) with tuned parameters is
shown in Figure 4. The temperature sensitivity of K is only related to that of the channel electron
mobility μn, which is due to the interplay between (i) the Coulomb scattering with the filled (charged)
interface traps, leading to a positive temperature coefficient induced by the trap discharging (release of
electrons) with increasing temperature, and (ii) the acoustic-phonon scattering favoring a negative
coefficient, where (i) prevails at low temperatures and (ii) dominates at high temperatures [18,21–23].
This behavior is accurately described by the m model (16).
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Figure 4. Current factor K against baseplate temperature TB: comparison between experimental data
(red circles) and model (15) and (16) (solid blue line) with optimized parameters.

The accuracy of the parameter calibration for the VTH and K models is witnessed by the comparison
reported in Figure 5 between (2) and the ID–VGS transfer characteristics measured under isothermal
conditions at VDS = 20 V and various TB values in a current range wherein the DUT operates in pinch-off
(note that ID ≈ IDnoII). An inspection of the curves reveals the considerable positive temperature
coefficient of ID within a wide range of currents.
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Figure 5. ID–VGS transfer characteristics of the DUT at VDS = 20 V and TB = 303, 348, 423, and 473 K:
comparison between experimental data (red circles) and model (2) with calibrated parameters for
the VTH and K formulations (solid blue lines).

The parameters of the drift resistance Rdrift in (10), (11) were optimized by comparing the ID–VDS
output characteristics at various VGS and different TB values in triode region with the model (1) applied
to the scheme in Figure 2. Figure 6 reveals the accuracy of the extraction at TB = 303 K.
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Figure 6. ID–VDS output characteristics of the DUT at VGS = 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20 V and TB = 303 K:
comparison between experimental data (red circles) and the model described in Section 2, where Rdrift

is given by (10), (11) with tuned parameters (solid blue lines).

The parameters of the II model given by (6) with (7) and (8) were tailored on the basis of
experimental data determined under UIS conditions, and 2D numerical simulations of the TB-dependent
ID–VDS avalanche curve at VGS = 0 V of an individual semi-cell of the DUT carried out with TCAD
Sentaurus [24] (it must be remarked that the term “cell” here does not correspond to the discretization
adopted in this work and identified by N, but it is one of the tens of thousands of identical blocks in
which the effective active area of the MOSFET can be partitioned).

The parameters used in the expression of the capacitances CGD (12) and CDS (13) were calibrated
to match the experimental gate and drain waveforms during an ILS turn-off and turn-on transient at
different supply voltages.

All the optimized parameter values are reported in Table 1.

7
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Table 1. Optimized parameter values used in the transistor model.

Parameter Definition Value

VTH(T0) threshold voltage at reference temperature T0 6.398 V
VTH∞ parameter of the threshold voltage model 2.05 V
aVTH temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage 6 mK−1

K(T0) current factor at reference temperature T0 0.422 A/V2

am parameter of the exponent m accounting for the mobility temperature dependence 0.24
bm parameter of the exponent m accounting for the mobility temperature dependence 2
cm parameter of the exponent m accounting for the mobility temperature dependence 1.02
dm parameter of the exponent m accounting for the mobility temperature dependence 0.09
RJFET(T0) resistance of the accumulation and JFET regions at reference temperature T0, Vdrift » V1, and VGS = V2 0.235 Ω
mRJFET exponent for the temperature dependence of the resistance RJFET −1.3
V1 parameter to account for the RJFET dependence on Vdrift 13 V
V2 parameter to account for the RJFET dependence on VGS 20 V
η exponent to account for the RJFET dependence on VGS 3.45
Repi(T0) resistance of the deep epilayer region at reference temperature T0 10 mΩ
mRepi exponent to account for the potential temperature dependence of the resistance Repi 0
BVDS(T0) drain-source breakdown voltage at reference temperature T0 1750 V
mII parameter of the avalanche multiplication factor M 1.8
nII parameter of the avalanche multiplication factor M 2.9
αII temperature coefficient of the breakdown voltage BV 0.18 mK-1

βII coefficient to account for the ID dependence of factor M 0 A−1

RII resistance to account for the ID dependence of factor M 10 Ω
CGD0 zero-bias gate-drain capacitance 0.85 nF
CGDMIN minimum gate-drain reverse-biased capacitance 0.01 nF
V * gate-drain capacitance parameter 2 V
CDS0 zero-bias drain-source capacitance 2.8 nF
CDSMIN minimum drain-source reverse-biased capacitance 0.06 nF
V ** drain-source capacitance parameter 10 V

3.3. Impact of Interface Traps

The impact of the interface traps was investigated by resorting to the following strategy. The traps
were virtually removed by (i) reducing VTH(T0) to 4 V, (ii) decreasing aVTH to 2 mK−1, (iii) multiplying
the current factor K(T0) by 50 to annihilate the degradation of mobility μn(T0), and (iv) setting cm = 0 to
eliminate the influence of Coulomb scattering on μn, which will thus exhibit a negative temperature
coefficient over the whole temperature range. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the real 4H-SiC
DUT and the ideal traps-free counterpart in terms of transfer characteristics at VDS = 20 V and various
TB values. It can be inferred that:

• differently from the DUT, which suffers from a marked positive temperature coefficient over
the entire current range, the traps-free device is subject to a slight positive coefficient only at
low drain current ID (<20 A), where the negative temperature coefficient of VTH prevails over
the negative coefficient of μn, while beyond a zero-temperature coefficient region (also referred to
as compensation region), the negative coefficient of μn dominates, and ID reduces with temperature.

• the traps-free transistor benefits from a much higher current capability due to the lower VTH
and the higher μn.

To further corroborate the above findings, Figure 8 reports the temperature coefficient of the drain
current ID, given by [19,20,25]

αT =
∂ID

∂T

∣∣∣∣∣
VDS

(17)

for the real DUT and its traps-free variant at reference temperature T0 and drain-source voltage
VDS = 20 V; it is again witnessed that the traps at the SiC/SiO2 interface lead to a detrimental
highly-positive αT within a broad range of currents.
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Figure 7. Modeled ID–VGS transfer characteristics at VDS = 20 V and TB = 303, 348, 423, and 473 K:
comparison between the real DUT (blue lines) and the traps-free counterpart (magenta). ZTC stands
for zero-temperature coefficient.
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Figure 8. Temperature coefficient αT of the drain current at TB = T0 and VDS = 20 V for the real DUT
(blue line) and its traps-free version (magenta).

4. Electrothermal Simulation Approach

We chose to resort to a circuit-based approach [7,11,26,27], which is a good trade-off between
computational burden and accuracy. Such an approach makes use of the thermal equivalent of the Ohm’s
law (TEOL) and can be summarized as follows.

• The whole DUT is subdivided into an assigned number N of elementary cells, high enough to
identify potentially-dangerous temperature gradients over the transistor active area, but not too
high to prevent intolerably long CPU times or impossible memory storage. The individual cells
are described with the model explained in Section 3, where the area-dependent parameters are
properly scaled. For the simulation campaign reported in Section 5, all cells are assumed identical,
although it is in principle possible to assign different parameter values to different cells to allow a
statistical analysis of the influence of parameter fluctuations on the ET behavior of the component.

• Each cell is represented with a SPICE-compatible subcircuit implementing the above model
through a macromodeling technique. The subcircuit makes use of (i) a standard MOSFET at
reference temperature T0 = 300 K as a “main” component to describe the channel region,
and (ii) linear and nonlinear controlled sources to include all the model features that cannot
be accounted for with the basic MOSFET, i.e., the temperature dependence of the threshold
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voltage VTH and of the current factor K, the bias- and temperature-dependent drift resistance Rdrift,
as well as the bias- and temperature-dependent II mechanism. The TEOL is adopted, namely,
the temperature rise over ambient ΔT = T − T0 is actually a voltage, while the dissipated power
PD is treated as a current; this allows (i) enabling the temperature sensitivity of the key physical
parameters, and (ii) describing the power-temperature feedback with an electrical network.
Besides the standard electrical terminals (gate, drain, source/body), the cell subcircuit is also
equipped with an input node carrying the “voltage” ΔT (provided by the thermal feedback block
introduced below) and with an output node offering the “current” PD (to be fed to the thermal
feedback block).

• The power-temperature feedback (i.e., the dynamic heat propagation within the structure) is
described with a TEOL-based SPICE-compatible thermal feedback block, which is composed
by resistances, capacitances, and controlled sources. The inputs of this block are the powers PD
dissipated by the transistor cells (represented with currents), and the outcomes are the individual
(nonlinear) temperature rises ΔT (emulated with voltages).

• The thermal feedback block contains an equivalent thermal network (i.e., a purely-electrical circuit
relying on the TEOL). The main contribution of the proposed approach is that this network
is automatically constructed in the pre-processing stage by invoking the FANTASTIC tool [6]
(Section 4.3). FANTASTIC receives as an input an accurate 3D FEM representation of the domain,
i.e., a mesh with information about (i) the discretization into elementary cells (each corresponding
to an individual heat source), (ii) material parameters, and (iii) boundary conditions, and then
extracts a reduced-order model and the associated network without the need of user’s expertise
and COMSOL simulations; only 16 min were needed for the case study. The equivalent network
accurately accounts for the self-heating of each cell and for the mutual interactions among all cells
and describes the linear thermal problem. However, nonlinear thermal effects can be significant
if the DUT is simulated under harsh conditions entailing high temperatures. In order to tackle
this issue, a properly-tuned Kirchhoff’s transformation [28] is used, which converts the linear
temperature rises (ΔTlin) into their nonlinear counterparts (ΔT) through [29]

ΔT = T0 ·
[
mk + (1−mk) · ΔTlin + T0

T0

] 1
1−mk − T0 (18)

The calibration of the (positive) parameter mk will be detailed in Section 4.2. Nonlinear
voltage-controlled voltage sources emulating (18) are applied to the N temperature rise nodes
of the equivalent thermal network; the resulting circuit is referred to as a thermal feedback
block. It is worth noting that the FANTASTIC-based approach improves the strategy exploited
in [7,26], where the thermal feedback block was based on Foster networks extracted in a rather
long pre-processing stage from N onerous transient COMSOL simulations of the DUT (performed
by activating one heat source at a time), and the thermal coupling between horizontally-far heat
sources was roughly described or even neglected.

• The cell subcircuits are then connected to the thermal feedback block in a commercial circuit
simulation tool (like PSPICE, LTSPICE, Eldo, ADS, SIMetrix); as a result, the whole domain
under test, composed by the DUT soldered on a DBC substrate, is transformed into a
purely-electrical macrocircuit, which suitably accounts for ET effects: the temperature, and thus
the temperature-sensitive parameters, are allowed to vary during the simulation run. The solution
of this macrocircuit under both static and dynamic conditions is demanded to the powerful
and robust engine of the circuit simulation tool, with very low computational effort and minimized
occurrence of convergence issues compared to other numerical methods.

10
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4.1. SPICE Subcircuit and DUT Discretization into Cells

A sketch of the SPICE-compatible subcircuit for the transistor cell is represented in Figure 9,
where the standard MOSFET instance at reference temperature T0 is indicated with Mn. The additional
input node feeding the “voltage” ΔT and the output node providing the “current” PD are
also represented.

 
Figure 9. Sketch of the SPICE-compatible subcircuit for the transistor cell.

The negative temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage VTH(T) described by (3) is accounted
for by using the following approach. The voltage source A in series with the gate adds VTH(T0)−VTH(T)
to VG, VTH(T) being given by (3), thus biasing Mn with VG’ = VG + [VTH(T0) − VTH(T)]; as a result,
the effective overdrive voltage becomes

VG′S −VTH(T0) = VGS + [VTH(T0) −VTH(T)] −VTH(T0) = VGS −VTH(T) (19)

and Mn conducts the current ID(Mn) given by

ID(Mn) = K(T0) ·
{
2[VGS −VTH(T)]VDSch −V2

DSch

}
VDSch < VGS −VTH(T)

ID(Mn) = K(T0) · [VGS −VTH(T)]
2 VDSch ≥ VGS −VTH(T)

(20)

The temperature dependence of the current factor K(T) expressed by (4) with (5) is emulated by
using the current source B to derive the current

Iμ = ID(Mn) ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( T

T0

)−m(T)

− 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (21)

Consequently, the II-unaffected current IDnoII is obtained as

IDnoII = ID(Mn) + Iμ = ID(Mn) + ID(Mn) ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( T

T0

)−m(T)

− 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = ID(Mn) ·
(

T
T0

)−m(T)

(22)

where m(T) is given by (5).
II effects are activated by adding an avalanche current IDII = ξ·(Ileak + IDnoII) to IDnoII through

the current source C, ξ=M− 1 being bias- and temperature-dependent according to (6). Hence, the drain
current ID flowing through the drift resistance Rdrift is given by (9).

11
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The bias- and temperature-dependent Rdrift described by (10) with (11) is taken into account by
making use of source D, which imposes the voltage drop

Vdri f t = ID ·Rdri f t
(
VGS, Vdri f t, T

)
. (23)

Only half of the DUT was represented and simulated by exploiting its inherent symmetry.
The effective active region (≈5 mm2) was partitioned into N = 79 cells, each with a 250 × 250 μm2 area
(the procedure leading to the choice of the N value will be detailed in Section 4.4). As a consequence,
compared to those reported in Table 1, the values of the area-dependent parameters were scaled
by dividing the current factor and the capacitances by 2 × N, and multiplying the resistances by
2 × N. The popular commercially-available OrCAD PSPICE [30] was chosen to perform circuit
simulations. The main schematic (resembling the actual layout) is represented in Figure 10, along with
the corresponding cell numbering and a detail of the connections between adjacent cells. The drain
current of the resulting macrocircuit (an outcome of the ET simulation) has to be multiplied by 2.

  
Figure 10. Discretization of the effective active area of half DUT. Left: PSPICE subcircuit with
hierarchical blocks corresponding to the transistor cells; center: cell numbering, with evidenced cells of
interest for the ET analysis presented in Section 5; right: connections between some adjacent cells.

4.2. FEM Representation of the Component under Test

Exhaustive details on the geometry and materials of the DUT (the CPMF-1200-S080B VDMOS)
were taken from the datasheet and from reports available on a reverse-engineering website. The DUT
was assumed to be soldered on a DBC substrate by means of a 50 μm-thick tin-platinum alloy (SnPt)
layer ensuring both mechanical joint and electrical connection with the drain [31]. Figures 11 and 12
show the top view and cross-section of the assembly, which enjoys the same symmetry of the DUT.
The soldering process can be automated by means of thin SnPt films, which are preformed and match
the size of the die; in addition, alignment masks are typically exploited to ease their positioning.
The DBC is composed by two copper (Cu) sheets (namely, bottom and top plates) with a ceramic layer
placed in between them. Such a layer provides dielectric insulation to the assembly and is realized
with alumina (Al2O3) for the proposed case study; however, alternative materials like silicon nitride
(Si3N4) [32] and aluminum nitride (AlN) [33] are also adopted in the DBC manufacturing process.
The drain contact of the DUT is soldered on the top plate, while the bottom plate ensures a good
thermal interface with the 3 mm-thick Cu baseplate.

12
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Figure 11. Sketch of the top view (not to scale) of the domain to be electrothermally simulated.
All dimensions are expressed in mm.

 
Figure 12. Sketch of the cross-section (not to scale) of the domain to be electrothermally simulated.
All dimensions are expressed in μm.

The 3D domain was represented in the environment of the commercial FEM-based COMSOL
Multiphysics software package [34] by means of the in-house routine detailed in [35], which allows
automatically building an extremely accurate geometry (Figure 13) and performing a smart selective
optimization of the tetrahedral mesh (Figure 14); this process conveniently avoids a painstakingly
long and prone-to-errors manual procedure for geometry/mesh construction. The number of elements
(tetrahedra) and degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the resulting grid are 3.8 × 105 and 5.2 × 105, respectively.
Figure 14 plainly illustrates that the mesh is highly fine over the die, while becoming gradually coarser
by moving far away from the active region.

 
Figure 13. 3D representation of the geometry of the domain under test in the COMSOL Multiphysics
environment (draw mode): (a) whole structure and (b) magnification of the 4H-SiC VDMOS die.
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Figure 14. 3D tetrahedral mesh of the domain under test in the COMSOL Multiphysics environment
(mesh mode): (a) whole structure and (b) magnification of the 4H-SiC VDMOS die.

As previously mentioned, all transistor cells (Figure 10) were individually associated to heat
sources located over the top surface of the 4H-SiC DUT. In this representation, the heat is assumed to
be dissipated over the whole effective active area, and not over the tens of thousands of individual
channels; conveniently, this unavoidable approximation was demonstrated to be reasonable under dc
and transient conditions (at least for not-too-short times) through a simulation analysis performed
with TCAD Sentaurus and COMSOL. An isothermal boundary condition at TB = T0 was applied at
the bottom of the assembly baseplate, whereas all other surfaces were assumed adiabatic (i.e., with zero
outgoing heat flux). The material parameters adopted for the thermal simulations are listed in Table 2.
Nonlinear thermal effects were accounted for by including the temperature dependences of the thermal
conductivities described by

k(T) = k(T0) ·
(

T
T0

)−α
(24)

k(T) = k(T0) − β · (T − T0) (25)

Table 2. Properties of the materials composing the assembly.

Material
k(T0)

(W/mK)
cp (J/KgK) ρ (Kg/m3) α β (W/mK2)

4H-SiC 370 [36,37] 690 [37]
3211 [38,39]

(value common to
4H-SiC and 6H-SiC)

1.29 [40]

Al 240 [41] 905 [41] 2707 [41] 0.04 [41]
SnPt 68.8 [41] 228 [41] 7310 [41] 0.02 [41]
Ni 89.5 [41] 445 [41] 8906 [41] 0.08 [41]
Ag 427 [41] 236 [41] 10,524 [41] 0.07 [41]

poly-Si 40 [39] 920 [39] 2330 [39]
SiO2 1.38 [39] 709 [39] 2203 [39] −0.33 [39]

Al2O3 28 [39] 796 [39] 3900 [39] 1 [39]
Cu 396.8 [41] 384 [41] 8954 [41] 0.05 [41]

Si3N4 18.5 [39] 787 [39] 3100 [39] −0.33 [39]

It must be noted that (24) applies to semiconductors and insulators, while (25) is followed by
some metals.

The pre-processing calibration of parameter mk to be used for the Kirchhoff’s transformation (18)
was carried out with the following procedure. The domain under test was thermally simulated with
COMSOL by varying the power PD dissipated by the whole effective active area (described with only
one heat source) over a wide range (0.1 to 573.5 W for half device, the latter value leading to a peak
temperature of 1400 K); the thermal conductivity dependences upon temperature were either activated
(nonlinear conditions) or deactivated (linear conditions). The average temperature rise over that area was
determined for both cases. Then the Kirchhoff’s transformation was applied to the linear temperature
rise, and mk was adjusted so as to obtain a good agreement between the nonlinear temperature rise
computed by the transformation and the realistic one evaluated by COMSOL; it was obtained that
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mk = 0.785. The whole process lasted less than 1 h, as each nonlinear simulation was run in about
2 mins and 24 PD values were applied.

4.3. FANTASTIC-Based Derivation of the Equivalent Thermal Network

The FANTASTIC tool, originally introduced by some of the authors in [6], where it was applied
to merely-thermal 3D simulations of a state-of-the-art gallium-arsenide (GaAs) HBT, is based on
the truncated balance (TRB)-based moment matching (MM) approach to model-order reduction (MOR)
developed by one of the authors in [42].

In this tool, the dynamic heat conduction problem in a semiconductor device, assumed to be linear,
is imported from either commercial (e.g., COMSOL) or open-source codes (e.g., SALOME SMESH),
comprising: the mesh discretizing the geometry, as well as the definitions of heat sources, materials,
and boundary conditions. Both hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes can be used. It is possible to
define arbitrary heat capacity and tensorial thermal conductivity distributions. Neumann’s, Dirichlet’s,
or Robin’s boundary conditions can be applied. Superficial (i.e., indefinitely thin) and volumetric heat
sources can be taken into account.

The FEM model of the thermal problem is then assembled by FANTASTIC. In particular,
the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K are constructed. High-order basis functions can be used:
most commonly, as a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy, tetrahedral meshes and second-order
basis functions are considered. The M DoFs of the temperature rise distribution, forming the M-row
vector ϑ(t), are solutions of the discretized linear dynamic heat conduction problem

M
dϑ
dt

(t) + Kϑ(t) = q(t) (26)

in which the power density distribution vector q(t) takes the form

q(t) = QP(t) (27)

where P(t) is an N-row vector with the powers dissipated by N independent heat sources, and Q is an
M × N matrix, the n-th column of which is the power density distribution vector of the n-th source,
with n = 1, . . . , N. The port temperature rises of the N sources form the N-row column vector ΔT(t)
given by [42]

ΔT = QTϑ(t) (28)

As typical for MOR approaches, an M × M̂ matrix V with M̂ � M is defined, which allows
approximating ϑ(t) by means of a reduced number M̂ of DoFs forming the M̂-vector ϑ̂(t), so that

ϑ(t) = Vϑ̂(t) (29)

The V matrix is used to project the heat conduction discretized problem (26)–(28) with the Galerkin’s
method, thus deriving a DCTM in the form

M̂
dϑ̂
dt

(t) + K̂ϑ̂(t) = q̂(t) (30)

being
q̂(t) = ĜP(t) (31)

ΔT(t) = Ĝ
T
ϑ̂(t) (32)

in which
M̂ = VTMV (33)

K̂ = VTKV (34)
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are M̂-order matrices, and
Ĝ = VTQ (35)

is an M̂×N matrix. The V matrix is determined by the algorithm reported below.

 

At line 1 of the algorithm, the values σp, with p = 1, . . . , Pn, are automatically determined as a
function of the desired relative error parameter ε as follows. First, the real positive quantities λn < Λn

are properly estimated for the heat conduction problem with respect to the power impulse thermal
response of the current p-th heat source. Next, the value Pn is determined as the smallest integer
such that

4 exp
(
−Pnπ

2/ log(4/k′)
)
≤ ε (36)

being k’ = λn/Λn. It is then set

σp = Λndn
(

2p− 1
2Pn

K, k
)

with p = 1, . . . , Pn, in which K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind of modulus k, and dn is

the homonymous elliptic function of modulus k =
√

1− k′2.
At line 3, the temperature response to the n-th heat source is solved in the complex frequency

domain at the frequency value σp. Thus, equation

(σpM + K)Θp = Qen (37)

is solved for Θp, en being an N-row vector having all zero elements but one at the n-th row.
Since the complex frequency values are real positive, the coefficient matrices of the resulting linear
systems are symmetric positive definite, and the most efficient multigrid iterative solvers can be used
for their solution.

At line 4, the Vp matrix is achieved by appending to the columns of Vp−1 a vector derived
orthogonalizing Θp with respect to the columns of Vp−1.

At line 5, the DCTM Cp is determined proceeding as in (30)–(32), matrix V in (33)–(35) being
substituted by matrix Vp.

At line 2, the temperature response Θp in the complex frequency domain due to the n-th
independent heat source is estimated at σp using the DCTM Cp−1. To this aim, equation

(σpM̂p−1 + K̂p−1)Θ̂p = Q̂p−1en (38)
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is solved for Θ̂p. This vector is used to determine the approximation Θ̃p = Vp−1Θ̂p. At line 3 of
the algorithm, such estimation of Θp is used to speed up the solution of (37) by setting the initial
estimation of the solution.

It is noted that for the n-th heat source, with n = 1, . . . , N, the complex frequency values σp,
with p = 1, . . . , Pn, are sorted in decreasing order. In this way, the linear systems introduced at
line 3 of the algorithm are solved from the least to the most onerous ones in terms of CPU time.
The computational burden is drastically reduced by this proper ordering, since the iterative solver can
start from an estimate of the solution found in the previous step, which becomes increasingly accurate.

The DCTM achieved by this algorithm has dimension M̂ = P1 + P2 + . . . + PN. Let Z(t) and
^
Z(t)

be the N-th order power impulse thermal response [K/W] matrices of the discretized heat conduction
problem (26)–(28) and of the DCTM, respectively. As shown in [43], it results in

‖Z(t) − ^
Z(t)‖H2

≤ 2ε‖Z(t)‖H2

being

‖ Z(t) ‖H2
=

√∫ +∞

0
tr
(
ZT(t)Z(t)

)
dt

the Z(t) Hankel norm. Similar results can be extended from the time to the frequency domain and can be
stated for the whole spatial-temporal temperature distributions due to power impulses [43]. All these
results provide a strong theoretical guarantee for the convergence of the method. As a consequence of (36),
this convergence is very fast, being exponential with respect to the numbers P of σp, with p = 1, . . . , Pn.
As a result, in practice accurate DCTMs can always be obtained with small space-state dimensions, M̂.

It is now observed that by solving at limited cost the generalized eigenvalue problem

Û
T

M̂Û = I M̂

Û
T

K̂Û = Λ̂

having as unknown the M̂-order matrix Û, in which Λ̂ is an M̂-order diagonal matrix, and introducing
the change of variables

ϑ̂(t) = Ûξ̂(t)

the DCTM equations (30)–(32) are transformed into

dξ̂
dt

(t) + Λ̂ξ̂(t) = Γ̂P(t) (39)

ΔT(t) = Γ̂
T
ξ̂(t) (40)

where Γ̂ is the M̂×N matrix V̂
T

Ĝ. The temperature rise distribution is then reconstructed as

ϑ(t) = Ξξ̂(t) (41)

Ξ = VÛ being an M× M̂ matrix like V.
Equations (39) and (40) can be interpreted as the equations ruling the equivalent network sketched

in Figure 15.
Such a network, which can in principle describe the thermal behavior of any electronic component,

is particularly suited to be solved by means of nodal analysis in SPICE-like simulators, since all
elements are voltage-controlled current sources, and thus the number of variables is limited to M̂.
The topology is general and can be implemented into any circuit simulator.
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Figure 15. DCTM equivalent thermal network (after Codecasa et al. [6]).

4.4. Pre-Processing Evaluation of N and ε

During the pre-processing stage, two key parameters have to be chosen, namely, the number of
elementary cells N (=79, as mentioned in Section 4.1) and the relative error parameter ε, the latter
needed for the generation of the equivalent thermal network with FANTASTIC and set to 10−3.
For the particular component under test, this discretization and this error were found to be a good
trade-off between accuracy and CPU time needed for the ET simulation, as evaluated in an additional
pre-processing analysis where some N and ε values were tested; considering much higher N and/or
much lower ε leads to a marginal accuracy improvement paid with a significant increase in CPU time.

4.5. Construction of the Macrocircuit

The macrocircuit representing the ET behavior of the packaged DUT was constructed in the PSPICE
environment as follows. The linear equivalent thermal network, provided in the form of a netlist,
was enriched with N nonlinear voltage-controlled voltage sources to account for the Kirchhoff’s
transformation (18), and the thermal feedback block was thus obtained. It must be remarked that
nonlinear thermal effects could in principle be accurately described by extracting a fully nonlinear
equivalent thermal network with a variant of the FANTASTIC tool [11]. However, the complexity
of the nonlinear network grows with the discretization N much more rapidly than that of the linear
counterpart (used in this paper); for N = 79, such a network would be composed by about 32 × 106

elements, with insurmountable memory-storage problems. As a consequence, the adoption of a
calibrated Kirchhoff’s transformation represents the only viable strategy to get accurate enough results.
The ΔT and PD nodes of the subcircuits (the individual transistor cells) were connected to the thermal
feedback block. As shown in Figure 10c, all the gate terminals of the subcircuits were shorted together,
as well as the drain and source ones, and it is possible to activate an electrical network to include
the de-biasing over the source pad. A simplified scheme of the adopted strategy is shown in Figure 16.

 

Figure 16. Schematic representation of the proposed strategy to perform a fully coupled ET analysis in
a circuit simulation tool: the feedback loop between the electrical circuit (left) and the thermal feedback
block (TFB, right) relying on the DCTM-based equivalent network is highlighted.
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After the circuit simulation run, the whole spatial-temporal temperature rise distribution can be
reconstructed in a post-processing stage at negligible computational cost and memory storage using (41).

5. Static and Dynamic Electrothermal Simulations

The whole pre-processing activity, involving isothermal measurements, optimization of the model
parameters, geometry/mesh construction in COMSOL, proper domain discretization, equivalent
network extraction with FANTASTIC, calibration of the Kirchhoff’s transformation, and macrocircuit
generation, can last a few days, after which any analysis can be performed in short times on the device
of interest.

In particular, the macrocircuit was adopted to perform many PSPICE simulations of the DUT
with DBC substrate in both static (dc) and dynamic conditions on a PC with an Intel Core i7-7700
(3.60 GHz) CPU and equipped with a 16 GB RAM. Unfortunately, experimental data for accuracy
validation were not available for the examined component. On the other hand, the approach benefits
from (i) a careful calibration of the transistor model from experimental data; (ii) a very accurate domain
representation in COMSOL aided by the in-house routine mentioned in Section 4.2; (iii) an automated
(and unaffected by user’s errors) extraction of the linear equivalent network through FANTASTIC;
(iv) a smart pre-processing calibration of the Kirchhoff’s transformation. Hence, the only source of
error can be induced by the degree of uncertainty concerning the thermal conductivities of the involved
materials, which however affects any ET simulation approach.

First, the ID–VDS output characteristics were determined with a VDS step amounting to 0.1 V
under isothermal (at T0) and ET conditions. Isothermal conditions were obtained by deactivating
the thermal feedback block. The CPU time needed to simulate a single ET characteristic was nearly
100 s. Results are reported in Figure 17, which also shows the temperature rise above T0 averaged
over the effective active area (ΔTav). It can be inferred that the simulation runs were stopped as ΔTav

reached 500 K.
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Figure 17. (a) ID–VDS output characteristics determined with the proposed approach under isothermal
(dashed blue lines) and ET (solid red) conditions; (b) temperature rise ΔTav = Tav – T0 corresponding to
the ET conditions, Tav being the temperature averaged over the effective active area.

Afterward, SC tests were simulated. Such tests involve large power dissipation, and are typically
used to quantify the device robustness under harsh and abnormal events (see e.g., [7,23,25,44–47],
all focused on SiC MOSFETs). In the SC experiment, the DUT is first biased in the OFF state with
a given supply voltage applied to the drain, and then turned on with a single gate pulse (a gate
resistance RGATE of 50 Ω was considered). The knowledge of the whole temperature distribution
over the active area is important, since the value and position of the temperature peak are needed for
reliability considerations. The effects of many combinations of gate and supply voltages were examined.
Simulation runs were very fast: a single test required about 300 s with a fine time discretization.
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The total drain current ID conducted by the DUT vs. time is shown in Figure 18a for all the analyzed
cases, while Figure 18b illustrates the corresponding temperature rises ΔTav. The first figure reveals
that ID first grows due to the strong positive temperature coefficient induced by (i) the reduction
in threshold voltage and (ii) the mobility increase (for the lowered Coulomb scattering), and then
drops since the negative temperature coefficient triggered by the acoustic-phonon scattering dominates
(thermally stable behavior) as all the traps have released electrons [7,25].

The temperature rises ΔT over cells #01, #23, #47, #61 (identified in the layout of Figure 10) are
reported in Figure 18c for two cases, namely, VGS = 10 V/VDD = 200 V and VGS = 20 V/VDD = 200 V.
From the inspection of the waveforms, it is found that a pronounced temperature nonuniformity takes
place in the first case (the inner cell #47 suffers from a ΔT two times higher than that of the top-corner
cell #01), which can be explained as follows. The milder bias conditions (VGS = 10 V) allowed the device
to safely undergo the test for a longer period, within which the heat had enough time to significantly
spread, thereby favoring a stronger impact of the mutual thermal interactions and the consequent
exacerbation of temperature gradients.

The whole temperature field in the domain was determined at chosen time instants from
the DCTM generated with FANTASTIC in a post-processing step. More specifically, points A (t= 25.5 μs,
VGS = 20 V/VDD = 200 V), B (t= 338 μs, VGS = 20 V/VDD = 50 V), and C (t= 14 ms, VGS = 10 V/VDD = 50 V)
identified in Figure 18a,b were selected, which approximately share the same ΔTav value, i.e., 500 K.
The computed temperature rise maps are shown in Figure 18d (top view) and Figure 18e (side view).
As can be seen, despite the same ΔTav,

• point A, which falls at a time instant close to the beginning of the test, is endowed with a uniform
and superficial temperature field, since the heat is still confined in the top active region close to
the generation area;

• the temperature distributions in B and C are increasingly uneven, which is again ascribable to
the much longer stress times. In particular, C suffers from a severe temperature focusing over
the innermost DUT area, and—as witnessed by the side view—the downward heat had enough
time to reach and hit the DBC.

Lastly, the macrocircuit was used to simulate two UIS tests, which are commonly adopted to
evaluate the maximum amount of avalanche energy sustainable by the device [8,44]. In the UIS
experiment, a load inductor L tied to the drain is first ramped up to a desired current by keeping
the DUT in linear mode for a time tON; then the DUT is turned off and brought into avalanche by
the inductor, which preserves the current continuity. The tests will be hereinafter denoted as case #1
and #2, the specifics of which are as follows:

• case #1: VDD = 300 V, L = 4.6 mH, RGATE = 15 Ω
• case #2: VDD = 600 V, L = 12 mH, RGATE = 15 Ω

In both cases, a gate voltage equal to 20 V was applied for tON = 200 μs, and then lowered to 0. Again,
the time elapsed by PSPICE for a single test was about 300–400 s. Concerning case #1, Figure 19a shows
the drain current ID and the drain-source voltage VDS vs. time in the span 190 to 280 μs, while Figure 19b
illustrates the temperature rises of cells #01, #23, #47, #61. An almost uniform temperature distribution
was found, as witnessed by the map taken at time instant t* = 220 μs, where the dynamic temperature
averaged over the active area peaks (Figure 19c).
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Figure 18. Simulated SC test: (a) drain current ID vs. time for seven VGS/VDD combinations;
(b) corresponding temperature rises averaged over the effective active area; (c) temperature rises
of the individual cells highlighted in Figure 10 for 2 cases; (d) top and (e) side views of the 3D
temperature rise maps determined at points A, B, and C shown in (a) and (b).
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Figure 19. Simulated UIS test, case #1: (a) drain current ID and drain-source voltage VDS against
time; (b) temperature rises of the individual cells identified in Figure 10; (c) top and side views of
the temperature rise maps calculated at time instant t* = 220 μs shown in (a) and (b).

In case #2, despite the lower drain current ID ≈ VDD·tON/L before turn-off (10 A instead of 13 A
obtained for case #1), the average temperature reaches higher values due the longer discharging
transient, in turn dictated by the higher L, since

dID

dt
= −BVDS(T) −VDD

L
(42)

Results are shown in Figure 20. As can be inferred from Figure 20b, which reports the temperature
rises of the selected cells, and from Figure 20c, which depicts the post-processing temperature maps at
t* = 240 μs, a slightly more nonuniform temperature field occurs with respect to case #1.
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Figure 20. Simulated UIS test, case #2: (a) drain current ID and drain-source voltage VDS vs. time;
(b) temperature rises of the individual cells highlighted in Figure 10; (c) top and side views of
the temperature rise maps calculated at time instant t* = 240 μs identified in (a) and (b).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an advanced circuit-based approach for the static and dynamic electrothermal
simulation of multicellular SiC power MOSFETs has been proposed, which—differently from
the strategies encountered in the literature—seems to represent a good trade-off between accuracy
and efficiency. The device is discretized into a chosen number of elementary cells (heat sources)
and turned into a purely-electrical macrocircuit, where (i) the cells are described with subcircuits
accounting for the key and harmful influence of SiC/SiO2 interface traps, and (ii) the power-temperature
feedback is modeled with an equivalent thermal network. This network is obtained through a fully
automated process: first, a 3D mesh representing the device is generated in COMSOL with the support
of an in-house routine that elaborates the layout files and makes use of further information about
thickness of layers, position/shape of the heat sources, material parameters, and boundary conditions;
then, such a mesh is provided as an input to the FANTASTIC tool, which derives a dynamic compact
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thermal model of the device and the related equivalent network. The macrocircuit can be solved
in the environment of any SPICE-like simulator with short CPU time and unlikely occurrence of
convergence issues. The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed strategy have been verified on
a 1200 V, 50 A multicellular 4H-SiC VDMOS soldered on a DBC package. It has been shown that
the simulation of short-circuit and unclamped inductive switching tests requires only 300–400 s on a
normal PC, despite the critical conditions and the fine time discretization, and that potentially-dangerous
temperature gradients/hogging can be easily identified. It can be concluded that the proposed approach
can be helpful for industry engineers who are in charge of optimizing the thermal design of multicellular
power devices in any technology.
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Nomenclature

AlN aluminum nitride
Al2O3 alumina
Cu copper
GaAs gallium arsenide
Si silicon
SiC silicon carbide
SiO2 silicon dioxide (or oxide)
Si3N4 silicon nitride
SnPt tin-platinum alloy
DBC direct-bonded copper
DCTM dynamic compact thermal model
DoF degree of freedom
DUT device under test
ET electrothermal
FANTASTIC FAst Novel Thermal Analysis Simulation Tool for Integrated Circuits
FEM finite-element method
HBT heterojunction bipolar transistor
II impact ionization
ILS inductive load switching
MM moment matching
MOR model-order reduction
MOSFET metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
SC short circuit
TEOL thermal equivalent of the Ohm’s law
TRB truncated balance
UIS unclamped inductive switching
VDMOS vertical double-diffused MOS
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Abstract: In this paper, a new thermal model of the inductor is proposed. This model takes into
account self-heating in the core and in the winding, and mutual thermal couplings between the
mentioned components of the inductor. The form of the elaborated thermal model is presented.
In this model, the influence of power dissipated in the core and in the winding of the inductor on the
efficiency of heat removal is taken into account. Correctness of the model is verified experimentally for
inductors containing ferrite cores of different shapes and dimensions. The good agreement between
the results of calculations and measurements is obtained. On the basis of the obtained findings,
the influence of volume and the shape of the core on thermal resistances and thermal capacitances
occurring in this model is discussed.

Keywords: inductors; ferromagnetic cores; thermal model; transient thermal impedance;
thermal resistance; self-heating

1. Introduction

Inductors are important components of switch-mode power converters. These components
are used to store electrical energy [1–5]. Properties of these components indeed depend on physical
phenomena occurring in the winding and in the ferromagnetic core contained in the inductor [1,6–10].
At present, producers of ferromagnetic cores offer many types of cores made of different ferromagnetic
materials. However, the most frequently used material to construct inductor cores are ferrites
produced as a result of dwighting powdered metal oxides. Ferrites are characterised by high hardness,
high resistivity, and low losses of eddy currents [5,9–14].

When an inductor operates in switched mode power converters an increase in power losses
in this component is observed, which is the effect of current flowing through the winding of the
inductor and remagnetisation of its core [1,5–16]. Power losses in the inductor are converted into heat.
Heat generated in components of the inductor causes an increase in temperature of both the core and
the winding above ambient temperature as a result of self-heating phenomena and mutual thermal
couplings between the core and the winding of the inductor [8,11,15,17–19].

Temperature strongly influences the properties of electronic components, especially their
reliability [20–22]. Therefore, it is essential to know the value of internal temperature of any element in
the anticipated conditions of its operation. To calculate this temperature at well-known waveforms of
power lost in the element, thermal models are used [23–26].

Thermal models presented in the literature have a character of microscopic models [6,7,27,28],
dedicated to calculate distribution of temperature in the electronic component or macroscopic (compact)
models [8,29–31], making it possible to calculate one value of internal temperature of the whole electronic
component. Microscopic models, due to a high level of complexity, are not frequently used to analyse
electronic circuits and they are used only to analyse thermal properties of single electronic components.
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Typically compact thermal models are used. These models are often presented in the form
of a network analogue [23,24,29,30,32]. Such an analogue usually consists of the current source,
representing power dissipated in the modelled component and the RC network representing transient
thermal impedance Zth(t), characterising the ability of a component to remove heat generated in this
component [23–26]. Voltage on the current source corresponds to an excess of internal temperature of
this component above ambient temperature [23–26].

The compact thermal model takes into account simultaneously all mechanisms of heat removal to
the surroundings, i.e., conduction, convention, and radiation [24,30]. Transient thermal impedance
occurring in the compact thermal model is typically described with the use of dependence of the
form [24,29,30].

Zth(t) = Rth ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1− N∑

i=1

ai · exp
(
− t
τthi

)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

where Rth is thermal resistance and N the number of thermal time constants τthi corresponding
to coefficients ai. At the steady-state the value of transient thermal impedance is equal to thermal
resistance Rth.

In the literature many compact thermal models of inductors and transformers are
described [6,8,15,17,33]. However, these models are highly simplified. Some of them [6,8] do not even
take into account differences in temperature between the core and the winding. Thermal models of
inductors taking into account nonlinearity of phenomena responsible for heat transfer are not known
to the authors. Such nonlinearity is observed, among other things, in thermal models of semiconductor
devices [30,34,35] or in the results of measurements of thermal properties of transformers shown
among others in the papers [36,37]. Nowadays, there are no compact thermal models of inductors,
which take into account influence of nonlinearity of thermal phenomena as well as the shape and the
size of the core on thermal parameters of inductors.

The aim of this paper is to examine influence of the size and the shape of the ferromagnetic core
and power losses on parameters of a thermal model of the inductor. In Section 2, a new nonlinear
thermal model of the inductor is discussed. Section 3 describes a manner of estimation of parameters
of the new model. The obtained results of calculations and measurements illustrating the usefulness of
the proposed model are shown and discussed in Section 4.

2. New Nonlinear Thermal Model of Inductors

A nonlinear thermal model of inductors presented in this section was developed by the authors.
It belongs to a group of compact thermal models of electronic components. Let us assume that these
electronic components contain more than one heat source. Such models were described in the literature
for IGBT (insulated gate bipolar transistor) modules [23] and LED (light emitting diode) modules [38]
in which self-heating phenomena and mutual thermal couplings also occur.

The presented nonlinear thermal model of the inductor takes into account the fact that both the core
temperature TC and the winding temperature TW depend on the value of ambient temperature Ta and
a temperature excess, which is a result of a self-heating phenomenon in each component of the inductor
and mutual thermal couplings between these components. The temperature excess of the inductor
component caused by a self-heating phenomenon depends on the transient thermal impedance of the
core ZthC(t) and transient thermal impedance of the winding ZthW(t). Thermal couplings between the
core and the winding are characterised by mutual transient thermal impedance between the core and
the winding ZthCW(t). Nonlinearity of phenomena responsible for transporting heat generated in the
inductor to the surroundings is also taken into account.

The new nonlinear thermal model of the inductor is dedicated to the SPICE (simulation program
with integrated circuits emphasis) program and has the network form shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Nonlinear compact thermal model of the inductor.

This model consists of four subcircuits. Two of them, visible on the left side of Figure 1, allow for
the calculation of the winding temperature Tw and the core temperature TC. According to the rules of
formulating a thermal model of electronic devices the Foster network is used [39]. In the mentioned
network, current sources which describe the time dependence of power dissipated in the electronic
element are used. Current sources IW and IC correspond to powers dissipated in the winding and in
the core. Self-transient thermal impedances of the winding ZthW(t) and the core ZthC(t) are modelled
using CWi and CCi capacitors and controlled current sources GWi and GCi. Voltages on these circuits
correspond to a temperature excess caused by a self-heating phenomenon occurring in the winding
and in the core. Influence of mutual thermal couplings between the core and the winding is modelled
using the controlled voltage sources E1 and E2. Voltages on these sources correspond to the values of
temperature excesses TWC and TCW. In contrast, voltage sources V1 and V2 model ambient temperature.

The other two subcircuits allow calculating excesses of the core temperature TCW and the winding
temperature TWC caused by thermal coupling between the inductor components. In these subcircuits,
current sources represent power dissipated in the winding IWC and in the core ICW. The networks
connected to these sources model mutual transient thermal impedance between the core and the
winding ZthCW(t). All transient thermal impedances occurring in the presented model are described by
Equation (1).

As shown in the papers [23,35,36,40], waveforms of transient thermal impedance of electronic
components depend on power or internal temperature of the considered electronic component.
From the papers [23,36,38] and from measurements performed by the authors, it results that influence
of power dissipated in the modelled component practically does not influence heat capacitances
of this component, while influence of power dissipated in the considered component on thermal
resistance could be significant. Therefore, in the presented nonlinear thermal model of the inductor,
constant values of thermal capacitances are used. In contrast, thermal resistances occurring in the
considered model depend on power generated in the inductor. Empirical dependence of thermal
resistance Rth on the dissipated power p is proposed. This dependence is expressed by the empirical
Equation:

Rth = Rth0 + Rth1 · exp
(−p

b

)
(2)

where is power dissipated in a heating component (core or winding), Rth0, Rth1 and b are the model
parameters. Of course, for each of the three transient thermal impedances (1), there is a different set of
parameter values describing thermal capacitances and thermal resistances.

Changes of individual components of thermal resistance are modelled using the controlled current
sources Gi according to the Equation [33]:

Gi =
VGi

ai ·Rth
(3)
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where VGi is voltage on source Gi, Rth thermal resistance calculated using the Equation (2), and ai is the
coefficient in the Equation (1) which corresponds to i-th thermal time constants τthi.

Values of parameters occurring in Equations (1) and (2) were determined using the concept of
local estimation [41,42] based on the measured waveforms of transient thermal impedances occurring
in the considered thermal model of the inductor.

3. Method of Model Parameters Estimation

Values of parameters of the thermal model described in Section 2 can be determined as a result of
realisation of a series of measurements and calculations. These measurements are performed in the
measuring set-up shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Set-up to measure thermal parameters of the inductor.

The considered set-up contains a voltage source E, a resistor R limiting the value of current,
an ammeter, a voltmeter, the examined inductor L, a pyrometer, the acquisition data system DAQ,
and a PC. To measure the value of DC current and DC voltage multimeters of the type UNIT UT-803
were used. The uncertainty of the measurements of DC voltage is ±0.025%, of the DC current ±0.1%,
and of temperature measured by the pyrometer PT-3S is equal to ±3% [43].

In this set-up transient thermal impedances of the core ZthC(t) and the winding ZthW(t),
and also mutual transient thermal impedance between the core and the winding ZthCW(t) are
measured. These measurements are realised with the use of the indirect method and the following
definitional Equations.

ZthC(t) =
TC(t) − Ta

pC
(4)

ZthW(t) =
TW(t) − Ta

pW
(5)

ZthWC(t) =
TC(t) − Ta

pW
(6)

where pC denotes power dissipated in the inductor core, whereas pW refers to power dissipated in the
winding. In Equations (4)–(6), the temperatures of the core and the winding and powers dissipated in
the core and in the winding also appear.

In the considered measuring set-up power in the shape of a jump is dissipated during the flow of
current through one of two components of the inductor depending on the position of switch S. In the
position 1 of the switch, power is dissipated in the core, and in the position 2 of this switch power
is dissipated in the winding. The value of current flowing through components of the inductor is
regulated by means of voltage source E and resistor R. The temperature of the core is registered by
means of the pyrometer PT-3S [43] configured to work in the continuous operation, as well as the card
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of data acquisition and a computer. In turn, temperature of the winding is measured indirectly on the
basis of measurements of the winding resistance.

The value of voltage and current flowing through the core or the winding is regulated over a wide
range of the measured waveforms ZthC(t), ZthW(t) and ZthCW(t) for different values of power pC and pW.
Basing on the registered waveforms of the mentioned transient thermal impedances of the inductor,
values of parameters Rth, ai, τthi occurring in the Equation (1) for every applied value of power pW
and pC are estimated using the program ESTYM [42]. For every transient thermal impedance of the
modelled inductor at the highest applied values of the dissipated power, average values of parameters
ai and thermal capacitances occurring in the proposed thermal model are calculated on the basis of
the Equation:

Ci =
τthi

ai·Rth
(7)

Based on the measured dependences of thermal resistance on power RthC(pC), RthW(pW), and
RthCW(pW), values of parameters Rth0, Rth1, and b occurring in Equation (2) are estimated with the
method of local estimation [39,40] for every considered dependence separately.

4. Results

In order to analyse influence of the dimensions and the shape of the core on parameters of a
non-linear thermal model of the inductor, investigations of the considered component operating in
the set-up presented in Figure 2 were performed. Measurements were carried out for inductors with
ferrite cores of different shapes and dimensions.

In subsection A the tested inductors are described, in subsection B presents the estimated values
of model parameters, and in subsection C, the obtained results of calculations and measurements are
presented. On the basis of the obtained results dependences of influence of the mentioned factors on
the value of parameters of the presented nonlinear thermal model of the inductor are discussed.

4.1. Tested Inductors

Inductors containing cup and toroidal cores made of ferrite material F-867 [44] were used for
investigations. On each core, eight turns of copper wire in the enamel of the diameter 1 mm were
wound. The examined inductors with cup cores of different dimensions were mounted on the printed
circuit board, which was situated vertically during measurements. The inductor with the ring core was
also arranged vertically. In Figure 3, the dimensions of the examined inductor cores are shown.

ø1 

h

ø1 

h
ø2 

Figure 3. Dimensions of the investigated (a) cup core and (b) toroidal core.

In Figure 4, the examined inductors with cup cores installed on the printed circuit board are
shown, and in Figure 5 the examined inductor with the ring core is presented. During measurements
ambient temperature was monitored and its value fluctuated between 21.9 ◦C and 23 ◦C. In both the
figures, cables mounted to the ferromagnetic core are visible. These cables are indispensable to enable
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the current flow through the ferromagnetic core while heating this core. In Table 1 values of selected
parameters of material F867 are collected, whereas in Table 2, values of geometrical parameters of the
considered inductor cores are given. The inductors with the core whose parameters are collected in
Table 2 are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

  

Figure 4. Tested inductors containing cup cores of different dimensions.

   

Figure 5. Tested inductors containing toroidal cores.

Table 1. Values of selected parameters of material F867 [43].

Parameter Bsat (T) BR (T) HC (A/m) μi Pv (mW/cm3)

Value (25 ◦C) 0.6 0.15 40 2400 129
Value (100 ◦C) 0.4 0.12 40 3900 70

Table 2. Geometrical parameters of the tested inductor cores.

Cup Core

Dimensions (mm)
le

(mm)
Ae

(mm2)
Ve

(mm3)

Ø1 h
14 8 20.6 23.1 485
18 11 25.9 43 1120
26 16 37.2 93 3460

Toroidal Core

Dimensions (mm)
le

(mm)
Ae

(mm2)
Ve

(mm3)

Ø1 Ø2 h
16 9.5 6.5 40.03 21.12 845.71
20 10 10 35.7 150 2355
31 19 13 78.5 78 6123
40 24 15 98.56 448 12861
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As shown in Table 1, saturation flux density Bsat decreases with a temperature increase from 0.6 T
to 0.4 T, remanence flux density BR does not exceed 0.15 T, coercion force HC amounts to 40 A/m,
initial permeability μi strongly depend on temperature and increases from 2400 to 3900. Power losses
per unit of volume PV decrease from 129 mW/cm3 to 70 mW/cm3 in the considered changes of
temperature. In further part of this paper the considered cup cores will be denoted as: small cup core,
medium cup core and big cup core, respectively. In turn, toroidal cores will be denoted as: toroidal
core 16, toroidal core 20, toroidal core 30 and toroidal core 40, respectively.

Table 2 shows that the used cores are characterised by different values of such geometrical
parameters as: magnetic path length le, cross-section area Ae and volume Ve. For example toroidal core
16 has similar value of le parameter to big cup core le parameter and similar value of Ae parameter
to small cup core Ae parameter. Further, the toroidal core 20 has similar value of le parameter to big
cup core.

4.2. Parameters Values of a New Model

Using the measurement set-up (Figure 2), measurements of transient thermal impedances were
performed. They were carried out for all the considered inductors at different values of power
dissipated in the cores and windings. Based on the obtained measurement results, values of parameters
of the nonlinear thermal model were determined for each considered inductor with the use of the
method described in Section 2. For example, values of parameters of this model for inductors with the
medium cup core and with the toroidal core of the external diameter equal to 16 mm are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3. Values of parameters of the nonlinear thermal model of inductors with the medium cup core
and with the toroidal core.

Parameter Rth0 (K/W) Rth1 (K/W) b (W) a1 a2 Cth1 (J/K) Cth2 (J/K)

Inductor with the Medium Cup Core

ZthW(t) 25 11 2 0.403 0.597 2.403 8.07
ZthC(t) 19 15 2 0.449 0.551 10.694 23.693

ZthWC(t) 15 12 1.4 0.937 0.063 13.99 219.56

Inductor with the Toroidal Core 16

ZthW(t) 25 20 5.3 0.26 0.74 0.516 4.958
ZthC(t) 20 15 4 0.994 0.006 5.132 151.47

ZthWC(t) 15 8 19 0.906 0.094 7.605 53.85

As can be observed, for both the inductors, the same number of thermal time constants, related to
the coefficients ai, which describe particular transient thermal impedances, is obtained. Values of
thermal capacitances characterising thermal properties of the core are higher than those capacitances
characterising the winding properties. Values of parameters Rth0 appearing in the description of
individual transient thermal impedances are similar for both the considered inductors. In contrast,
even ten-fold differences are observed between values of b parameter describing the considered
transient thermal impedances.

Table 4 compares the values of parameters of transient thermal impedance of the core ZthC(t)
obtained for the inductor with cup cores of different sizes.

Table 4. Values of parameters describing ZthC(t) of inductors with cup cores.

Parameter Rth0 (K/W) Rth1 (K/W) b (W) a1 a2 Cth1 (J/K) Cth2 (J/K)

Small core 38 33 0.5 0.35 0.65 1.114 6.503
Medium core 20 15 4 0.449 0.551 11.601 25.172

Big core 16 10 1 0.023 0.977 27.172 29.228
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As it is visible, an increase in the dimensions of the cup core causes a decrease in the value of
parameters Rth0 and Rth1, whereas parameter b achieves maximum value for medium cup core. Also an
increase in thermal capacitances values with core size is observed.

Table 5 compares values of parameters of transient thermal impedance of the winding ZthW(t)
obtained for the inductor with cup cores of different sizes.

Table 5. Values of parameters describing ZthW(t) of inductors with cup cores.

Parameter Rth0 (K/W) Rth1 (K/W) b (W) a1 a2 Cth1 (J/K) Cth2 (J/K)

Medium core 25 11 2 0.319 0.681 2.498 9.620
Big core 7 50 2 0.39 0.61 3.164 19.043

As can be seen, an increase in the dimensions of the cup core causes a decrease in the value
of parameters Rth0 and Rth1, whereas parameter b have the same value for both considered cup
cores. Additionally, increase in dimensions of the cup core causes a visible increase in the value of
thermal capacitance.

Table 6 collects the values of parameters of transient thermal impedance of the core ZthC(t) obtained
for the inductor with toroidal cores of different dimensions.

Table 6. Values of parameters describing ZthC(t) of inductors with toroidal cores of different dimensions.

Parameter Rth0 (K/W) Rth1 (K/W) b (W) a1 a2 Cth1 (J/K) Cth2 (J/K)

toroidal core 16 24 13 2 0.994 0.006 4.79 27.07
toroidal core 20 19.6 5.5 1 0.874 0.126 17.530 28.43
toroidal core 30 11.8 7.9 3.3 0.98 0.02 27.265 233.12
toroidal core 40 11 6 1 0.984 0.016 63.356 550.80

As shown, an increase in the dimensions of the toroidal core causes an increase in the value of
parameters Rth0 and thermal capacitances.

Table 7 collects values of parameters of transient thermal impedance of the winding ZthW(t)
obtained for the inductor with toroidal core of different dimensions.

Table 7. Values of parameters describing Zthw(t) of inductors with toroidal core.

Parameter Rth0 (K/W) Rth1 (K/W) b (W) a1 a2 Cth1 (J/K) Cth2 (J/K)

toroidal core 16 25 20 5.3 0.26 0.74 0.516 4.958
toroidal core 20 19.4 7 1.2 0.179 0.821 1.878 18.976
toroidal core 30 11.8 7.9 3.3 0.192 0.808 5.650 27.265
toroidal core 40 8 24 1.3 0.275 0.725 4.383 44.125

As can be observed, an increase in the toroidal core dimensions causes an increase in thermal
capacitance and a decrease in the parameter Rth0. For example, parameter Rth0 decreases even triple
when the diameter of the core increases 2.5 times.

4.3. Results of Measurements and Calculations

In order to verify the usefulness of the thermal model of inductors proposed in Section 2,
some measurements and computation were performed. In computations the nonlinear thermal model
of the inductor was used. Results of these measurements and computations are shown in Figures 5–17.

In these figures, the results obtained for particular inductors were marked using the following
markers and colour rules: an inductor with 14 × 8 mm dimensions of the cup core is marked as the
small cup core (blue), an inductor with 18 × 11 mm dimensions of the cup core, the medium cup core
(green), and an inductor with 26 × 16 mm dimensions of the cup core is marked as the big cup core
(red). An inductor containing toroidal core with 16 mm diameter of the core is marked as a toroidal core
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16 (violet), an inductor with 20 mm diameter of the core is marked toroidal core 20 (green), an inductor
with 30 mm diameter of the core is marked toroidal core 30 (yellow) and an inductor with 40 mm
diameter of the core is marked toroidal core 40 (blue). Additionally, it is worth remembering that the
volume of toroidal core with 16 mm diameter corresponding to the volume of medium cup core. In all
the figures, lines denote the results of calculations, whereas points refer to the results of measurements.

 

Figure 6. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the core for inductors
with (a) cup and (b) toroidal cores of different dimensions.

Figure 7. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the winding for
inductors with (a) cup and (b) toroidal cores.

Figure 8. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the medium cup core
at selected values of dissipated power.
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Figure 9. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedances of the inductor
containing the toroidal core 16.

Figure 10. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedances of the inductor
containing the medium cup core.

Figure 11. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedances of the inductor
containing the toroidal core 16.

Figure 12. Measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedances of the core (a) and of
the winding (b) for inductors containing each considered core.
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Figure 13. Measured and calculated dependences of thermal resistance RthC of inductors with (a)
cup cores and (b) toroidal core on dissipated power in the core.

Figure 14. Measured and calculated dependences of thermal resistance RthW of inductors winding with
(a) cup cores and (b) toroidal core on dissipated power in the winding.

Figure 15. Measured and calculated dependences of thermal resistance RthW of inductors with (a)
cup cores and (b) toroidal core on dissipated power in the winding.

At first, measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedances occurring in the
proposed thermal model of an inductor are presented. Next, dependences illustrating an influence
of dissipated power in components of the tested inductors on thermal resistances occurring in the
considered model are shown and discussed. Finally, an analytical description of the dependences
of thermal resistances and capacitances on the effective volume of the core contained in the tested
inductors are proposed and experimentally verified for these inductors.
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Figure 16. Measured and calculated dependences of thermal resistances (a) RthC, (b) RthW and (c) RthCW

of inductors with the medium cup core and the toroidal core on power dissipated in the core.

  

Figure 17. Measured and calculated dependences of thermal resistance of the core RthC (a) and thermal
resistance of the winding RthW (b) on the effective volume of the core for inductors with cup cores and
toroidal cores.
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Figure 6 presents the calculated and measured waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the
core of the considered inductors containing cup cores (Figure 6a) and toroidal core (Figure 6b) obtained
at dissipation in the core the power of the amplitude equal to 2.5 W.

As can be seen, from the obtained waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the core, for the
smallest volume of the core, the value of ZthC(t) at the steady state is more than twice higher than
the value of ZthC(t) at the steady state for the biggest volume of the core (big cup core) and over 60%
higher than the value ZthC(t) at the steady state for the core of medium volume—the medium cup core.
It can be concluded from this relation that the ability to remove heat characterised by thermal resistance
of the core RthC decreases with an increase in the core size. This is due to an increase in the surface
area, at which convection heat transfer rate can occur. On the other hand, the time needed to reach the
thermally steady state for the big core of the inductor is more than twice longer for the small inductor
core. This means that thermal capacitance of the core increases with its size. In the case of the inductor
with the toroidal core with the 16 mm diameter the value of ZthC(t) at the steady state is more than
twice higher than the value of ZthC(t) at the steady state for the toroidal core with the 40 mm diameter
and about 50% higher than the value of ZthC(t) at the steady state for the toroidal core with the 20 mm
diameter. It is also worth noticing that the good agreement between the results of measurements and
the results of calculations was obtained. For the toroidal core, the maximum error of calculations does
not exceed 5% and for the cup core it is smaller than 8%.

Figure 7 presents the calculated and measured waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the
winding of the considered inductors containing cup cores (Figure 7a) and toroidal cores (Figure 7b)
obtained at power dissipated in the core equal to 2 W.

As can be seen, from the obtained waveforms of transient thermal impedance of the winding
of the inductor with cup cores (Figure 7a), for the medium volume of the core, the value of ZthW(t)
at the steady state is the same as the value of ZthW(t) at the steady state for the big cup core. In the
case of the inductor with the toroidal core with the 16 mm diameter the value of ZthW(t) at the steady
state for the considered inductor is five times higher than for the same inductor with the core with the
40 mm diameter. Additionally, differences between the results of calculations and measurements do
not exceed 11% for the inductor with the cup core and 13% for the inductor with the toroidal core.

Figures 8 and 9 show the waveforms of thermal transient impedance of the medium cup core
(Figure 8) and of the toroidal core (Figure 9) for selected values of power dissipated in the core.

As can be seen in Figure 8, due to changes in power dissipated in the cup core, values of ZthC(t)
at the steady state change by not more than 20%. An increase in the value of power causes a decrease
of ZthC(t) value. It is observed that power does not influence time indispensable to achieve the steady
state of ZthC(t) waveform. This means that thermal capacitance is practically independent of power
dissipated in the core.

However, an increase in the value of power dissipated in the toroidal core (Figure 9) causes a
decrease in the value of ZthC(t) at the steady state. These changes reach almost 15%. At the same
time, it can be seen that the value of power dissipated in the core practically does not influence time,
in which the waveform of ZthC(t) achieves the steady state. As can be seen, differences between the
results of calculations and measurements do not exceed 3%.

Figures 10 and 11 present the measured and calculated waveforms of transient thermal impedances
ZthW(t), ZthC(t), and ZthCW(t) for the inductor containing the medium cup core (Figure 10) at power
dissipated in the core and in the winding equal to 2.5 W, and for the toroidal core, 16 (Figure 11)
at power dissipated in the core pC = 1.7 W.

It can be seen that, at the steady state, values of ZthW(t) are up to 50% higher than ZthC(t).
Time necessary to obtain the steady state is the shortest for waveform ZthW(t) and the longest for ZthC(t).
Differences in the values of these times reach 20%, and are a result, among others, of differences in the
mass of the core and windings. Also, the good agreement between the results of measurements and
calculations was obtained. The maximum deviation does not exceed 8%.
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Similarly to the cup core, the highest values are obtained for ZthW(t) (Figure 11). They are even 30%
higher than the value of ZthC(t). Waveforms of ZthC(t) and ZthCW(t) differ from each other by not more
than 5%. These differences are due to construction of the inductor, which causes that the winding is
directly cooled by the air surrounding the inductor, and due also to the fact that the core is surrounded
by the winding, in contrast to the cup core, which is not. Also the good agreement between the results
of measurements and calculations is achieved and the differences between them do not exceed 3%.

Figure 12 presents a comparison of waveforms of transient thermal impedances of the core ZthC(t)
and the winding ZthW(t) for the inductor containing the toroidal core and the cup core at power
dissipated equal to 1.7 W.

The presented comparison shows that values of transient thermal impedances ZthC(t) and ZthW(t)
are about 30% higher for the inductor with the toroidal core. The setting time for ZthC(t) waveform is
longer for the inductor with the cup core, while the setting time for ZthW(t) waveform is practically the
same. In this case, the error of calculations does not exceed 3%.

Figures 13–15 shows the calculated with the use of the Equation (2) and measured dependences of
thermal resistances RthC (Figure 13), RthW (Figure 14), RthWC (Figure 15) occurring in the thermal model
of the considered inductors with cup cores and inductors with toroidal cores on power dissipated in
these components of the inductor.

As can be seen in Figure 13, dependence RthC(pC) is a decreasing function for both the inductors
with the cup cores (Figure 13a) and with the toroidal core (Figure 13b). It is also visible that as the
core size increases, thermal resistance values decrease. The biggest differences in the values of this
parameter for the considered cores can be seen in the range of low values of power pC. Differences
between the calculation results and the measurement results do not exceed a dozen percent for the
inductor with the cup core and do not exceed 8% for the inductor with the toroidal core.

Figure 14 presents the calculated and measured dependences of thermal resistance RthW of the
winding of the considered inductors with cup cores (Figure 14a) and inductors with toroidal cores
(Figure 14b) on power dissipated in these cores. Due to the limited size of the small core, it was
impossible to wind eight turns of copper wire in enamel with a diameter of 1 mm on inductor cores,
so in the following results, a comparison between the big and medium cup cores only are presented in
Figure 13a.

The characteristics presented in Figure 14 have a similar shape as the characteristics presented
in Figure 13. An increase in the core volume causes a decrease in thermal resistance of the winding.
The differences between the results of measurements and calculations for inductors with the cup
core do not exceed 10% for all the considered inductors with cup and toroidal cores. It is also worth
noticing that thermal resistance of the inductor containing the toroidal core with the 16 mm diameter
is higher by even 10 K/W than thermal resistance of the inductor containing the medium cup core.
Additionally, the differences between the results of measurements and calculations do not exceed 11%
for the inductor with the cup core and 15.5% for the inductor with the toroidal core.

Figure 15 presents the calculated and measured dependences of mutual thermal resistance between
winding and core RthWC of the inductors with cup cores (Figure 15a) and inductors with toroidal cores
(Figure 15b) on power dissipated in these cores.

As can be seen, an increase of the core size causes a decrease of thermal resistance of the considered
inductors with cup and toroidal cores. In the case of the inductor with the toroidal core an increase
in diameter from 16 to 40 mm causes a more than double decrease of thermal resistance, whereas an
increase of the diameter from 18 to 26 mm of the cup core causes a decrease in thermal resistance by
about 15%. Differences between the calculations and measurements results do not exceed a dozen
per cent for the inductor with the cup core and they do not exceed 13% for the inductor with the
toroidal core.

Figure 16 presents the measured and calculated dependences of thermal resistances RthC, RthW
and RthCW occurring in the nonlinear thermal model of the inductor on power dissipated in the core
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(Figure 16a) and in the winding (Figure 16b) for inductors with the medium cup core and the toroidal
core 16. As mentioned in Section 3, both the considered cores have similar volume.

As can be seen, dependences of all the thermal resistances on power dissipated in the core are
decreasing functions. Values of the considered parameters for the toroidal core are higher than the
values obtained for the cup core. The highest values were obtained for thermal resistance of the
winding RthW, and the lowest values for mutual thermal resistance between the core and the winding
RthCW. Values of these parameters differ between each other even twice. Due to the influence of
changes in power values in the considered range, changes in individual thermal resistances up to 20%
are observed. Also, the good agreement between the results of calculations and measurements was
obtained. The differences between the results of calculations and measurements are less than 12%.

Analysing results of investigation presented above we formulated the analytic Equation describing
an influence of core volume on thermal resistances existing in the thermal model of the inductor.
The form of this Equation is as follows:

Rth = RthA ·
(
1 + k1 · exp

(
−Ve

m1

))
(8)

where RthA denotes border value of the thermal resistance at the volume of core tending to infinity,
Ve is equivalent core volume, whereas m1 and k1 are model parameters characterising the slope of the
dependence Rth(Ve).

In the same way, an analytical description of the dependence of thermal capacitance on core
volume was formulated. This dependence is given by following Equation:

Cth = CthA · (1 + k3 ·Ve) (9)

where CthA denotes border value of thermal capacitance corresponding to zero value of volume Ve,
whereas k3 is volume coefficient of thermal capacitance.

Figure 17 presents the measured (points) and calculated (lines) using Equation (8) dependences of
thermal resistance of the core RthC, occurring in the nonlinear thermal model of the inductor on effective
volume of the core for inductors with the cup cores (red colour) and the toroidal cores (green colours).
Measurements and computations were performed at power dissipated in the core equal to 2 W.

As it is visible, for both the considered shapes of the core the dependence Rth(Ve) is a decreasing
function. Values of both thermal resistances for cup cores are smaller than for toroidal core in the range
of low values of core volume, whereas in the range of high values of core volume these relation is
opposite. It is worth noticing that in the considered range of change the core volume values of thermal
resistance decreases over twice. For both the shapes of core, a good accuracy of modelling considered
dependences are obtained.

Figure 18 illustrates an influence of core volume on selected thermal capacitances occurring in
thermal model of tested inductors.

Figure 18. Measured and calculated dependences of selected thermal capacitance of the core CthC1

(a) and CthC2 (b) on the effective volume of the core for inductors with cup cores and toroidal cores.
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As can be observed, the considered dependences are increasing functions. It is worth noticing that
the thermal capacitance CthC1 of the tested inductors is smaller for inductors including toroidal cores,
whereas the thermal capacitance CthC2 is smaller for inductors including cup cores. Also, the good
agreement between the results of measurements and calculations was obtained. The differences
between these results do not exceed 12% for both considered shapes of cores.

5. Conclusions

In the paper, a compact nonlinear thermal model of the inductor was proposed. This model
makes it possible to calculate values of temperature of the core and the winding of the inductor taking
into account occurrence of self-heating in every mentioned component of the inductor and mutual
thermal couplings between the core and the winding. It also takes into account the influence of power
dissipated in every component of the inductor on thermal resistance of the core and the winding and
mutual thermal resistance between the core and the winding. A manner of calculating the value of
parameters of this model was also proposed.

Correctness of the worked out model was verified for selected inductors containing ferrite cores
made of the same ferrite material, but these cores were characterised by a different shape or by a
different size. As a result of the comparison of the obtained results of calculations and measurements it
was shown that the elaborated model is universal, i.e., it makes it possible to obtain the good agreement
of these results over a wide range of changes of power dissipated in each component of the inductor at
different shapes and dimensions of the core.

Comparing the findings obtained for different sizes of cup cores, it was observed that an increase
in the dimensions of the core of the considered shape caused a decrease in the value of thermal
resistance and extension of time indispensable to obtain the thermally steady state in the examined
inductor. Taking into account the fact that a basic mechanism of removing heat generated in the core of
the inductor is convection, it can be said that the value of thermal resistance of the core is a decreasing
function of the surface of the cup core. Referring to the results of measurements shown in the paper [36]
it can be stated that in the description of the considered dependence spatial orientation of the inductor
should be also taken into account. In turn, the thermal capacitance of the core, deciding the time of
settlement of the waveform of transient thermal impedance, depends on the volume of the ferrite core.
Then, the thermal capacitances of the core can be described with an increasing function of the volume
of the core.

The authors proposed analytical Equations describing dependences of thermal resistances and
thermal capacitances of the core and the winding of the inductor on the volume of the core. Correctness of
the formulated Equations was proved for both the considered shapes of cores and a good match
between the results of measurements and calculations was obtained. The differences between the results
of calculations and measurements do not exceed 15% maximum. The obtained results of calculations
performed using the new thermal model of the inductor confirm usefulness of the formulated model.

A change in the shape of the core also influences waveforms of transient thermal impedances
occurring in the new nonlinear compact thermal model of the inductor. At the similar volume of the
core, greater even by 20% values of thermal resistance were obtained for the inductor with the cup
core. The observed changes in the value of thermal resistances in the function of volume of the core are
higher for inductors with cup cores than inductors with toroidal cores. From the thermal management
point of view, it is more profitable to use toroidal cores than cup cores.

The obtained results of investigations make it possible to model the thermal properties of inductors
in a simple way. The proposed thermal model of inductors can be used in power electronics applications.
In the mentioned applications, properties of magnetic elements strongly influence watt-hour efficiency.
Using the new model, the designers of power electronic circuits can calculate thermal parameters and
temperature of every component of the designed inductor. They can also determine usefulness of
selected inductors in the anticipated operating conditions of the designing step.
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The results of investigations presented in this paper correspond to one ferromagnetic material only.
In further investigations other ferromagnetic materials and other shapes of the cores will be analysed.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Unit Explanation

Rth K/W thermal resistance
N number of thermal time constant
τthi s thermal time constants
ai coefficients whose sum has to be equal 1
ZthC(t) K/W thermal impedance of the core
ZthW(t) K/W thermal impedance of the winding
ZthCW(t) K/W mutual thermal impedance between the core and the winding
pC W power dissipated in the core
pW W power dissipated in the winding
Pv mW/cm3 power losses per unit of volume in the core
Ta

◦C ambient temperature
TW

◦C winding temperature
TC

◦C core temperature
Bsat T saturation flux density
BR T remanence flux density
HC A/m coercion magnetic force
μi initial permeability
le mm magnetic path length
Ve mm3 volume of the core
Ae mm2 cross-section area of the core
RthA K/W value of thermal resistance at the volume of the core tending to infinity
m1 mm3 model parameters characterising the slope of dependence Rth(Ve)
k1 model parameters characterising the slope of dependence Rth(Ve)
CthA J/K value of thermal capacitance corresponding to zero value of volume Ve

k3 mm−3 volume coefficient of thermal capacitance
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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of inserting a temperature sensor in the neighbourhood
of a chip to monitor the junction temperature. If the sensor is not in the middle of the heat source,
the recorded temperature can be quite different from the chip temperature we are mainly interested
in. For the steady state temperature, it is rather easy to introduce a correction factor. For the
transient behaviour of the temperature, there is a tremendous difference between the chip and the
sensor temperature, which cannot be neglected if the temperature is used as a parameter to change,
for example, the clock frequency in order to improve the throughput.

Keywords: temperature sensors; microprocessor; throughput improvement

1. Introduction

Thermal management is a crucial issue in high speed data processing today. The problem has
been attacked by many authors, e.g., they propose three techniques to create sensor infrastructures for
monitoring the maximum temperature of a multicore system [1]. In [2], the systematic techniques for
determining the optimal locations for thermal sensors to provide high-fidelity thermal monitoring of a
complex microprocessor system are presented. Another paper presents a compact thermal model that
can be integrated with modern Computer Aided Design tools to achieve a temperature-aware design
methodology [3].

Data processing with the use of electron devices involves heat losses, which hamper the speed of the
processing. Some kinds of cooling systems are used; however, some of them consume additional energy,
make noise and enlarge the dimensions of mobile devices. In previously published papers, the authors
presented a new idea: one additional temperature sensor, placed on the heat sink. Measuring the
temperature difference between the processor and heat sink yields valuable information, which is able
to improve the microprocessor’s throughput without any changes in its design [4,5]. The theoretical
research of these articles was supplemented with experiments using a portable computer: MSI U270
(Micro-Star International Co., Ltd).

It must also be stressed that in this paper, we are dealing with transient or time-dependent thermal
problems. Some time ago, there was only interest in steady-state temperatures. Data books only
provided thermal resistance. For the power consumption, only a Direct Current (DC) value was given.
Recently, more and more attention is paid to transient analyses [6–12]. From these measurements,
one can set up equivalent Foster and Cauer Resistor-Capacitor (RC) networks, also known as structure
functions [13]. The time constant distribution has also been proved to give a lot of useful information
about the thermal path between the chip and the ambient temperature [14]. Just like for linear electric
circuit analysis, the time-dependent analysis was mainly done in the AC domain. It turned out that for
thermal problems, the Alternating Current (AC) approach was very useful. These studies have been
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applied to electronic packages [15–18], cooling fins [19,20], underground and overhead high voltage
cables [21–24], integrated inductors [25], heat pipes [26] and photovoltaic panels [27].

The title of this paper clearly mentions “additional temperature sensor”. Usually, an integrated
circuit is fully designed and, at the last minute, the idea is put forward to include some temperature
monitoring. In order to avoid a completely new design, the decision is then made to put the temperature
sensor “aside” or in a free place, if available. This creates a particular problem that will be discussed in
this paper.

2. Experimental Measurements

Measurements have been carried out on a Samsung RC dual core, including AMD E-350 (AMD,
USA). This chip contains a dual core GPU Radeon 6320/6310 C (ATI Technologies, Markham, ON,
Canada). Figure 1 shows the activity (or CPU usage) and the temperature of the CPU versus time.
The temperature of the GPU is also displayed. The GPU is a different integrated circuit. The chip
contains a dual core CPU (2x Bobcat) with a L2 Cache (L2 Cache—it is a level of memory, general
meaning), a GPU with DirectX v11 GFX (Microsoft), and RAM DDR3 (standard); its temperature
will not be used further on in our analysis. Nevertheless, it is clear that both temperatures have a
similar, almost identical behaviour. Note that all the temperatures are temperature rises above ambient
temperature, i.e., of the metal base plate connected to the cooling fin through a heat pipe.

Figure 1. Microprocessor activity and CPU/GPU temperature.

Special software has been installed to measure the activity of the CPU. Activity is measured on a
relative scale from 0 to 100. Figure 1 clearly demonstrates the correlation between the activity and the
CPU temperature. During the first 21.6 min (=arrow shown in Figure 1), the activity varies around
the value of 20. After that period, the activity was increased by a factor 4.5 up to a value around 90.
Nevertheless, the temperature rises from 59◦ to 88◦ (=59◦ + 29◦) (after extrapolation to steady state).
Hence, the temperature is not proportional to the activity. This is due to the technology used for
the processor. The power dissipation (and hence the temperature rise) consists of two components:
a constant value and a variable component proportional to the clock frequency or, in other words,
the activity.

3. Network Model

As shown in Figure 2, the experimental recorded CPU temperature (Figure 1) can be quite well
fitted to the following function:

T f itt(t) = 58 + 29
(
1− 210

210−100 e−t/210 + 100
210−100 e−t/100

)
= 58 + 29

(
1− 1.909 e−t/210 + 0.909 e−t/100

)
(1)
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Figure 2. Experimental recorded CPU temperature Texp (•) compared with an analytical function Tfitt.

The moment t = 0 in Figure 2 is taken as the starting point of the increased activity of the CPU. It
corresponds to the moment around 21.6 min (arrow in Figure 1). Note that the Function (1) satisfies the
initial conditions T = 58◦ and dT/dt = 0 at the moment t = 0. The temperature of 58◦ is the steady state
temperature rise during the long reduced activity period (t < 0). For modelling, this constant value
will no longer be taken into consideration, because we are mainly interested in the transient behaviour.

A closer look at Figure 1 reveals that the start of the increased activity can be approximately seen
as a step function of the power consumption. It is then rather straightforward to establish an equivalent
network giving rise to a transient temperature like Equation (1), provided a power step is inputted.

A quick look at Figure 1 shows there is a quite long delay between the start of the increased activity
and the temperature rise. This proves that the temperature sensor is not in the middle of the heat source
but at a certain distance, e.g., on edge of a heat sink. The heat has to propagate a certain time before
any temperature rise can be recorded by the sensor. Figure 3 shows the proposed equivalent network.
ΔP0 is the power step due to the increased activity. Note that the node S, where the temperature is
evaluated, is not the input node CPU.

 

Figure 3. Equivalent thermal network. ΔTCPU and ΔTS are temperature rises above the reference (=58◦).

This is necessary to model the experimentally observed delay. The fact that the two exponential
functions in Equation (1) have different signs also proves that we are dealing with transfer impedance.
If the temperature would have been calculated at the input node, different signs, like in Equation (1),
are physically impossible. Both the CPU and the sensor S are connected to the reference temperature
through a thermal resistance R and a thermal capacitance C. We gave them both the same values
because there are both within the same package. The coupling resistance R’ is responsible for the delay
between the CPU and sensor’s temperature.
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The sensor temperature ΔTS (Figure 3) is easily found to be given by:

ΔTS(t) = ΔP0
R2

R′ + 2R

(
1− R′ + 2R

2R
e−t/τ1 +

R′
2R

e−t/τ2

)
(2)

where ΔP0 denotes the power step at the input. The method used to get Equation (2) is based on the
use of symmetrical components as will be outlined in the appendix further on. In Equation (2), the time
constants are given by:

τ1 = RC, τ2 =
RR′

2R + R′C (3)

The comparison between the experimental fitting, Equation (1), and the network solution,
Equation (2), is quite straightforward. One may observe immediately that:

τ1 = 210 s, τ2 = 100 s and R′ = 1.818R (4)

Referring to Figure 3, the temperatures ΔTCPU and ΔTS are in a steady state related by:

ΔTS = ΔTCPU
R

R′ + R
=

ΔTCPU
2.81

(5)

Although the CPU temperature is recorded at S, the displayed value has been multiplied by 2.81
in order to obtain the correct CPU temperature (at least during the steady state). This explains the
values of almost 90◦ in Figure 1 during a high activity period. In order to obtain the correct sensor
temperature, the expression (1) should be divided by 2.81.

In steady-state conditions, the total thermal resistance of the CPU to the base plate is the parallel
connection of R and R’ + R:

RCPU =
R(R′ + R)

R′ + 2R
=

3.81
4.81

R = 0.792R (6)

According to the supplier’s information, a maximum temperature rise of 90◦ is obtained for a
power dissipation between 45 and 50 Watts. Taking the average value 47.5 watts, we get:

RCPU =
90

47.5
= 1.8947

K
W

(7)

From Equations (4) and (6), we get then the values of the resistor of the equivalent network.

R = 2.392
K
W

and R′ = 4.349
K
W

(8)

From the knowledge on the thermal resistance R and the time constant τ1, one gets the value of
the thermal capacitance C:

C =
τ1

R
=

210
2.392

= 87.79
J
K

(9)

A thermal capacitance is, by definition, known as C = CvV, where cv is the specific heat per
unit volume and V, the volume. Most solid materials have a volumetric specific heat of around
2 × 106 J/m3K. Hence, we roughly get:

V =
C
cv

=
87.79
2106 = 43.8 cm3 (10)

This seems to be a too high value at first sight. However, one should bear in mind that the chip is
connected to the cooling fin through a heat pipe, which is a thermal short circuit. Hence, the volume of
43.8 cm3 is reasonable if one takes the heat pipe and the cooling fin into account.
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4. Discussion

As already mentioned in the foregoing section, the sensor temperature differs from the CPU value
that we are mainly interested in. A correction has been made, see Equation (5), so that the correct CPU
temperature is obtained in steady-state conditions. However, we want to find out how much difference
is obtained in case of a thermal transient problem.

To find an answer to that problem, one can use the equivalent network shown in Figure 3. If a step
input power is applied, the sensor temperature ΔTS is given by Equation (2). The CPU temperature is
then found to be:

ΔTCPU(t) = ΔP0
R(R + R′)

R′ + 2R

(
1− R′ + 2R

2(R + R′)
e−t/τ1 − R′

2(R + R′)
e−t/τ2

)
(11)

Inserting the numerical values τ1 = 210 s, τ2 = 100 s and R′ = 1.818R in Equation (11), one gets:

ΔTCPU(t) = 29
(
1− 0.6774e−t/210 − 0.3225e−t/100

)
(12)

Notice that in Equation (12), two minus signs appear, which is physically possible because we are
dealing with an impedance function, i.e., the temperature is measured between the same nodes where
the power is applied.

However, the curve ΔTS was multiplied by the correction factor 2.81 so that both curves have the
same steady state value, so that a better comparison can be made. As can be seen from Figure 4, there is
delay of about 100 s between the CPU and the temperature recorded by the sensor. As a consequence,
a heat pulse lasting for less than 100 s will not be detected properly by the temperature sensor.

Figure 4. CPU and sensor temperature versus time.

The curve ΔTCPU shows also a sharp rise at t = 0, which is typical for the temperature of a heat
source. During the transient period, the sensor temperature gives a serious underestimate of the
CPU temperature and, vice versa, an overestimation of the temperature will occur when the power is
suddenly reduced.

It is also remarkable that a lot of information regarding the dynamic thermal properties could be
gained from a graph like Figure 1. However, the processor was doing a job that has nothing to do with
thermal analysis.

5. Conclusions

The investigation proves that if the temperatures are measured both inside the microprocessor
structure and outside of it, e.g., at the cooling fin, the difference between the temperatures gives very
useful information. It means that it is possible to increase the power dissipation in the mentioned periods
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of time without the temperature rising over assumed limit. As a consequence, the microprocessor’s
throughput increases. Some examples carried out by the authors show that it is possible to improve
the throughput even by 7% without any changes in the semiconductor structure, as has been
published recently.

However, it has been clearly demonstrated in this paper that it is necessary to put the
temperature-sensing device inside the heat source. As soon as the sensor is located at a certain
distance, serious errors occur if one wants to measure the transient temperature behaviour. Regarding
the steady-state temperature, a simple correction factor can be used, but for a transient problem,
the inevitable delay cannot be adjusted by a simple correction factor.
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Appendix A

The easiest way to solve the network of Figure 3 is to use the so-called symmetrical components.
One will notice that, apart from the current source, the network shown in Figure 3 is symmetrical.

Hence, the network can be represented as the superposition of two networks (a and b) shown
in Figure A1. On the right-hand side, opposite current sources were introduced so that the total
current remained zero. The network of Figure A1a is perfectly symmetrical so that no current can flow
through the resistor R’. Hence, the network of Figure A1a is equivalent to the network of Figure A1c.
The network of Figure A1b is antisymmetrical, which means that the middle of the resistor R’ is always
at zero potential. Consequently, this network is equivalent to the network shown in Figure A1d. At last,
we just have to solve the networks of Figure A1c,d. Both are simple RC networks that can be easily
solved by inspection. Immediately, one finds the time constants of Equation (3). Adding the two
solutions gives rise to the relation in Equation (2).

Figure A1. Equivalent thermal network represented as the superposition of a symmetrical and an
antisymmetrical network.
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Abstract: Temperature is an essential factor affecting the operation of light-emitting diodes (LEDs),
which are often used in circuits containing multiple devices influencing each other. Therefore,
the thermal models of such circuits should take into account not only the self-heating effects, but also
the mutual thermal influences among devices. This problem is illustrated here based on the example of
a module containing six LEDs forming on the substrate a hexagon. This module is supposed to operate
without any heat sink in the natural convection cooling conditions, hence it has been proposed to
increase the thermal pad area in order to lower the device-operating temperature. In the experimental
part of the paper, the recorded diode-heating curves are processed using the network identification
by deconvolution method. This allows for the computation of the thermal time constant spectra and
the generation of device-compact thermal models. Moreover, the influence of the thermal pad surface
area on the device temperature and the thermal coupling between LEDs is investigated.

Keywords: multi-LED lighting modules; device thermal coupling; compact thermal models

1. Introduction

Nowadays, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have replaced traditional incandescent light bulbs in
virtually all everyday applications, becoming the most frequently used light source [1–3]. Taking into
account that their operation involves physical phenomena of different natures, such as electrical,
optical or thermal ones, the modeling of these devices calls for a truly multi-domain approach [4–6].
Beyond any doubt, among the main factors influencing the performance of LEDs and affecting their
parameters is temperature. Therefore, the accurate prediction of LED junction temperature is crucial for
the stability of their lighting parameters and the long life of these light sources [7–11]. Thus, the design
and the thermal management of luminaires containing LED light sources requires accurate thermal
models [12–16]. Moreover, LED light sources are often manufactured also as modules including
drivers consisting of power transistors on the same substrate, hence thermal models of these devices
should accurately reflect both self- and mutual heating effects [17–24]. Unfortunately, in most cases,
the detailed models of LED modules are not readily available or they have unacceptably long simulation
times. Thus, these models are usually realized in a reduced SPICE-like compact form, which could be
then easily included in some standard electrical or multi-domain simulators [7,25].

In this paper, the authors present a methodology to generate such compact thermal models based
on the practical example of a module containing six power LEDs, which are soldered to an metal core
printed circuit board (MCPCB) in the shape of a regular hexagon. This module was developed for
specific customer needs and it will serve for the lighting of a worker’s operating field at an assembly line,
where the intensity of light will be automatically controlled depending on the available daylight [26].
In such applications, the use of multi-LED modules is beneficial because it allows a more accurate
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distribution of light intensity for lower currents flowing through multiple LEDs. Moreover, taking into
account that, because of the limited space, this module in its end-use application is to be cooled only
by the means of natural convection without any heat sink, two versions of the module, differing in
the size of the thermal pads under the LED packages, were considered.

The following section of this paper introduces the prototype modules, measurement equipment
and the adopted research methodology. Then, the temperature measurement results are presented in
detail. The acquired experimental data allowed the computation of the thermal structure functions
and time constant spectra, hence rendering possible the generation of compact thermal models, which
were obtained in the form of Cauer RC ladders. These models were used for the simulations of device
heating curves taking into account thermal couplings between the devices. The simulation results
were validated against measurements. Finally, the Cauer ladders were converted into their Foster
counterparts and their element values were analyzed, demonstrating the important influence of an
increased thermal pad area on device temperature.

2. Research Methodology

2.1. Prototype Modules and Measurement Euqipment

The test modules analyzed throughout this paper contained six LEDs forming on the substrate,
as presented in Figure 1a, a hexagonal circle with the diameter equal to 27 mm. The investigated
white diodes of the XREWHT-L1-0000-006F8 type belonged to the XLamp® family manufactured by
Cree. Their maximal forward current value is 0.7 A and their viewing angle is 90◦. The dimensions of
the MCPCB used for these modules were 50 mm × 50 mm × 1.5 mm. These substrates are dedicated
for LED applications and according to the datasheet provided by the manufacturer, their thermal
conductivity value is equal to 2 W/(m·K). In order to investigate the influence of the thermal pad area
on the LED temperature, the modules were fabricated in two different versions. The first one had
the standard size of diode thermal pads, i.e., equal to 6.46 mm × 5.60 mm. Their dimensions, as visible
in Figure 1b, were delimited by the LED package width and the spacing between the diode electrodes.
The other version of the module had the pad width doubled to 12.92 mm. These large pads are visible
in Figure 1a as the light rectangles extending outside the package perimeter.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Dimensions of the investigated multi-, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) test module:
(a) the photograph of the circuit layout; (b) the LED electrode layout at the bottom side of the package.

Taking into account the prospective application of the modules, the main goal of the research
was to determine the mutual influences between the devices. Looking at the circuit layout, it could
be concluded that there existed three possible distances between the devices: 14.1 mm, 24.2 mm or
27.0 mm, therefore it would be enough to include only four LEDs in the thermal coupling analyses.
Thus, the diode D2 was initially used as a heat source and the temperature values were measured in
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the diodes D1–2 and D5–6, but it soon turned out that the responses in the two latter devices were very
similar. Hence, the analyses presented in the remainder of this paper will be limited only to the LEDs
marked in Figure 1a with black circles. This solution allowed to keep the figures legible without any
significant loss of the analysis depth.

The thermal couplings between the devices were investigated based on the results of dynamic
temperature measurements, which were taken with the T3Ster® transient thermal tester produced by
Mentor®. This piece of equipment renders possible the registration of the system’s thermal responses
with microsecond time resolution [27]. During the measurements, the diode cathode and anode
terminals were soldered to the standard measurement cables provided together with the tester and
the MCPCB was placed horizontally in thermally insulated clamps.

2.2. Theoretical Backgound

The entire research methodology employed throughout this paper can be summarized as shown
in Figure 2. First, the temperature sensitivity of all LEDs has to be determined and then their thermal
responses to the power step thermal excitations have to be recorded. Then, according to the principles
of the network identification by deconvolution (NID) method, these responses have to be numerically
differentiated so as to obtain the responses to the Dirac delta function and then the deconvolution
operation produces the thermal time constant spectra [28], which after segmentation, according to
the later described procedure, yield initial compact thermal model element values. Finally, these values
are further optimized so as to minimize the simulation errors with respect to the measurements [29].

Figure 2. The flowchart illustrating the research methodology employed throughout this paper.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Device Callibration

Before the actual measurements, each of the investigated devices was calibrated on a cold plate
for the forward current of 10 mA. The measured dependencies of diode voltage on temperature are
presented in Figure 3a. The black markers and lines correspond to the module having the thermal pads
of standard size (STP), whereas the lighter ones to the module with double size thermal pads (DTP).
As can be seen in the chart, for each diode this dependence is fairly linear but the measured sensitivity
values vary, substantially falling in the range of 1.46÷2.23 mV/K. This result suggests thermal models
should be developed independently for each device.

3.2. Transient Thermal Response Measuremnts

This paper will illustrate in detail how the compact thermal model was derived for the diode
D2. A similar procedure should be applied for the other LEDs. Initially, during the measurements
the constant current of 700 mA was forced through this diode until the thermal steady state was
reached, and then, after switching it off, transient temperature responses were measured in the heating
device and in the diodes D1 and D6. The measurement current was the same as during the calibration,
i.e., 10 mA.

The measurement results are represented in Figure 3b as heating curves, which were obtained by
subtracting the recorded diode cooling curves from the respective steady state temperature rise values.
The black color in this figure denotes the module with the standard thermal pads. The solid, dashed
and double lines are used for the diodes D2, D1 and D6, respectively. The forced LED heating current
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value was equal to 700 mA, and the measured electrical power was 2.23 W with the standard pad, and
2.18 W with the double one.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. LED measurement results: (a) the LED voltage temperature sensitivity; (b) the diode heating
curves at 700 mA current.

The thermal response in the heating device, as can be seen in the figure, develops almost
immediately. The heat diffuses to the other diodes already within a few seconds, reaching 10% of
the final temperature rise value in remote devices after more than 20 s. Although the thermal responses
in these devices are visibly attenuated, their steady state temperature rise values amount to at least 40%
of the maximal temperature rise in the heating diode, hence indicating the existence of the important
thermal coupling between the diodes. The measured steady state temperature values in the devices
with the larger thermal pads are always at least 10% lower and the influence of the pad in the heating
diode becomes visible already after 100 ms. The effect of a larger thermal pad becomes visible already
when heat diffuses into the MCPCB in less than a second. This is probably due to the fact that
the thermal pad works similarly as the traditional heat spreader, which facilitates the heat removal
from the package.

3.3. Computation of Thermal Structure Functions and Time Constant Spectra

According to the JEDEC standards [30,31], all thermal analyses should be always carried out using
the real heating power as the input quantity, which can be found by subtracting from the measured
electrical power the value of the optical power emitted in the form of light. Thus, it was also necessary
to determine the value of the LED optical power, which could be computed using the method described
in [32], based on the knowledge of the measured light intensity at a known distance directly over
the diode and the spatial light distribution curve provided by the manufacturer in the datasheet.
For the LED heating current considered here, the measured optical and real heating power values
were equal to 0.4 W and 1.8 W. Unfortunately, without the information concerning the internal diode
structure, it was not possible to evaluate how much heat was dissipated in the semiconductor structure
itself and how much was dissipated during the wavelength conversion in phosphorus.

Once knowing the LED heating power, the measured curves were processed using the network
identification by deconvolution (NID) method offering the entire set of different thermal analysis
tools [28]. The thermal cumulative structure functions and the time constant spectra computed using
this method are presented in Figure 4. The cumulative thermal structure functions in Figure 4a show
the entire heat flow path from the junction (the origin of the co-ordinate system) to the ambient
(the steep vertical line at the end). The deflection points in these curves indicate the heat diffusion to
another material, and the horizontal plateaus indicate the total accumulated thermal capacitance.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Thermal analysis results: (a) the cumulative structure functions; (b) the time constant spectra.

Normally, the structure functions are computed only for the driving point thermal impedance,
i.e., diode D2 in this case, but here we also included the curves computed for the remote diodes, which
have only the large plateau corresponding to the PCB capacitance. The curves for the heating diode
D2 have three distinct flat sections, which most probably correspond to the LED die, package and
board capacitances. The influence of the larger thermal pad only becomes visible when heat diffuses
into the substrate, i.e., for the thermal capacitance over 1 mJ/K and for a resistance of around 8 K/W.
All the lighter curves at their ends are shifted visibly to the left of their black counterparts, what
confirms the earlier observation that the use of a large thermal pad can effectively reduce the total
thermal resistance.

The time constant spectra of the thermal responses computed using the NID method are presented
in Figure 4b. In order to expose the short time constant components, the spectra presented here
were initially integrated over time. As can be seen, the spectra in the figure contain large thermal
time constant components related to the heat exchange with ambient, visible large peaks located
around 200 s. Short-time constants are present only in the temperature responses of the heating diode.
This part of the heat flow path can be analyzed by dividing the spectra into individual sections in
the locations of the minima. These sections are additionally indicated in the figure by the text labels.
Consequently, the low thermal resistance section from just below a second to around half a minute
reflects the conduction of the heat through the MCPCB. Furthermore, the peaks with the maxima in
the range of 10÷30 ms correspond to the interface between the package and the board. The remaining
part of the spectra below the minima located at a couple of milliseconds describe the heat flow
inside the LED package, except for the narrow peaks visible at tens of microseconds, which are just
the artefacts after the removal of the electrical transients from thermal responses.

3.4. Foster RC Ladder Compact Thermal Models

For the generation of the circuit compact thermal models (CTMs), the time constant spectra for
the heating LED were divided, as previously discussed, into four individual segments corresponding
to the diode package, the interface to the MCPCB, the conduction through the board and the heat
exchange with the ambient. This procedure yielded CTMs in the form of four stage Foster RC ladder
models. In the case of other LEDs, the models had only one RC stage, which will then be used for
the computation of mutual thermal couplings.

Consistent with the method described in [29], initially, the thermal resistor values in all the CTM
stages were determined by separately accumulating the respective thermal resistances in each section.
Then, the time constant values were found by minimizing the simulation errors with respect to
the measured temperature values within each time constant range. Finally, the capacitor values were
computed by dividing the respective time constant and resistor values. The heating curves obtained
with these models for all the considered diodes in the case of the test module with the standard size
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thermal pads are compared with the measured values in Figure 5. The lighter lines (simulated (SIM))
are used for the simulated values whereas the measured ones (MES) are represented by the black ones.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

τ

Figure 5. Comparison of measured (MES) and simulated (SIM) heating curves for the LED module
with the standard size thermal pads: (a) in the different diode locations when only diode D2 is heating;
and (b) in diode D2 for the different number of heating diodes.

When power was dissipated only in the diode D2, see Figure 5a, the simulation results were very
accurate for the time instants over 1 s, where the errors did not exceed 0.7 K. These differences in
the time range from 0.1 ms to 1 ms even reached 2.5 K, but the simulation accuracy could be further
improved by dividing the first section of the CTM into more segments corresponding to the two
distant peaks in the time constant spectra in this region, or by changing the method used to remove
the electrical transients from the registered thermal responses. The generated CTMs were also used for
simulations when the module was heated by more than one diode, i.e., diodes D2 and D1 (denoted in
Figure 5b as D21), and then with the diode D6 (marked as D216) as the third heat source. As can be
seen, the thermal coupling between the devices becomes visible only after a few seconds, but the two
remote LEDs contribute 50 K to the overall temperature rise of diode D2, which is almost the same
value as due to the self-heating.

Generally, the diode heating curves presented in Figure 5 can be generated employing the formula
given in Equation (1), where the first component represents the four stage RC model of the k-th diode
and the second component describes the mutual heating by neighboring devices with the one-stage
CTMs. P denotes here the respective heating powers of each device:

Tk(t) = Pk

4∑
i=1

Rki(1− exp(−t/τki)) +
5∑

j=1

PjRj
(
1− exp

(
−t/τ j

))
(1)

3.5. Cauer Element Values

The previously presented heating curves were obtained with the Foster ladder CTMs because
of the straightforward implementation of the mathematical formulas to compute thermal responses.
However, as demonstrated in [33], the element values of these models cannot have any physical
interpretation because they contain a chain of capacitors linking the diode junction to the ambient, which
implies an immediate propagation of thermal responses through the entire module. Therefore, the CTMs
were converted to the mathematically equivalent Cauer ladders, which have all their capacitors
connected to the thermal ground, so their element values can have some physical interpretation.
The conversion was carried out using the algorithm proposed in [34]. The CTM element values for
the modules with the standard thermal pad and the doubled one are given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
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Table 1. Cauer ladder element values for the standard thermal pad.

Device τ (s) Rth (K/W) Cth (J/K)

D2

1.951 × 10−4 6.837 × 100 2.853 × 10−5

2.326 × 10−2 6.403 × 100 3.633 × 10−3

2.020 × 100 3.851 × 100 5.245 × 10−1

1.759 × 102 1.347 × 101 1.306 × 101

D1 1.805 × 102 1.597 × 101 1.131 × 101

D6 1.960 × 102 1.224 × 101 1.601 × 101

Table 2. Cauer ladder element values for the double thermal pad.

Device τ (s) Rth (K/W) Cth (J/K)

D2

1.819 × 10−4 6.676 × 100 2.725 × 10−5

2.090 × 10−2 6.063 × 100 3.446 × 10−3

1.181 × 100 3.259 × 100 3.623 × 10−1

1.714 × 102 1.218 × 101 1.407 × 101

D1 1.716 × 102 1.366 × 101 1.256 × 101

D6 1.896 × 102 1.105 × 101 1.716 × 101

The largest time constants of around 3 min contribute over 40% of the thermal resistance in
the heating device, and they correspond to the heat exchange with the ambient. These time constants
are the only ones present in the responses of the remote diodes, and as mentioned before, the one-stage
CTMs generated for these remote diodes can be used for simulations of the thermal couplings between
the heating diode and other LEDs, as it was proposed for multi-chip modules in [35]. The time constant
around a couple of seconds reflects the heat conduction through the MCPCB and it contributes the least
portion to the total thermal resistance. The time constant of just over 20 ms models the interface between
the package and the board and the thermal capacitance of this stage equal to around 3.5 mJ/K could
be possibly attributed to the diode package. Finally, the shortest time constant of just below 200 μs
can be associated with the semiconductor die. Then, the resistance is the junction to the solder point
one, given in the datasheets (typically 8 K/W for this device), and the thermal capacitance of the die is
equal to almost 30 μJ/K. This value corresponds well to the plateau in the thermal structure functions
presented in Figure 4a. Comparing the tables for the standard size thermal pad and the doubled one,
it is visible that the major difference arises for the time constants around a few seconds, where both
the resistance and capacitance values are noticeably lower for the module with the larger thermal pads,
hence confirming that the generated heat is more effectively evacuated from the package to the board.

4. Conclusions

The research results presented in this paper demonstrated the existence of important thermal
couplings in the modules containing multiple LEDs and cooled by natural convection without a heat
sink. In particular, it was experimentally shown that when cooling is poor the diode self-heating
can contribute only a small portion to the total device junction temperature rise over the ambient.
Thus, the heating by neighboring devices might become more important than the temperature rise
due to the heat generated in a particular device. Therefore, the CTMs used for the simulations of such
modules should take into account the mutual thermal interactions between the devices when applied
cooling is poor. Obviously, this problem will not be so severe, when a proper heat sink is attached,
but sometimes this might not be possible because of various design constraints. Another important
contribution of this research was to demonstrate that the thermal pad area noticeably influences
the junction-to-board thermal resistance.

From the theoretical point of view, this paper illustrated the methodology to derive compact
thermal models when power is dissipated in multiple devices. This methodology turned out to be
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effective and the thermal simulations carried out with the resulting dynamic compact models were
accurate. However, it should be underlined that in the considered case, the geometry of the circuit
layout was symmetrical and the circuit contained devices of the same type. Thus, in the general case,
the reciprocity of mutual thermal influences would not hold. The main limitation of the proposed
methodology was that the compact model element values depend on the device operating conditions
and that they also vary among individual devices. Therefore, the compact models have to be derived
separately for each LED. These differences result not only from different LED temperature sensitivities,
but also from different LED soldering thermal resistances and other factors. Another interesting
observation from the system designer point of view is that increasing the area of LED thermal pads
can effectively reduce the device temperature rise already after a second. In the steady state, it was
possible to lower the temperature even by 10% when only one device was active. This effect could be
increased when more devices are dissipating power. In further investigations, a more in-depth study
of the thermal pad area should be carried out.
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Abstract: This study proposes an electrothermal averaged model of the diode–transistor switch
including insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and a rapid switching diode. The presented model
has the form of subcircuits dedicated for simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis (SPICE)
and it makes it possible to compute characteristics of DC–DC converters at the steady state considering
self-heating phenomena, both in the diode and in IGBT. This kind of model allows computations of
voltages, currents and internal temperatures of all used semiconductor devices at the steady state.
The formulas used in this model are adequate for both: continuous conducting mode (CCM) and
discontinuous conducting mode (DCM). Correctness of the proposed model is verified experimentally
for a boost converter including IGBT. Good accuracy in modeling these converter characteristics
is obtained.

Keywords: IGBT; DC–DC converter; electrothermal model; averaged model; thermal phenomena;
self-heating; diode–transistor switch; power electronics

1. Introduction

Nowadays, power electronic circuits often include DC–DC converters [1–5]. Designing these
converters requires reliable methods of computer simulations [1,5,6]. They enable selection of optimal
components and operating conditions of the designed converter. For more than 50 years, many scientists
have been working on methods and models that allow fast computations of waveforms of currents
and voltages as well as AC and DC characteristics of power converters [5–8]. To provide simulations
of electronic circuits using the formulated models it is necessary to use software dedicated to electronic
circuits simulation. SPICE (simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis) is commonly used for
this purpose [5,6,8–10]. Its main advantage is easy implementation of any compact model of electronic
components and devices.

Due to the switching mode of operation of DC–DC converters, their characteristics can be obtained
with the sequential analysis of transient processes only. Such analysis requires, as a rule, a long
time—and may cause convergence problems of computations [11]. In order to shorten the time of
this analysis, the averaged models of DC–DC converters were proposed [5,8,12–15]. These models
make it possible to compute characteristics of circuits at the steady state using a DC sweep (DC
analysis) [5,8,16]. This is one of the types of the standard analyses realized in SPICE. Typically, a DC
analysis needs a short computation time. In averaged models, the average values of voltages in nodes
and currents flowing through branches of considered circuits are used instead of the instantaneous
values of these quantities.

It is assumed that averaged DC–DC converters models should be formulated in accordance with
two steps of their activation in “on” and “off” phases of a switch. In the first step, the transistor is
turned on, and simultaneously the diode is turned off. In the second step, the transistor is turned off
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and simultaneously the diode is turned on. The considered states of operation are described using
two subcircuits which depend on each other. For both the mentioned steps of operation, equations
describing currents flowing through capacitors and voltages on inductors are formulated. Next,
these equations are averaged across period T and compared to zero. Finally, equations describing
dependences between average values of currents and voltage at the steady state in the considered
DC–DC converter are obtained [5,8].

Averaged models of DC–DC converters have been described in literature for many years [5,8,12–21].
They can be presented in different network forms and they can be used for: transient, AC and
DC analysis [5,8]. They also enable obtaining small-signal frequency characteristics, steady-state
voltage–current characteristics and waveforms of currents and voltages in considered converters.

As it can be seen, e.g., in [5,8,16], in all single-inductor DC–DC converters a diode–transistor
switch can be distinguished. In such a switch a diode and one kind of transistors (BJT, JFET, MOSFET
or IGBT) are included. The structure of such a switch, including insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)
and a diode, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of a diode–transistor switch with IGBT and the diode.

The considered switch contains 5 terminals: 3 terminals of IGBT and 2 terminals of the diode.
During operation of such a switch in any DC–DC converter, a control signal in the form of a rectangular
pulses train is connected to terminal number 5. The transistor and the diode are connected to other
components of the considered DC–DC converter as shown in its diagram. Voltage between pairs of
terminals 1, 2 (v1(t) voltage) and 3, 4 (v2(t) voltage) have the shape of rectangular pulses trains. At the
steady state waveforms of voltages and currents are periodical.

In many papers, e.g., [5,8,16,17,20,21] averaged models of a diode–transistor switch of different
accuracy are described. In some of these models the diode and the transistor are described as ideal
switches characterized by zero on-state resistance and infinite off-state resistance [5,8]. Another group of
these models uses piecewise linear characteristics of the mentioned semiconductor devices [5,8,16,17,21].
Some of these models [21] take into account operation only in CCM (Continuous Current Mode),
whereas models described in [5,8,16] make it possible to compute characteristics of these converters
operating both in CCM and DCM (Discontinuous Current Mode).

During operation of DC–DC converters self-heating phenomena occur in semiconductor devices
contained in these converters [11,16,17,22–24]. The result of these phenomena is an increase in internal
temperature of these devices and changes in the course of characteristics of these converters. As it
is indicated, among others in [11,17], thermal phenomena occurring in components of low-voltage
converters significantly influence characteristics of these converters. Thermal phenomena also strongly
affect reliability of such converters, as presented in [11,16,17]. A computer analysis can be useful
in estimating thermal phenomena. In order to apply such a method, an electro-thermal model of
electronic components comprising a DC–DC converter is necessary.

In literature, averaged models of a diode–transistor switch containing ideal switches [5,8,18,20]
or MOSFETs [16,17,25] are described. The model of a diode–transistor switch containing IGBT and
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a diode presented in the study [21] has a significantly simplified form. In the considered model,
characteristics of the diode and IGBT are modeled using piecewise linear functions consisting of only
two pieces. Such a manner of modeling DC characteristics of IGBT and a diode can cause a significant
error of computations, especially in the range of low currents. Moreover, this model was verified only
in the CCM. As it is pointed out in many papers [5,8,16], omitting DCM can also constitute a cause of
a significant error in computations. Finally, in the model presented in [21] thermal phenomena are
not taken into account. The electrothermal averaged model of a diode–transistor switch including
the power MOS transistor is described in [16,17]. Such models enable computations of voltages and
currents in the considered converter and internal temperatures of semiconductor devices contained in
the diode–transistor switch. Due to different shapes of output characteristics of IGBT and MOSFET
operating in the on–state, the cited models are not adequate to analyze characteristics of DC–DC
converters including IGBT and a diode.

In this study, the electrothermal averaged model of a diode–transistor switch including the IGBT is
proposed. It is dedicated to electrothermal analysis of DC–DC converters containing such a switch and
it makes it possible to compute values of current, voltage and internal temperatures of semiconductor
devices contained in the mentioned switch. In electrothermal analyses, both electrical phenomena
occurring in the analyzed DC–DC converter as well as self-heating phenomena occurring in both
semiconductor devices are taken into account. In Section 2, the form of the elaborated model is
presented. In Section 3, a manner of estimating model parameters is described and some results of
modeling DC characteristics of components of the diode–transistor switch are shown. In Section 4,
the results of usefulness of the elaborated model for determining characteristics of the boost converter
are presented and discussed.

2. Proposed Model

The formulated electrothermal model of a diode–transistor switch is based on the concept
described in the study [16,17] for such a switch including the power MOS transistor. The network
representation of the proposed electrothermal model of a diode–transistor switch (DTS) with IGBT and
a diode is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Network representation of the electrothermal averaged model of a diode–transistor switch
(DTS) including IGBT and a diode.
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Terminals of the presented model denoted as 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to terminals of the real
diode–transistor switch in the diagram shown in Figure 1. This model can be connected to other parts
of the analyzed DC–DC converters through the mentioned terminals in accordance with the diagram
of these converters. The control signal is not shown in the model, but frequency f and duty cycle d
of this signal are parameters of the presented model that are used in descriptions of some controlled
voltage and current sources existing in this model. The voltages on terminals TjT and TjD correspond
to internal temperatures of IGBT and the diode, respectively.

The presented model consists of 4 blocks. These are: main circuit, aided block, thermal model and
CCM/DCM. Blocks and all components contained in them are described below.

The main circuit includes two controlled voltage sources ER and ET modeling average voltage
between output terminals of IGBT and controlled current source GD modeling the average value of
diode current. Voltage source V1 of zero value is used to monitor the average value of diode current.
Values of currents I1av and I2av, as well as voltages V1av and V2av in the main circuit, are average values
of diode and transistor voltages and currents. The connected in series controlled voltage sources ER and
ET model a voltage drop between transistor output terminals. Controlled current source GD models
diode current. The output values of these sources are described with elaborated formulas using the
concept presented in the papers [16,17]. According to this concept, in each period of the control signal,
current flows through the transistor for a time equal to d·T, and through the diode—for a time equal to
(1-d)·T, wherein T is period of the control signal. Diode current–voltage characteristic and transistor
output characteristic are described by piecewise linear functions. Parameters describing such piecewise
linear functions depend on internal temperatures of the diode and IGBT. Values of these parameters are
computed in the aided block, whereas internal temperatures of semiconductor devices are computed
in the thermal model. The equivalent duty cycle Veu, adequate for operation of the DC–DC converter
containing the modeled diode–transistor switch, is computed in CCM/DCM block shown in Figure 2.
The value of Veu depends on duty cycle and frequency of the control signal, inductance of the inductor
contained in the analyzed DC–DC converter and output current of this converter.

Controlled voltage and current sources existing in the main circuit are described as follows

ET =
1−Veu

Veu
· (V2av + VD) (1)

ER =
VIGBT

Veu
+

I1av ·RIGBT
Veu

+
I1av ·RD

V2
eu

· (1−Veu) (2)

GD =
1−Veu

Veu
· I1av (3)

where current I1av and voltage V2av are denoted in Figure 2, Veu is voltage on controlled voltage
source Eu, VD voltage and RD resistance are described by a piecewise linear characteristic of forward
biased diode, whereas VIGBT voltage and resistance RIGBT are described by a piecewise linear output
characteristic of switched-on IGBT. Parameters VIGBT, VD, RD and RIGBT depend on the device internal
temperature (TjT for IGBT and TjD for the diode) and on current flowing through these devices.
Values of the mentioned parameters correspond to voltages on controlled voltage sources EVIGBT,
EVD, ERD and ERIGBT, respectively. These sources are included in the aided block. Descriptions of the
mentioned parameters are as follows:

VD =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
VD1 ·

(
1 +

(
TjD − T0

)
· αVD1

)
i f I2av < a1

VD2 ·
(
1 +

(
TjD − T0

)
· αVD2

)
i f a1 ≤ I2av < a2

VD3 ·
(
1 +

(
TjD − T0

)
· αVD3

)
i f I2av ≥ a2

(4)
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RD =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
RD1 ·

(
1 +

(
TjD − T0

)
· αRD1

)
i f I2av < a1

RD2 ·
(
1 +

(
TjD − T0

)
· αRD2

)
i f a1 ≤ I2av < a2

RD3 ·
(
1 +

(
TjD − T0

)
· αRD3

)
i f I2av ≥ a2

(5)

VIGBT =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
VIGBT1 ·

(
1 +

(
TjT − T0

)
· αVIGBT1

)
i f I1av < b1

VIGBT2 ·
(
1 +

(
TjT − T0

)
· αVIGBT2

)
i f b1 ≤ I1av < b2

VIGBT3 ·
(
1 +

(
TjT − T0

)
· αVIGBT3

)
i f I1av ≥ b2

(6)

RIGBT =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
RIGBT1 ·

(
1 +

(
TjT − T0

)
· αRIGBT1

)
i f I1av < b1

RIGBT2 ·
(
1 +

(
TjT − T0

)
· αRIGBT2

)
i f b1 ≤ I1av < b2

RIGBT3 ·
(
1 +

(
TjT − T0

)
· αRIGBT3

)
i f I1av ≥ b2

(7)

In Equations (5) and (6) symbols VD1, VD2, VD3, RD1, RD2, RD3, αVD1, αVD2, αVD3, αRD1, αRD2,
αRD3, a1 and a2 denote parameters of a piecewise linear model of diode DC characteristic. In turn,
in Equations (6) and (7) symbols VIGBT1, VIGBT2, VIGBT3, RIGBT1, RIGBT2, RIGBT3, αVIGBT1, αVIGBT2,
αVIGBT3, αRIGBT1, αRIGBT2, αRIGBT3, b1 and b2 denote parameters of a piecewise linear model of IGBT
output characteristics. Values of temperatures TjD and TjT are computed in the thermal model,
whereas T0 represents reference temperature.

In the thermal model values of internal temperature of IGBT (TjT) and the diode (TjD) are computed
with self-heating phenomena taken into account. The classical electrical analog of a DC compact
thermal model described, e.g., in [11,16,17,22,26,27] is used. In this analog temperature corresponds to
voltage in selected nodes of this analog, whereas dissipated power is represented by current sources.
The ability to remove heat generated in the diode and in IGBT is characterized by thermal resistance.
In the proposed model voltage source VTa represents ambient temperature, resistors RthT and RthD
denote thermal resistance of IGBT and the diode, respectively. Average values of power dissipated
in the considered semiconductor devices are represented by controlled current sources GTT and GTD.
Currents flowing through these sources are described by the following formulas

GTD =
(
VD +

RD · I2av

1−Veu

)
· I2av

1−Veu
(8)

GTT =
(
VIGBT +

RIGBT · I1av
Veu

)
· I1av

Veu
(9)

The proposed model can be used for computations of characteristics of DC–DC converters
operating in CCM or DCM. In both mentioned modes of operation in each period of a control signal
the transistor is turned on in time equal to the product of duty cycle d and period T. In turn, the diode
is turned on in time equal to (1-d)·T in CCM and this time is shorter in DCM. In order to take into
account influence of duty cycle d, frequency f of the control signal and inductance L of the inductor
included in the tested DC–DC converter on voltage Veu, CCM/DCM block is included in the model.
This block includes controlled current source Ga, voltage source Va of zero value, resistor Ra and
controlled voltage sources Eu and Ex.

Voltage Veu on voltage source Eu is described by the formula

Veu =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i f Vx < 0

Vx i f 0 < Vx

1 i f Vx > 1
< 1 (10)

where voltage Vx on voltage source Ex is described as follows

Vx = LIMIT

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝MAX

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝d,
d2

d2 + 2 · L · f · IVa
V2av+VD

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, 0, 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (11)
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In Equation (11) LIMIT (·) and MAX (·) are SPICE standard functions described, e.g., in the
book [28] and IVa denotes current flowing through controlled current source Ga described with the
formula of the form:

Ga = MAX(I1av, 0) (12)

Resistor Ra must be included in this block due to formal rules of SPICE. Voltage source Va is used
to monitor the value of current IVa.

3. Estimation of Model Parameters

Practical applications of the proposed model require estimation of parameter values existing
in this model. For example, an estimate is performed for the IGBT of the type IGP06N60T [29] by
Infineon Technologies and for the diode of the type IDP08E65 [30] by Infineon Technologies. Input data
are characteristics of such devices measured by the authors with the use of the impulse method [31]
and a source-meter Keithley 2612a [32] at different fixed values of ambient temperature. When these
measurements are performed, the tested semiconductor devices are situated in a thermal chamber,
in which the adjustable value of temperature can be obtained.

Values of the model parameters obtained by matching piecewise linear models of characteristics
of the considered devices are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Values of parameters of the piecewise linear model of the used insulated gate bipolar transistor
(IGBT) and diode.

Parameter Name VD1 (V) VD2 (V) VD3 (V) αVD1 (K-1) αVD2 (K-1) αVD3 (K-1) a1 (A)

Parameter Value 0.63 0.74 0.847 −8.41 × 10−3 −3.92 × 10−3 −2.95 × 10−3 0.25

Parameter Name RD1 (Ω) RD2 (Ω) RD3 (Ω) αRD1 (K−1) αRD2 (K−1) αRD3 (K−1) a2 (A)

Parameter Value 0.75 0.191 0.1 4.67 × 10−3 2.62 × 10−3 1.74 × 10−3 1.3

Parameter Name VIGBT1 (V) VIGBT2 (V) VIGBT3 (V) αVIGBT1 (K−1) αVIGBT2 (K−1) αVIGBT3 (K−1) b1 (A)

Parameter Value 0.611 0.736 0.811 −3.04 × 10−3 −1.63 × 10−3 −1.2 × 10−3 0.52

Parameter Name RIGBT1 (Ω) RIGBT2 (Ω) RIGBT3 (Ω) αRIGBT1 (K−1) αRIGBT2 (K−1) αRIGBT3 (K−1) b2 (A)

Parameter Value 0.443 0.195 0.127 3.61 × 10−3 2.05 × 10−3 1.9 × 10−3 1.2

In Figures 3 and 4 measured (points) and computed (lines) characteristics of the diode (Figure 3)
and IGBT (Figure 4) are shown. These characteristics are measured and computed at selected values of
ambient temperature Ta.

Figure 3. Characteristics of a forward-biased diode computed with the use of a piecewise linear model
(lines) and measured (points) at selected values of temperature Ta.
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Figure 4. Output characteristics of insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) computed with the use of a
piecewise linear model (lines) and measured (points) at selected values of temperature Ta.

As is visible, the results of measurements and computations are convergent for both considered
semiconductor devices in a wide range of changes of ambient temperature Ta. As can be observed,
all characteristics are described using 4 line segments. A slope of the considered characteristics increases
with an increase of the main current of the tested device. This means that series resistances of the diode
and IGBT decrease with an increase of this current. It is also observed that the diode forward-voltage
and on-voltage of IGBT at zero current decreases with an increase in ambient temperature.

With the diode, an increase in temperature causes a decrease in diode forward-voltage. In turn,
for IGBT with a range of low collector current values, an increase in ambient temperature causes a
decrease in on–voltage of IGBT. In contrast, for high collector current values, an increase in temperature
Ta causes an increase in on–voltage of IGBT.

The presented characteristics correspond to isothermal operating conditions of tested devices,
at which self-heating phenomena can be omitted. In the real case, device internal temperature is higher
than ambient temperature as a result of the mentioned phenomena [26,27,33]. The cooling conditions
of this device are characterized by thermal resistance. This parameter is measured using impulse
electrical methods described in [34–36].

Both considered semiconductor devices are situated in the TO-220 case. The measured values of
IGBT and the diode are nearly the same and they are equal to about 44 K/W. Reference temperature T0

is equal to 20 ◦C.

4. Results of Measurements and Computations

In order to verify usefulness of the proposed electrothermal averaged model of a diode–transistor
switch, measurements and computations of characteristics of the boost converter with considered
semiconductor devices were performed. A diagram of the tested converter is shown in Figure 5,
whereas a photo of the tested converter is presented in Figure 6.

In the considered converter, the input voltage Vin was equal to 12 V, and R0 was load resistance.
The inductance of inductor L1 was equal to 560 μH and capacitance of capacitor C1 was equal to 1 mF.
Voltage source Vctrl produced a rectangular pulsed train of frequency f equal to 10 kHz and duty cycle
d. Ammeters were used to measure the input and output currents of the tested converter. Internal
resistance of these ammeters was equal to 0.31 Ω. The prototype was mounted on a PCB; the diode of
the type IDP08E65 and IGBT of the type IGP06N60T operated without any heat-sinks. The control
signal was given by a signal generator exciting gate driver IR2125 by Infineon Technologies.

Some waveforms of voltages and currents of the tested DC–DC converter were measured using
an oscilloscope Rigol MS05104 and current probe Tektronix PCPA 300 for different parameters of
the control signal and load resistances. For example, in Figure 7 measured waveforms of vGE(t)
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voltage (yellow line), vCE(t) voltage (violet line) and iL(t) current (blue line) are shown. The mentioned
quantities are marked in Figure 5. Waveform of iL(t) was obtained after conversion of the measured
current into voltage in the current probe. The conversion coefficient was equal to 1 A/V. During these
measurements load resistance R0 was equal to 47 Ω.

A A

Figure 5. Diagram of the tested boost converter.

 
Figure 6. Photo of the tested boost converter.

 
Figure 7. Measured waveforms of vGE(t) voltage, vCE(t) voltages and iL(t) current in the tested boost
converter operating at load resistance R0 = 47 Ω.
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As it can be observed, the signal controlling the input of IGBT (vGE voltage) had frequency equal
to 10 kHz, duty cycle equal to 0.5, low level voltage equal to zero and high level voltage equal to 15 V.
These parameters values of the control signal were adequate for the used transistor. The transistor
output voltage vCE(t) had a shape of a rectangular pulsed train. The highest level of this voltage was
equal to about 22 V. The current iL(t) had positive values only, which proved that the tested converter
operated in CCM.

It is important to notice that the tested DC–DC converter operated without any feedback loop,
typically used in switch-mode power supplies including such converters. At the chosen operating
condition, the influence of parameters of the control signal and on the load resistance were not
compensated by the feedback loop. Therefore, any disadvantages of the proposed model can be clearly
illustrated for the tested circuit.

Selected resulted of measurements and computations of the considered DC–DC converter
are shown in the successive figures. In these figures points denote the results of measurements,
solid lines—the results of computations performed with the use of the proposed electrothermal
averaged model of a diode–transistor switch including IGBT and a rapid switching diode (called
also the new model), black dashed lines—the results of computations performed with the use of the
averaged model of a diode transistor switch with ideal switches described e.g., in [5,8] and blue dotted
lines—the results of computations performed with the use of the averaged model of a diode–transistor
switch including IGBT described in [21].

Figures 8–11 present computed and measured characteristics of the considered converter operating
at the fixed value of duty cycle d = 0.5 and the varied value of load resistance R0. In turn, Figures 12–15
show characteristics of this converter operating at the fixed value of load resistance R0 = 47 Ω and
the varied value of duty cycle d. Values of voltages and currents were measured with the used of
laboratory voltmeters and ammeters. The diode and transistor temperatures were measured with the
use of an infrared method performed with a pyrometer PT-3S by Optex [37]. This instrument made it
possible to measure the case temperature of the mentioned semiconductor devices. Due to a very small
value of junction–case thermal resistance of the considered semiconductor devices—which was much
lower than junction-ambient thermal resistance—a difference between internal and case temperatures
of these devices was not higher than 5 ◦C.

In Figure 8 measured and computed dependences of converter output voltage Vout on load
resistance R0 are presented. As is visible, in the considered operating conditions, the boost converter
operated in CCM for R0 < 100 Ω and in DCM for R0 > 100 Ω. In both modes of operation, the new
model guarantees good accuracy of computations. At small values of load resistance, a decrease
was visible in the value of output voltage caused by influence of a voltage drop on the switched on
transistor and diode. This voltage drop was an increasing function of converter output current and a
decreasing function of load resistance R0. Literature models described in [5,8,21] could be used for the
converter operating in CCM only, because differences between the results of computations performed
with these models and the results of measurements were acceptable only in this mode. Of course,
the results performed with the use of the model proposed in [21] were more convergent with the results
of measurements in CCM than the results performed with the model given in [5,8].

Figure 9 presents dependences of watt-hour efficiency of the considered DC–DC converter on
load resistance.

The obtained values of watt-hour efficiency were in the range from 0.8 to 0.9. Values of this
parameter computed using the electrothermal model differed from the results of measurements by no
more than 7%. The resulted obtained using the considered literature models were overstated even by
17%.

In Figure 10 dependence of internal temperature of IGBT on load resistance was shown.
Such dependence could be obtained with the use of the electrothermal model only.
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Figure 8. Computed and measured dependences of boost converter output voltage on load resistance.

Figure 9. Computed and measured dependences of watt-hour efficiency of the boost converter on
load resistance.

Figure 10. Computed and measured dependence of internal temperature of IGBT on load resistance.
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Figure 11. Computed and measured dependence of internal temperature of the diode on load resistance.

Figure 12. Computed and measured dependences of boost converter output voltage on duty cycle.

Figure 13. Computed and measured dependences of watt-hour efficiency of boost converter on
duty cycle.
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Figure 14. Computed and measured dependences of internal temperature of IGBT on duty cycle.

Figure 15. Computed and measured dependences of internal temperature of the diode on duty cycle.

As can be seen, very good accuracy in modeling this dependence was obtained only was CCM.
In DCM differences between the results of measurements and computations increased with an increase
in load resistance. They exceeded even 20 ◦C at R0 > 6 kΩ which could be connected with a long
switching-off process of IGBT [38], that was not taken into account in the proposed model.

In Figure 11 measured and computed (using the new model) dependence of internal temperature
of diode on load resistance is shown.

The considered dependence is a monotonically decreasing function. The result of computations
were convergent with the results of measurements. Differences did not exceed 4 ◦C. Of course,
the considered literature models did not make it possible to compute such dependence.

Figure 12 shows computed (with the new model) and measured dependences of converter output
voltage on duty cycle.

In the whole considered range of changes of duty cycle the tested boost converter operated in
CCM. The measured dependence Vout(d) is a monotonically increasing function, but measurements
were performed only for d < 0.67. The range of changes of d was limited due to a high increase in
internal temperature of IGBT, which attained even 120 ◦C. The considered dependences computed
using the electrothermal model and the model given in [21] had maxima at d > 0.9. These maxima
were observed due to voltage drops on switched-on semiconductor devices [16]. It was also visible
that due to self-heating the value of these maxima decrease even three times. Differences between the
results of measurements and computations were small and they do not exceed 5%.

Figure 13 illustrates dependence of watt-hour efficiency of the tested boost converter on duty cycle.
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As can be observed, dependences η(d) were monotonically decreasing functions. The results
of computations performed with the electrothermal model were convergent with the result of
measurements. Differences do not exceed 2%. Values of watt-hour efficiency computed using
the other models were overstated even by 15%.

Figure 14 presents measured and computed (with the new model) dependence of internal
temperature of IGBT on duty cycle.

The considered dependence was an increasing function. The results of computations differ from
the results of measurements not more than 5 ◦C.

Figure 15 shows measured and computed (with the new model) dependence of internal temperature
of the diode on duty cycle.

It can be easily observed that temperature TjD increased with an increase in duty cycle. This means
that the power dissipated in this diode increased, despite the fact that the time in which this diode was
forward-biased decreased. The differences between the results of computations and measurements did
not exceed a few degrees Celsius.

Figure 16 illustrates influence of duty-cycle on the output characteristics of the tested DC–DC
converter (Figure 16a) and the dependence of diode internal temperature on the converter’s output
current iout.

Figure 16. Computed and measured output characteristics of the tested DC–DC converter (a) and
dependences of internal temperature of the diode on converter output current (b) for selected values of
duty cycle.

As it can be observed in Figure 16a, very good agreement between computed and measured
output characteristics of the tested converter was obtained at all the considered values of duty cycle.
The considered dependence was a decreasing function. The critical output current at which the mode
of DC–DC converter operation change from DCM to CCM decreased with an increase in duty cycle d.
In turn, in Figure 16b, it can be observed that the dependence TjD(iout) was an increasing function and
values of temperature TjD increase with an increase in duty cycle.

An influence of ambient temperature on characteristics of the tested boost converter is illustrated
in Figure 17.

It is clearly visible in Figure 17a that changes in value of ambient temperature practically do not
influence value of output voltage of the tested boost converter. Points marking results of measurements
performed in both the values of ambient temperature practically overlap as well as lines representing
computations performed for these values of Ta. Changes in value of Vout voltage caused by change
in ambient temperature did not exceed 0.3 V. Hence, small value of these changes was a result of
weak influence of temperature on IGBT output voltage. The same result were obtained during
computations and measurements. In contrast, in Figure 17b, it is visible that change in the value of
ambient temperature caused practically the same change in the value of internal temperature of the
diode. The same influence of ambient temperature the Authors observed also for internal temperature
of IGBT.
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Some additional computations of the tested boost converter were performed using the worked-out
electrothermal averaged model of a diode transistor switch, including the IGBT and a rapid switching
diode. For example, Figure 18 illustrated influence of load resistance on dependences of converter
output voltage (Figure 18a) and internal temperature of the diode (Figure 18b) on the duty cycle.

Figure 17. Computed and measured dependences of converter output voltage (a) and internal
temperature of the diode (b) on duty cycle.

Figure 18. Computed dependences of converter output voltage (a) and internal temperature of the
diode (b) on duty cycle for selected values of load resistance.

As it can be observed, an increase of load resistance R0 caused an increase in the maximum value
of converter output voltage and an increase in the value of duty cycle, at which the maximum in
characteristic Vout(d) was observed. The maximum value of Vout voltage changes in the range from
30 to 94 V. In turn, internal temperature of the diode was an increasing function of duty cycle and a
decreasing function of load resistance. It is worth noticing that at the considered cooling conditions of
the diode the acceptable value of duty cycle was strongly limited. For the considered values of R0 the
maximum value of duty cycle increased from about 0.5 (for R0 = 15 Ω) to about 0.8 (for R0 = 150 Ω).

Figure 19 illustrates the influence of duty cycle on dependences of converter output voltage
(Figure 19a) and internal temperature of IGBT (Figure 19b) on load resistance.

In Figure 19a it is visible that dependence Vout(R0) was an increasing function for all considered
values of duty cycle d. It could also be observed that the value of load resistance at which the border
between the CCM and DCM exists moves right with an increase in the value of d. In CCM influence of
energy losses in semiconductor devices on converter output voltage were much more visible for the
highest value of duty cycle. In turn, in Figure 19b it can be seen that internal temperature of IGBT is a
decreasing function of load resistance and an increasing function of duty cycle. Cooling conditions of
IGBT limit the lowest admissible value of load resistance at the adjusted duty cycle. In the considered
case for d = 0.8 load resistance should not be smaller than 100 Ω in order to limit the value of internal
temperature of IGBT to 150 ◦C.
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Figure 19. Computed dependences of converter output voltage (a) and internal temperature of IGBT
(b) on load resistance for selected values of duty cycle.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new electrothermal averaged model of the diode transistor switch—including IGBT
and a rapid switching diode—is proposed. This model makes it possible to compute non-isothermal
(taking into account self-heating phenomena) characteristics of DC–DC converters operating both in
CCM and DCM. Values of voltages, currents and internal temperatures of semiconductor devices at
the thermally steady state can be computed using this model. The proposed model uses piecewise
linear approximation of current–voltage characteristics of IGBT and the diode operating in on–state.

Practical usefulness of the proposed model was verified for the boost converter operating both in
CCM and DCM at different values of duty cycle of the control signal in a wide range of load resistance.
It was shown that the new electrothermal averaged model makes it possible to obtain good accuracy
of modeling dependences Vout(d), Vout(R0), η(R0), η(d) and Vout(iout) in both operating modes of
the converter. This accuracy is much higher than accuracy obtained with the use of the considered
literature models, particularly in DCM.

The proposed model makes it also possible to compute values of internal temperature of both
semiconductor devices operating in the tested DC–DC converter. The obtained results of computations
of internal temperature of the diode are convergent with the results of measurements in all considered
modes of operation of the DC–DC converter. In contrast, the results of computations of internal
temperature of the IGBT fit well the results of measurements only for the DC–DC converter operating
in CCM. In DCM, these differences can exceed even 20 ◦C. It was also shown that changes in the value
of ambient temperature practically do not influence on the DC–DC converter operating at fixed values
of duty cycle and load resistance. These changes cause changes in internal temperatures of IGBT and
the diode. These changes are very important from the point of view of estimation life time of the tested
converter. As it is known from the literature [39], an increase in value of device internal temperature
by 8 ◦C causes even twice decrease in life time of such devices.

Computations performed with the use of the proposed model illustrate influence of load resistance
and duty-cycle of the control signal on selected characteristics of the boost converter. The obtained
results of computations make it possible to estimate the range of admissible values of the mentioned
parameters, for which internal temperature of the diode and IGBT does not exceed the admissible
value given by the producer.

In further investigations, the authors will attempt to find a cause of these differences and will
propose some modifications of the model. The model will be also tested in a wide range of frequency
of the control signal and for different cooling conditions of semiconductor devices operating in the
DC–DC converter, as well as at different values of input voltage, load current and ambient temperature.
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Abstract: This paper refers to the issue of modelling characteristics of SiC power bipolar junction
transistor (BJT), including the self-heating phenomenon. The electrothermal model of the tested
device is demonstrated and experimentally verified. The electrical model is based on the isothermal
Gummel–Poon model, but several modifications were made including the improved current gain
factor (β) model and the modified model of the quasi-saturation region. The accuracy of the presented
model was assessed by comparison of measurement and simulation results of selected characteristics
of the BT1206-AC SiC BJT manufactured by TranSiC. In this paper, a single device characterization
has only been performed. The demonstrated results of research show the evident temperature impact
on the transistor d.c. characteristics. A good compliance between the measured and calculated
characteristics of the considered transistor is observed even in quasi-saturation mode.

Keywords: BJT; modelling; self-heating; silicon carbide; SPICE

1. Introduction

While the power MOSFET made of silicon carbide (SiC) is currently the most popular switching
power wide bandgap-based semiconductor device, the SiC bipolar junction transistor (BJT) is still
an inviting counterpart dedicated to high-temperature/high-power systems, due to its particular
properties, such as low specific on-resistance, a less complicated manufacture method and its being
free of oxide reliability referred to the high value of the electrical field and temperature. Since the last
decade, the market has been offering high voltage silicon carbide power BJTs [1–5].

The research subject in this paper is the high voltage BJT made of silicon carbide, BT1206-AC
manufactured by the TranSiC company and placed in a typical TO-247 case. The values of the certain
parameters of this transistor are demonstrated in Table 1 [5].

Table 1. Parameter values of the BT1206-AC transistor.

Manufacturer Type VCEO [V] ICmax [A] Tjmax [◦C] β [A/A] Package

TranSiC BT1206-AC 1200 6 175 35 at
(VCE = 2.5 V, IC = 4 A)

TO-247

Due to the improved electrical and thermal properties of silicon carbide devices compared to
silicon devices, companies state that designers will want to replace silicon components for applications
such as hybrid electric vehicles, inverters of solar cells and high power electric motor controllers with
their silicon carbide counterparts. For all these applications, silicon carbide can solve the problems
with a high-temperature environment and switching losses.

The ambient temperature has a strong impact on certain characteristics and parameters of the
silicon carbide power bipolar transistors [4,6–8]. Moreover, in real operating conditions, due to the
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self-heating phenomenon, the junction temperature exceeds the ambient temperature because of the
device dissipated thermal power converted into the heat in non-ideal heat dissipation conditions.
The self-heating phenomenon, resulting in qualitative and quantitative changes of the semiconductor
device characteristics shape, is observed as well in SiC BJTs [6].

In order to properly analyze the operation of SiC BJT-based electronic systems, a precise and
relatively simple SiC BJT model for circuit simulation and trend analysis is needed. One of the earliest
semi-physical models for silicon BJT is the Gummel and Poon model (G–P model) proposed in 1970 [9].
The G–P model has become a fundamental model for characteristics calculation of BJT in SPICE
(Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) which is a popular computer tool that allows
the analysis of characteristics and parameters of electronic components and systems [7,10–14]. Certain
modifications have been made to evolve SiC BJT models in recent years. In 2004, the G–P model
was applied to calculate the characteristics of SiC BJT for the first time [15]. Johannesson and Nawaz
established a G–P-based analytical SPICE model for SiC BJT power modules that is useful for the
designing of power electronics systems containing considered devices [16]. However, these models do
not take into account the self-heating phenomenon. There are some electrothermal models (ETMs)
dedicated to SiC BJT transistors in the literature [6,17,18], but works describing these models do not
contain full information enabling their implementation in the SPICE program (e.g., no description of
the controlled sources used in the model) or use numerical models that are complex, demand specific
data concerning material features or device geometry and have time-consuming simulations.

This paper refers to the issue of modelling of static characteristics of SiC power BJTs including the
self-heating phenomenon. The electrothermal model of SiC BJT has been proposed. The model was
experimentally examined by comparison of the measured and simulated isothermal and non-isothermal
characteristics of the selected transistor. The effect of self-heating on transistor characteristics was
assessed and discussed. In this paper, the experimental verification of the model has been performed
using a single device characterization, however, future work will include verification results based on
a larger population of the considered class of devices.

2. The Model Form

A block diagram of the electrothermal model (ETM) of SiC BJT proposed by the authors is
demonstrated in Figure 1.

ETM

HEAT POWER
MODEL

C

ELECTRICAL
MODEL

E

B

THERMAL 
MODEL

V, I

PTHTj

Ta

Figure 1. A block diagram of the electrothermal model of SiC bipolar junction transistor (BJT).

As presented, the ETM contains: the electrical model, the heat power model and the thermal
model. The function of the electrical model is to determine the static characteristics of the transistor for
a known temperature (Tj) of its interior. The heat power model is designed to determine the value
of electrical power generated in the transistor based on the currents and clamping voltages values
on the transistor leads. The thermal model calculates the actual value of transistor junction (inner)
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temperature based on the ambient temperature (Ta) and the thermal parameters associated with the
transistor cooling method.

The form of the considered electrical model is based on the G–P model. However, in our model,
a voltage-dependent collector resistance is used for modelling the quasi-saturation mode that starts to
be visible in the higher temperature range in SiC BJTs’ static output characteristics. The quasi-saturation
region model is based on the Kull model and consists of the temperature-dependent intrinsic carrier
concentration model dedicated to the devices made of silicon carbide. A network form of the proposed
electrical model is demonstrated in Figure 2 [1,16,19].

IBC2

D1

IBC1
BR

D2

IBE2

D3 D4

IBE1
BF

RBB B’

(IBE-IBC)
KqbIN=

GN

C’

E’

RC

RE

C

E

Figure 2. Network form of the electrical model of SiC BJT.

Diodes D1–D4 model the generation and recombination phenomena in the layers of the
collector/emitter-base junctions, whereas D1–D2 and D3–D4 represent the ideal and non-ideal component
of these junctions, respectively. Values of the collector and the base current of the transistor are of the
form [19]:

IB =
IBE1 + IBC1

β
+ IBE2 + IBC2 (1)

IC =
IBE1

Kqb
− IBC1

Kqb
− IBC1

β
− IBC2 (2)

where the currents IBE1, IBE2, IBC1, IBC2 are defined as follows [19]:

IBE1 = IS·
[
exp

( VBE

NF·Vt

)
− 1

]
(3)

IBE2 = ISE·
[
exp

( VBE

NE·Vt

)
− 1

]
(4)

IBC1 = IS·
[
exp

( VBC

NR·Vt

)
− 1

]
(5)

IBC2 = ISC·
[
exp

( VBC

NC·Vt

)
− 1

]
(6)

where β is the current gain factor, VBE is the intrinsic (B’–E’) base-emitter voltage, VBC is the intrinsic
(B’–C’) base-collector voltage, IS, ISE and ISC are the saturation currents, NF and NR are the current
emission coefficients, NE and NC are the leakage emission coefficients and coefficient Kqb is of the
form [19]:

Kqb = 0.5 · (1 − VBC

VAF
− VBC

VAF
)−1·

[
1 +

(
1 + 4 ·

( IBE1

IKF
+

IBC1

IKR

) )NK]
(7)

where VAF, and VAR are early voltages, IKF and IKR are the knee current parameters, and NK is the
high-current roll-off coefficient.
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Efficiency of the controlled-current source GN from Figure 2 is of the form [19]:

IN =
IBE − IBC

Kqb
(8)

The coefficient β existing in Equations (1) and (2) are defined as [20]:

β =
β0·

(
1 + a·

(
Tj−T0

))
1 + b·

(
1 + c·

(
Tj−T0

))
·
√

I2
C+d1

·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1−∑

i

γi· exp
(
αi·

√
I2
C + d1

)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

where T0 is the nominal temperature, β0, αi, γi, a, b, c, and d1 are the model parameters.
Resistors RE and RB represent series resistances of the emitter and base areas according to

Equation [19]:

RE(T) = RE·
(
1 + TRE1·

(
Tj − T0

)
+ TRE2·

(
Tj − T0

)2)
(10)

RB(T) = RB·
(
1 + TRB1·

(
Tj − T0

)
+ TRB2·

(
Tj − T0

)2)
(11)

where TRE1, TRB1, TRE1 and TRE2 represent linear and quadratic temperature coefficients of the
emitter and the base resistances, respectively.

The voltage-dependent collector resistance (RC) dedicated for the quasi-saturation region modeling
is described as [1,16]:

RC = RC0·
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1

2
+

1
4
·
√

1 +
4·ni

2

Nepi
2 · exp

(
q·VB′C′

k·Tj

)
+

1
4
·
√

1 +
4·ni

2

Nepi
2 · exp

(
q·VB′C

k·Tj

)⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
−1

(12)

where Nepi is an epi-layer collector doping concentration, VB’C’ and VB’C are voltages in the selected
end of the collector resistance, q is the elementary charge, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration
defined as [1,16]:

ni = A ·T 3
2
j · exp

(
− Eg0

2·k·Tj

)
(13)

where Eg0 is SiC bandgap at zero temperature, k is Boltzmann’s constant, A is the material constant
independent of temperature.

The zero-bias collector resistance RC0 existing in Equation (12) is of the form [1,16]:

RC0 = 2.143 · 10−21· exp (0 .1302 · Tj

)
(14)

A detailed specification of the mathematical description of the considered model is achievable in
the SPICE user manual [19] and other papers [1,16,20].

In the thermal model, the heat interactions between the device interior and the ambient temperature
were taken into account. As a rule, the compact thermal model of a semiconductor device is represented
by the form of the RC network. Based on this form from other works [21,22], the non-linear
compact thermal model of the SiC BJT was demonstrated. Thermal capacitances hardly depend on the
temperature in contrast to the thermal resistance that changes with the temperature. In the presented
model controlled voltage sources were used only instead of R elements. The network representation of
the considered model is shown in Figure 3.
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VTa
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Figure 3. Network form of the non-linear thermal model of the SiC BJT.

The controlled-current source GP expresses the power dissipated in the device, controlled voltage
sources ER1, ER2, . . . , ERn express temperature changes between every part of the thermal dissipation
path. The analytical form of these voltage source efficiencies takes into consideration changes in the
thermal resistance value expressing the thermal dissipation between the specific construction parts.
Capacitors C1–Cn describe thermal capacitances of every construction part. The voltage at nodes Tj

and Ta represents the transistor junction temperature and the ambient temperature respectively.
Efficiencies of controlled-current source GP and controlled-voltage sources are of the form [21,22]:

ERn =

(
Rth1· exp

(
in
p0

)
+Rth0

)
· in· di (15)

Gp = pth= IB·VBE+IC· VCE (16)

where di is the quotient of Rn thermal resistance and the transistor thermal resistance Rth, Rth0, Rth1,
p0 are the model parameters, and in is the current of the source ERn.

3. Results of Measurements and Simulations

To test the accuracy of the presented electrothermal model, static isothermal and non-isothermal
characteristics of the BT1206-AC SiC BJT were measured and compared to the results of SPICE
calculations. The model was implemented in SPICE in the form of the subcircuit. A set of electrical
parameter values of the ETM was used in the simulations. The values of the model parameters
were acquired from the measured characteristics with the use of the proper parameters estimation
procedure described in [20,23]. The values of parameters occurring in Equation (15) were acquired
from measurements of the transistor transient thermal impedance.

Isothermal characteristics of the selected transistor were measured by means of Keithley Source
Measure Unit type 2602 in order to minimize the impact of the self-heating phenomenon on the
measured characteristics of the tested device. During the measurements, a signal with a duty cycle
of less than 0.0001 and a pulse duration of 50 μs was used. The non-isothermal characteristics were
performed by the “point by point” measurement method for the transistor operating without any
cooling system under the thermal steady-state. During the measurements, the case temperature TC of
the transistor was measured by a TM-2000 precision thermometer comprising a platinum Pt-100 sensor.
The temperature sensor was glued on the transistor case by a heat conductive AG Termoglue, 10 G.

The measured and simulated isothermal static output characteristics of the BT1206-AC transistor
are presented in Figure 4, where points represent the results of measurements and lines represent the
results of simulations using the proposed ETM.

As seen in Figure 4, good agreement between the results of the isothermal measurements in
comparison with the simulations was obtained even in the quasi-saturation region at both values of the
ambient temperature, which expresses a percentage relative error (absolute error quotient and exact
value) of less than 8%. The increase of the ambient temperature causes the collector current value drop
in the bipolar silicon carbide transistors, but it is commonly known from the literature that in the case
of the bipolar transistors made of silicon, this dependence is reversed [24,25].
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Figure 4. Isothermal output characteristics of the BT1206-AC transistor.

Measured and calculated non-isothermal I-V characteristics of the considered SiC BJT transistor
are shown in Figure 5. The investigations were performed at four fixed values of the control current in
the range of 10–150 mA. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the differences between the results of isothermal
and non-isothermal measurements of the static output characteristics iC(vCE) reach over 50% for a
control current equal to iB = 100 mA and a voltage vCE of 4 V at room temperature.
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Figure 5. Non-isothermal output characteristics of the BT1206-AC transistor.

As seen, the satisfying agreement between the results of simulations and measurements was
expressed by a relative error value of usually less than 10%. The measurements were carried out to
obtain the transistor junction temperature (Tj) close to the maximum value of this parameter given
in the catalogue by the manufacturer. The junction temperature was estimated on the basis of case
temperature (TC) measurements and catalog value of the thermal resistance Rthjc between the transistor
junction and case.

The simulated output characteristic at the base current equal to 150 mA has a specific shape.
The negative slope of the collector current with increasing collector-emitter voltage is caused by the
strong self-heating phenomenon. In the literature, this type of characteristic is called an N-shape
characteristic [8].

The important parameter in the description of the bipolar transistors is the common-emitter
current gain factor (β), defined as the ratio of the output and control current (β = IC/IB). It is known
from the literature that the value of β depends on the operating point. In catalogs, usually only one
value of this parameter is given (under set operating conditions). Manufacturers deliberately choose a
specific transistor operating point to present the highest value of the current gain factor β. Figure 6
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shows the authors’ measured and calculated values of β factor for the considered transistor in the
isothermal conditions at a fixed value of the collector-emitter voltage equal to 3 V.
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Figure 6. Isothermal dependence of the current gain factor at fixed values of an ambient temperature.

As seen, in the range of collector current values up to about 6 A, the β(iC) dependence is a
monotonically increasing function. In addition, the dependence of the current gain factor β(T) at a
fixed value of a collector current is a decreasing function. This is a characteristic feature of bipolar
power transistors made with silicon carbide technology [8,25–27]. The results of simulations using the
proposedβmodel has a good agreement with the results of the measurements of theβ(iC) characteristics
in all ranges of temperature, which indicates that the transistor’s current gain properties deteriorate
with the temperature increase.

Figure 7 presents the isothermal and non-isothermal dependence of the current gain factor β of
the considered transistor on the ambient temperature at a fixed value of the collector-emitter voltage
and the control current equal to 3 V and 50 mA, respectively. The points represent the results of
measurements and lines represent the results of calculations using the proposed ETM.
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Figure 7. Isothermal and non-isothermal dependence of the current gain factor.

As seen, the non-isothermal characteristic of SiC BJT lies under the isothermal counterpart.
Moreover, at room temperature the differences between isothermal and non-isothermal measurements
reach over 25%. This phenomenon is due to the fact that when the device lattice temperature and
phonon scattering in SiC BJTs increase, they cause both the carrier mobility and the current gain to
drop [28].
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4. Conclusions

The authors’ measurements show that the ambient temperature rises strongly affect certain
characteristics and parameters of the silicon carbide power bipolar transistor. Moreover, the self-heating
phenomenon in SiC BJT can result in not only qualitative but also quantitative changing of the
semiconductor device characteristics shape, resulting in the negative slope of collector current with
increasing collector-emitter voltage occurrence and causes decreasing of the current gain factor β with
power dissipation increase.

In the typical Gummel–Poon model implemented in SPICE, the self-heating phenomenon is not
taken into account. In this paper, the authors proposed an improved SiC BJT model dedicated for SPICE,
incorporating not only the self-heating phenomenon, but also modeling the quasi–saturation mode using
the temperature-dependent intrinsic carrier concentration model. Apart from this, the current gain factor
model is used for the first time for the bipolar transistor made of silicon carbide taking the temperature
and collector current impact into account. The proposed electrothermal model of the BT1206-AC
SiC BJT allows calculating the non-isothermal characteristics of the tested device. The simulated and
measured characteristics of considered SiC power BJT were compared. The satisfactory agreement
between both the calculated and measured characteristics indicates the correctness of the presented
model. It is worth mentioning that the accuracy of the proposed model can be achieved even at high
current density when the current gain factor β starts to decrease.
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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of the time complexity of algorithms prepared for solving heat
transfer problems at nanoscale. The first algorithm uses the classic Dual-Phase-Lag model, whereas
the second algorithm employs a reduced version of the model obtained using a Krylov subspace
method. This manuscript includes a description of the finite difference method approximation
prepared for analysis of the real microelectromechanical system (MEMS) structure manufactured
by the Polish Institute of Electron Technology. In addition, an approximation scheme of the model,
as well as the Krylov subspace-based model order reduction technique are also described. The paper
considers simulation results obtained using both investigated versions of the Dual-Phase-Lag model.
Moreover, the relative error generated by the reduced model, as well as the computational complexity
of both algorithms, and a convergence of the proposed approach are analyzed. Finally, all analyses
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1. Classical and Modern Heat Transfer Description

Currently, deep development in technology has increased interest in heat transfer modeling.
New thermal problems have been observed due to the continuous reduction of the size of electronic
devices or miniaturization of integrated circuits. For instance, in such small electronic appliances, a
significant rise of operational frequency and a rapid increase of generated internal heat density have
been noticed which have a meaningful influence on temperature rise during the operation of the device.

It is worthwhile to highlight that it is extremely important to ensure the appropriate cooling
conditions, however, this issue is very problematic in the case of nanosized electronic devices and
can result in unstable and improper operation of the device. Moreover, most of the damages and
malfunctions of the device are caused by unsuitable operation and thermal problems. Thus, thermal
analysis is very important and is one of the most crucial steps in the design and planning of modern
electronic appliances.

The heat transfer problems have been modeled using Fourier’s theory [1]. This method is based
on Fourier’s law and the Fourier–Kirchhoff (FK) equation, and can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ q(x, t) = −k · ∇T(x, t)

cv
∂T(x,t)
∂t + ∇ ◦ q(x, t) = qV(x, t)

x ∈ Rn, n ∈ N, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (1)

In the above system of equations, the heat flux density vector is represented by q, thermal conductivity
of analyzed material is expressed by k, and T describes the function of temperature rise. Moreover,
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the volumetric heat capacity and value of internally generated heat are represented by cv and
qV, respectively.

The Fourier–Kirchhoff method has been successfully applied for two centuries. However,
in modern nanosized structures, application of the FK method has some serious limitations [2–4]. First,
the assumption of infinite speed propagation of the heat is postulated. Moreover, the instantaneous
change of heat flux or temperature gradient should also be taken into account as a non-physical
behavior of the structures. The phenomena mentioned have not been empirically proven in the case of
nanosized electronic structures [5,6]. Thus, a new methodology, which significantly improves the FK
method in the case of modern electronic structures, should be established.

In the mid-1990s, a new approach, called Dual-Phase-Lag (DPL), was introduced by Tzou as a
more appropriate choice for modeling temperature changes in a nanosized electronic structure [7].
The DPL model based on the FK theory, however, as previously mentioned, includes improvements
such as time lags [8]. These lags express the needed time change in the heat flux density, as well as the
temperature gradient.

The lags mentioned above are represented by different values expressed by τq, which is related to
heat flux time lag, and τT which represents the temperature time lag. Taking into consideration new
time lags, the DPL model can be described by the following equations:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ ∇ ◦ q(x, t) = −cv

∂T(x,t)
∂t + qV(x, t)

kτT
∂∇T(x,t)
∂t + τq

∂q(x,t)
∂t = −k · ∇T(x, t) − q(x, t)

x ∈ Rn, n ∈ N, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (2)

The DPL model can be successfully applied instead of the classical FK model due to the fact that
it is appropriate for parabolic partial differential equations, as well as for hyperbolic equations (see
also [9,10]).

However, some disadvantages have also appeared. The DPL model is classified as a model with
greater complexity than the FK model. Thus, to carry out the simulation, a longer computation time is
needed, especially for complex electronic structures.

Considering the above limitation of the DPL model, the main aim of this paper is to implement a
DPL-based method which reduces the time of simulation and can be as accurate as the original DPL
model. One approach which can be applied is the Krylov subspace-based model order reduction
method [11]. This approach significantly reduces the number of equations in the system describing an
analyzed heat transfer problem.

The Krylov subspace method is used for the order reduction of large-scale systems, especially in a
mechanical domain (e.g., J. White and J. G. Korvink papers, as well as [12,13]). However, the research
presented in this paper is focused on aspects other than those of previously published papers. First of
all, this manuscript includes the first application of the Krylov subspace-based method for the DPL
heat transfer equation. Moreover, in previous research, the spectrum of mechanical systems generally
contains frequencies from 0 to hundreds of Hz (sometimes up to 1–5 kHz). The model is validated
typically for longer times, for example, 10 ms–1 s. However, our research includes significantly greater
frequency values resulting in meaningfully shorter times and smaller DPL time lags, even hundreds of
femtoseconds or a few nanoseconds. Therefore, the range of applicability of the described model order
reduction methodology, presented in the manuscript, is different than other previous applications.

The structure of the paper is as follows: First, a short description of the investigated real test
nanosized structure, its finite difference method approximation, and structure discretization are
presented; then, the approximation scheme of the DPL model for the considered MEMS structure is
proposed; after that, the Krylov subspace-based model order reduction technique is demonstrated;
and finally, the simulation results obtained using both reduced and non-reduced versions of the DPL
model are compared, analyzed, and discussed.
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2. Mathematical Preliminaries of the Proposed Methodology

2.1. Finite Difference Method Approximation

Thermal analysis was carried out for the real microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
nanostructure, presented in Figure 1, which was manufactured at the Polish Institute of Electron
Technology [14,15]. This test structure includes two parallel platinum resistors, each 10 μm long.
One resistor is treated as a heater, whereas the second resistor plays the role of a temperature sensor.
The cross-sectional area of each resistor is 100 nm wide and 100 nm high. The distance between these
resistors is 100 nm. The resistors are placed on a 100 nm wide silicon dioxide layer and both are stacked
on a 500 μm thick silicon layer. A detailed description of the investigated structure, as well as the
measurement process are found in [14,15].

Figure 1. Cross-sectional area of the microelectromechanical system (MEMS) test structure where the
Dirichlet boundary conditions are marked with a blue line, the Neumann boundary conditions are
marked with a red dashed line, and the internal heat source is marked using red color.

In the investigated cross-sectional area of the MEMS test structure, the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are at the bottom, while the Neumann boundary conditions are used on the left, right, and
the top parts of the structure and their environment. The boundary conditions can be described by the
following equations:

Tk(t) = 0, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0},
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , nx} (3)

qk(t) = 0, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0},
k ∈

{
nx + 1, 2 · nx + 1, . . . ,

(
ny − 1

)
· nx + 1

}
∪

{
nx, 2 · nx, . . . ,

(
ny − 1

)
· nx

}
∪

∪
{(

ny − 1
)
· nx + 1,

(
ny − 1

)
· nx + 2, . . . , ny · nx

} (4)

where nx and ny reflects the number of discretization nodes in both axes OX and OY, respectively.
Thermal simulations for the investigated MEMS structure were performed for its two-dimensional

(2D) cross-sectional area, in the middle of the resistor. The thermal analysis of the structure was carried
out using the DPL model. In order to make the analysis easier, the DPL model described by the system
Equation (2) was equivalently transformed to the following 2D form [16]:

cv · τq · ∂
2T(x,y,t)
∂t2 + cv · ∂T(x,y,t)

∂t − k · τT · ∂ΔT(x,y,t)
∂t − k · ΔT(x, y, t) =

= qV(x, y, t) + τq · ∂qV(x,y,t)
∂t for x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0}

(5)

As presented in Appendix A, the term τq
∂qv(t)
∂t can be neglected with an error of about −1.91%,

for the simulation time t ≥ 3τT and |err| ≤ 0.58% for t ≥ 10τT. The qv
(
t + τq

)
can also be used instead of
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qv(t) + τq
∂qv(t)
∂t for qv(t) = c1 ·H(t), where H(t) is a Heaviside function, c1 is a constant where |c1| < +∞.

It is worthwhile highlighting that the presented values were obtained considering the temperature
and heat flux time lags for platinum. The Laplacian ΔT was approximated using the finite difference
method (FDM) approach for a rectangular mesh with a constant distance between nodes in both
dimensions. The considered approximation is presented below:

ΔT(x, y, t)≈ T(x+Δx,y,t)+T(x,y+Δx,t)−4·T(x,y,t)+T(x−Δx,y,t)+T(x,y−Δx,t)
(Δx)2 ,

dla x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0}
(6)

Then, the DPL Equation (5) becomes an ordinary differential equation (ODE) of a time variable.
Such a constructed system of equations, including each investigated mesh node, was solved based on
the backward differentiation formulas (BDF) approach [17–20], with initial conditions T(x,y,t) = 0 and
∂T(x,y,t)/∂t = 0 for t ≤ 0, which means zero initial conditions for Equation (16).

2.2. Description of Structure Discretization

The analyzed cross-sectional area of the MEMS structure was discretized using the mesh that can
be described by the following equations [16]:

qk(t) = q(x, y, t), x = i · Δx, y = j · Δy (7)

Tk(t) = T(x, y, t), x = i · Δx, y = j · Δy (8)

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nx}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ny}, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nx ·ny}

In the Equations above, nx and ny reflect the number of discretization nodes in both axes. It means
that the product nx × ny describes the number of nodes used in discretization mesh. Nodes are
numbered from the left side to the right side. First, the first bottom row is considered. When all nodes
in this row have already had their numbers, the procedure is repeated in the second row from the
bottom side. This process is continued until all nodes in a top row are numbered. The graphical
interpretation of the applied discretization mesh for the investigated cross-section of the MEMS
structure, as well as nodes numbering approach, are demonstrated in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. The graphical interpretation of the proposed discretization mesh nodes numbering [16,21].
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2.3. DPL Model Approximation Scheme for the Investigated MEMS Structure

Considering the imposed FDM assumptions, the DPL model can be expressed in the following
way [22]: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ M · ..

T(t) + D · .
T(t) + K · T(t) = b · u(t)

y(t) = cT · T(t) t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (9)

where superscript T means a transposition. Moreover, T is the temperature function, while
.
T and

..
T are

its first and second time derivative, respectively. All of them are nx · ny × 1 vectors. Other vectors and
matrices can be described as follows [23]:

I, MFDM, M, D, K, cT ∈ Rnx·ny×nx·ny ,
cv, k,τq,τT, b, y ∈ Rnx·ny×1,
u ∈ R

M = diag
(
τq
)
◦ diag(cv) ◦ I (10)

D = diag(cv) ◦ I− 1

(Δx)2 · repmat(τT) ◦ repmat(k) ◦MFDM (11)

K = − 1

(Δx)2 repmat(k) ◦MFDM (12)

b = a ·
[

0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0
]T

, a ∈ R+ (13)

c = I (14)

where I is identity matrix, an operator ◦ means a Hadamard product, function diag(·) generates a
diagonal matrix based on a given vector, and function repmat(·) replicates a considered vector and
generates a matrix of desired dimensions. In addition, non-zero elements of vector b indicate nodes
with internal heat generation. Moreover, MFDM is a matrix including FDM coefficients wgugc us
determined based on Equation (6) and the considered boundary conditions. It is also worthwhile to
note that the MFDM coefficients describing the air area between platinum resistors’ surfaces, as well as
the contact between them and the oxide, have been calculated considering a fractional order of the
temperature function space derivative based on the Grünwald–Letnikov theory [22,24]. Thus, in this
particular case, each one-dimensional part of Equation (6) is replaced by the following Equation [22]:

1
(Δs)αx ·

2∑
k=0

(−1)k Γ(αx+1)
Γ(k+1)·Γ(αx−k+1)T

(
x− k · Δx + αx·Δx

2 , t
)
· 1 =

=
( αx

2 −1)·T(x+2·Δx,y,t)+(2− αx
2 −αx·( αx

2 −1))·T(x+Δx,y,t)
(Δx)αx +

+

(
αx ·(αx−1)

2 ·( αx
2 −1)−αx·(2− αx

2 )
)
·T(x,y,t)+

(
(2− αx

2 )· αx ·(αx−1)
2

)
·T(x−Δx,y,t)

(Δx)αx

+
( αx

2 −1)·T(x,y+2·Δx,t)+(2− αx
2 −αx·( αx

2 −1))·T(x,y+Δx,t)
(Δx)αx +

+

(
αx ·(αx−1)

2 ·( αx
2 −1)−αx·(2− αx

2 )
)
·T(x,y,t)+

(
(2− αx

2 )· αx ·(αx−1)
2

)
·T(x,y−Δx,t)

(Δx)αx

for αx ∈ (2, 2.5), Δx→ 0

(15)

In order to make the analysis more clear, the system Equations (9) of the second-order equations
has been transformed into the first-order Equations [21]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ E ·

·
T(t) = A · T(t) + B · u(t)

y(t) = CT · T(t)
t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (16)
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where
−
T and

·
T are 2 · nx · ny × 1 vectors. First nx · ny elements of

−
T are the same, similar to the case of T

vector, while its second part coincides with
·
T. The first half of

·
T includes elements of

.
T, whereas its

second half states
..
T. In addition, the remaining matrices and vectors visible in Equation (16) present as

follows [21,23,25]:

E =

[
I Θ
Θ M

]
, A =

[
Θ I
−K −D

]
, B =

[
Θ1

b

]
, C =

[
c Θ
Θ c

]
(17)

where Θ and Θ1 are null matrices. The final solution is determined using the BDF method with a
variable order between 1 and 5.

2.4. Krylov Subspace Method

As seen in Figure 2, the thermal characteristic of an electronic structure can refer to the construction
of a system consisting of a high number of differential equations. Moreover, the larger the system the
more accurate the results. However, preparation of a numerical solution of such a system can be very
time-consuming and can require significant computational power. Thus, a solution for this problem is
needed. One idea to deal with it is an order reduction of a constructed system of equations.

The order reduction process can be based on a moment matching method [26]. This method helps
with moments calculation, being a negative coefficients of a system’s transfer function FT in a Taylor’s
series, around point 0 [26,27]. Its form can be as follows [25]:

FT(l) = −
∞∑

i=0

mi · li (18)

where mi means an ith moment. For example, for the system Equation (16), moments are determined
according to the following Equation:

mi = CT
(
A−1 · E

) i ·A−1 ·B, i ∈ N ∪ {0} (19)

The main idea of the model order reduction is related to finding a new system of equations, which
is characterized by a significantly lower order than the original one. In this process, it is extremely
important to consider the same transfer function FT for both systems. It assures the existence of the
same initial moments in the original and reduced systems of equations. However, due to the form
of Equation (18), a direct numerical determination of such a proposed solution is impossible. Thus,
to resolve this problem, the Krylov subspace method can be used.

In linear algebra, the Krylov space (or subspace) K of an order r for a certain n × n square matrix
U and n-element vector s is a linear subspace of a space Rn that is generated by the following vectors:
s, U·s, U2·s, . . . , Un−1·s. Thus, the following Equation is true [11,28,29]:

Kr(U, s) = span
{

s, U · s, U2 · s, . . . , Un−1 · s
}

(20)

In the case of the previously analyzed system Equation (16), the matrix U is the same as A, while
vector s is similar to B.

A Krylov subspace-based method is a numerical method that can find eigenvalues of large sparse
matrices or solves a system with a high number of linear equations based on multiplications of vectors
and matrices and operates on the determined vectors without the necessity of making additional
operations on many matrices at the same time. Thus, starting with the vectors, the following vectors
are determined, respectively: U·s, U2·s, etc.

Taking into consideration that consecutively determined vectors become linearly dependent
relatively quickly, Krylov subspace-based methods require an additional application of some
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orthogonalization schemes. One of the most common of them are algorithms created by Lanczos [30–34],
and Arnoldi [35–41]. The second algorithm mentioned was used in considerations presented in this
paper. It can generate a set of orthonormal vectors which are determined using the modified
Gram–Schmidt process (MGS) [42,43]. These vectors form a base Equation (20) of a Krylov subspace.
Moreover, each vector from this base, starting with b, states consecutive columns of so-called transfer
matrices V and W, which are used to determine coefficients matrices for reduced systems of linear
equations. The algorithm stops after generating the first zero vectors, i.e., if the aggregated sum
of absolute values of all vector’s coordinates does not exceed the tolerance value equal to 0.0001.
The number of algorithm’s iterations (or the number of non-zero vectors) is equal to the reduced model
order r. It is worthwhile highlighting that these zero vectors are not included in constructed V and
W matrices.

In the investigated case, the V and W matrices are identical. Moreover, the number of iterations of
the considered algorithm determines an order of the Krylov subspace and, at the same time, an order
of a newly generated, reduced system of equations. For example, the reduced version of the system of
Equation (16) is as follows [25]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ Er ·

·
Tr(t) = Ar ·

−
Tr(t) + Br · u(t)

y(t) = Cr ·
−
Tr(t)

t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (21)

where the system Equation (21) is solved using backward differentiation formulas (BDFs) of variable
order between 1 and 5. Previous research has shown that it is one of the most effective methods for
solving these types of equation systems 3.

3. Thermal Simulation Results

3.1. Pre-Simulation Assumptions

Thermal simulation of the investigated MEMS structure was carried out using Matlab environment
and proposed approximation scheme for the DPL model. The simulation results were calculated using
the following material thermal parameters [23,44] included in Table 1:

Table 1. Considered material parameters’ values [23,44].

Material Name k[ W
m·K ] ρ[

kg

m3 ] cp[
J

kg·K ]

Silicon (Si) 148 2 330 712
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 1.38 2220 745

Platinum (Pt) 71.6 21 450 133
Platinum (Pt) 71.6 21 450 133

Air 0.0263 1.1614 1.007

Moreover, based on [23,45], the DPL model parameters were estimated. The platinum resistors
are characterized by the heat flux time lag approximately equal to 550 ps and the temperature time lag
established at 15.6 ns. For other materials, these values are set to 18 ns and 480 ns, respectively. In
order to make an analysis easier, all results were normalized according to the following Equation:

Tnorm
k (t) =

Tk(t)
max

t, k

{
Tk(t)

}k ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , nx · ny

}
, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (22)

3.2. Simulation Results

The thermal analyses of the investigated MEMS structure were divided into different areas.
The first one, presented in this subsection, is related to the comparison between the results obtained
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using the reduced and non-reduced DPL model. In this area, the dynamic of average temperature
rises in the platinum heater and the temperature sensor were investigated. Moreover, the temperature
distribution in an entire cross-sectional area was considered for selected time points. It is also
worthwhile highlighting that all results included in this subsection were received using a 10 nm
distance between mesh nodes. Additionally, a comparison with FK and the measurement results was
also carried out.

A comparison of the normalized average temperature rises over the time in the platinum heater
and temperature sensor obtained using the reduced and non-reduced DPL model, the FK model,
as well as real measurements is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that there are almost no differences
between the results plotted based on the reduced and non-reduced DPL models. The black solid line,
which indicates the non-reduced DPL model results for the heater, coincide almost exactly with the
red dashed line, which shows the outputs of the reduced DPL approach. A similar situation is also
visible for the case of the temperature sensor. The black dotted line shows the results yielded using the
non-reduced DPL model, and it coincides with the dashed blue curve, which shows outputs produced
by the reduced DPL approach.

Figure 3. Comparison of normalized average temperature rises over the time in the platinum heater
and the temperature sensor obtained using the reduced and non-reduced Dual-Phase-Lag (DPL) model,
Fourier–Kirchhoff (FK) model, and measurements.

For comparison purposes, the measurement results which are indicated by the green lines were
also plotted. It can be seen that the volatility over the time is very similar to the simulation results
obtained using the DPL model, which confirms the correctness of the proposed approach.

The FK model produces significantly different outputs. The dashed and dotted black curve,
which shows the temperature rise in the heater, as well as the dashed black line, which indicates the
temperature changes over time in the temperature sensor, does not coincide with the DPL model
or the measurement results. Thus, the FK model should not be used for temperature distribution
determination at nanoscale.

In addition, an analysis of a temperature distribution inside an entire considered cross-sectional
area of the MEMS structure was carried out. The results’ comparison, for selected time points,
is demonstrated in Figures 4–6.
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Figure 4. Comparison of normalized temperature rise in a cross-sectional area of the investigated
MEMS structure obtained using reduced and non-reduced DPL model for t = 12.023 ns.

 
Figure 5. Comparison of normalized temperature rise in a cross-sectional area of the investigated
MEMS structure obtained using reduced and non-reduced DPL model for t = 19.055 ns.

 
Figure 6. Comparison of normalized temperature rise in a cross-sectional area of the investigated
MEMS structure obtained using reduced and non-reduced DPL model for t = 2 μs (steady state).

For each investigated time point, i.e., at different stages of temperature rise, it can be seen that
the differences between the results obtained using the reduced and non-reduced DPL model are
almost unnoticeable, which also suggests a very good level of coincidence between both investigated
DPL versions.

3.3. Relative Error Analysis

In order to assess the quality of results obtained using the reduced DPL model, an error analysis
was carried out. Figure 7 shows a comparison of relative error values calculated between the reduced
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and non-reduced DPL model outputs for three selected points of time, similar to those investigated in
the previous subsection. For all the mentioned time points, the relative error values in relation to each
discretization mesh nodes were analyzed.

Figure 7. Comparison of relative error values in relation to a number of discretization mesh node for
selected time points (t = 12.023 ns, t = 18.197 ns, and t = 2 μs).

The maximum relative error value did not exceed a level of 5%, which confirms good accuracy of
the reduced DPL model results. Moreover, the relative error decreased with an increase in the value of
the investigated time points. For example, for higher observed temperature rise values, the relative
error is at a level of 1%–1.35%. Furthermore, for steady state, a maximum relative error value is
approximately equal to 0.01%. Such a small error value can be neglected. The decrease of the relative
error value over time also suggests a convergence of the proposed approach.

3.4. Computational Complexity Analysis

Finally, a computational complexity of the non-reduced and reduced DPL models was investigated.
First, an analysis of the time consumed during the solution calculation was carried out and is shown in
Figure 8. It can be seen that the smaller the distance between mesh nodes the longer the time needed
to obtain a temperature distribution in the investigated cross-sectional area of the MEMS structure.
This is caused by a greater number of nodes in the smaller considered node distances.

Figure 8. Comparison of simulation time consumed during solution calculation in relation to
discretization mesh nodes distance based on non-reduced and reduced DPL models.
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The simulation time investigation in relation to the number of nodes in the analyzed cross-section
is shown in Figure 9. The significant difference in simulation time needed for results preparation
is visible. Considering the non-reduced DPL model, on the one hand, the simulation time can be
estimated by a power function according to Equation (23). On the other hand, the time consumed using
the reduced DPL model can be approximated based on a linear function presented in Equation (24).
Moreover, statistics describing Equations for simulation time estimations are shown in Table 2.

tDPL
non−reduced(n) = 1.96 · 10−7 · n2.544 (23)

tDPL
reduced(n) = 2.546 · 10−5 · n− 0.03782 (24)

where n reflects the number of nodes in the considered MEMS structure cross-section.

Figure 9. Comparison of the simulation time consumed during the solution calculation in relation to
the number of nodes in the analyzed cross-section of the MEMS structure based on the non-reduced
and reduced DPL models.

Table 2. Simulation time approximation.

Metrics Adjusted R2 R2 RMSE

tDPL
non−reduced 0.9988 0.9988 174.3

tDPL
reduced 0.8299 0.829 0.06634

The values of metrics presented in Table 2 confirm the high quality of the prepared Equations
for simulation time estimation. Moreover, based on Equations (23) and (24) and the simulation
time analysis, it can be stated that the time complexity of an algorithm using the non-reduced DPL
model is O(n2.544), whereas the reduced DPL is characterized by a time complexity O(n). It is also
worthwhile highlighting that the DPL system Equation (21) is linear (regarding the time variable),
and therefore the Krylov subspace is calculated only once. Thus, it is not updated in each time step.
Of course, the computational complexity of the method includes considerations regarding the Krylov
subspace generation.

4. Conclusions

This paper includes an analysis of the quality and time complexity of two algorithms dedicated
to solving heat transfer problems at nanoscale. The first one uses the modern DPL model which is
a significant improvement as compared with one of the most common approaches based on the FK
model. The second one also employs the DPL model, however in its reduced version. The DPL model
order reduction is prepared based on the Krylov subspace method.
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The analyses have shown that both the reduced and non-reduced DPL models produce high
quality results that coincide with real measurements of the test structure. Moreover, the results obtained
using the reduced DPL model are very similar to the results yielded based on the non-reduced DPL
approach. It is also worthwhile highlighting that the relative error of approximation of temperature
distribution determination inside the test structure, which was obtained using the reduced DPL model,
was at a very low level. Furthermore, this error decreased over the time, which suggested a convergence
of the proposed approach.

In addition, the reduced DPL model prepares a solution for a heat transfer problem significantly
faster than the classic version of this heat transfer model. The time complexity of the non-reduced
approach is O(n2.544), whereas in the case of the reduced model, the complexity is O(n) only. Considering
all the mentioned facts, it can be stated that the proposed approach obtained the high quality solution
of the temperature distribution at nanoscale in a significantly shorter time than the classic approach,
which is especially important to the future of designing and investigating advanced nanosized
electronic structures.
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Appendix A. Analysis of Internal Heat Generation Source in DPL Model

The DPL equation contains term qv(t) + τq
∂qv(t)
∂t , which is required for the accurate modeling of

heat generation sources:

cvτq
∂2T
∂t2 + cv

∂T
∂t

= kΔT + kτT
∂T
∂t

+

(
qv + τq

∂qv

∂t

)
(A1)

Hence, the Taylor series expansions mapping of the heat generation in the DPL Equation (A1)
into a time-shifted function 23 is considered as presented in Equation (A3). The higher order terms of
the Taylor series expansions are neglected.

f (x, t) + τ
∂ f (x, t + τ)

∂t
→ f (x, t + τ) (A2)

qv(t) + τq
∂qv(t)
∂t

≈ qv
(
t + τq

)
(A3)

After that, the accurate heat generation model qv(t) + τq
∂qv(t)
∂t can be interpreted as a time-shifted

function qv
(
t + τq

)
. It is sufficient to use a time-shifted delayed heat generation function qv

(
t + τq

)
instead of term qv(t) + τq

∂qv(t)
∂t in the case of absence of electro-thermal couplings ( . . . → qv → T→ qv

. . . ), as well as known excitation function qv(t), with the simulation time domain correction.
The advanced analysis based on the generalized functions theory 46 allows the estimation of

relative error introduced by the simplified expression qv(t) instead of the qv(t) + τq
∂qv(t)
∂t expression.

Let us consider a more accurate model of internal heat source with the Heaviside excitation function
qv(t) = H(t) :
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H(t) =
{

1 for t > 0
0 for t < 0

, and H′(t) = δ(t) (A4)

where δ(t) is the Dirac measure [46].
Suppose also ϕ(t) is a border measured test function with compact support [46], then detailed

probed calculated for internal heat source generalized function is described by the following Equation:

A =
〈
qv(t) + τq

∂qv(t)
∂t ,ϕ

〉
=
〈
qv,ϕ

〉
+ τq

〈
∂qv
∂t ,ϕ

〉
=
〈
qv,ϕ

〉− τq

〈
qv, ∂ϕ∂t

〉
=

=
〈
qv,ϕ

〉
+
〈
qv,−τq

∂ϕ
∂t

〉
=
〈
qv,ϕ− τq

∂ϕ
∂t

〉 (A5)

where 〈
f ,ϕ

〉
=

∫ +∞

−∞
f (t)ϕ(t)dt (A6)

Let us apply the same procedure for a simplified internal heat generation model for the
DPL equation:

B =
〈
qv(t),ϕ

〉
(A7)

Then, the relative error can be estimated by the following Equation:

err =
B−A

A
=

−τqϕ(0)∫ +∞
0 ϕ(t)dt + τqϕ(0)

=
−1

1
τq

∫ +∞
0

ϕ(t)
ϕ(0)dt + 1

≈ −1
1
τq

∫ b
0
ϕ(t)
ϕ(0)dt + 1

(A8)

where b is determined by the support of ϕ(t). One of the most popular test function Equation (A9) has
been used for the error evaluation err

ϕ(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ exp
( −a2

a2−t2

)
for |t| < a

0 for |t| ≥ a
(A9)

where a is an arbitrarily selected constant. The errors calculated for a = τq and several simulation
times b ∈ {τq, τT, 3τT, 10τT} are presented in Table A1. It can be seen that the simplified heat transfer
model qv(t) = H(t) can be used, with relative error about −1.91%, for a = τq, and simulation time
about t ≥ 3τT, b = 3τT. The relative error err is neglected for t ≥ 10τT and b = 10τT.

Table A1. Value of relative error calculated for different time values a, b, and the test function Equation (A9).

a = τq, b = τq a = τq, b = τT a = τq, b = 3τT a = τq, b = 10τT

a) Derived from DPL model B =
〈
qv(t) + τq

∂qv(t)
∂t ,ϕ

〉
⇒ A = B

err = 0% 0% 0% 0%

b) Approximation B =
〈
qv(t),ϕ

〉
err = −62.37% −5.52% −1.91% −0.58%

c) Approximation B =
〈
qv
(
t + τq

)
,ϕ
〉

– It is the approximation of DPL equation, but it can be interpreted as the
model in the real world.

err = −100% −8.87% −3.07% −0.933%

It is worth emphasizing that calculations presented in the above table have been carried out for
temperature and heat flux time lags for platinum.
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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis related to thermal simulation of the test structure
dedicated to heat-diffusion investigation at the nanoscale. The test structure consists of thin
platinum resistors mounted on wafer made of silicon dioxide. A bottom part of the structure
contains the silicon layer. Simulations were carried out based on the thermal simulator prepared
by the authors. Simulation results were compared with real measurement outputs yielded for the
mentioned test structure. The authors also propose the Grünwald–Letnikov fractional space-derivative
Dual-Phase-Lag heat transfer model as a more accurate model than the classical Fourier–Kirchhoff (F–K)
heat transfer model. The approximation schema of proposed model is also proposed. The accuracy
and computational properties of both numerical algorithms are presented in detail.

Keywords: Dual-Phase-Lag heat transfer model; thermal simulation algorithm; thermal measurements;
Finite Difference Method scheme; Grünwald–Letnikov fractional derivative

1. Introduction

1.1. State of the Art

Nowadays, a heat transfer problem in the case of modern electronic structure is one of the most
important research areas in the high-tech industry. The main reason for this fact is a significant
downsizing of integrated circuits that is implemented in all modern electronic devices. Moreover,
it also connects with a meaningful increase of an operation frequency of the mentioned devices. Both of
these facts cause a rapid growth of a heat density generated inside such small structures. Consequently,
the increased internal heat generation results in a huge increase of a temperature in critical parts of a
device during its operation. It should also be highlighted that assurance of a proper cooling condition
in the case of nanosized electronic structures is a non-trivial issue. Thus, all of these factors may
influence an unstable operation and shorten the life cycle of an entire structure. Therefore, a thermal
analysis seems to be one of the most important steps in the process of designing and developing
modern electronic structures.

For a long time, heat conduction problems have been solved based on Fourier’s theory [1,2].
This approach uses the Fourier’s law and resulting Fourier–Kirchhoff (F–K) model for solids. They can be
described by the following system of equations:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ q(x, t) = −k · ∇T(x, t)

cv
∂T(x,t)
∂t + ∇ ◦ q(x, t) = qV(x, t)

x ∈ Rn, n ∈ N, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (1)

where q is a heat flux density vector; k means a thermal conductivity of investigated material; T is
a function regarding temperature rise above the ambient temperature; cv means a volumetric heat
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capacity being a product of a specific heat of a material for a constant pressure (cp) and its density (ρ);
and qV reflects the value of internally generated heat.

The classical F–K equation can also be directly derived from the classical thermodynamics for
a positive-definite entropy-production rate, for which the thermodynamic state transition in a heat
transfer process is extremely slow (quasi-stationary process). Therefore, the process time (t) should be
longer than a system’s relaxation times.

Despite the numerous advantages of the Fourier–Kirchhoff approach, the research has shown
that the application of the mentioned model may not reflect real phenomena [3–5]. One of its biggest
disadvantages is an assumption considering the infinite speed of heat propagation. Apart from that,
an instantaneous change of a temperature gradient or a heat flux should also be emphasized as a
non-physical behavior postulated by the investigated theory. None of them, especially in the case of
electronic structure with physical dimensions in nanometer-scale, has been empirically confirmed [6,7].
Thus, a thermal model including improvements of the F–K approach should be used instead of the
classical theory.

The thermodynamic state is nonequilibrium in a fast transient process where time is comparable
with the system relaxation times (e.g., an Umklapp phonon–phonon scattering process relaxation time
in semiconductors [8,9]). The extended irreversible thermodynamic (EIT) can be applied to describe
this kind of heat transfer system, assuming the second order the Taylor series expansion of entropy in
EIT [10,11]. As a consequence, in mid-1990s, the new Dual-Phase-Lag (DPL) model was introduced by
Tzou [12,13].

This model is an advanced version of an approach based on the Fourier–Kirchhoff theory and
includes so-called time lags describing the time needed to change the temperature gradient, as well
as the heat flux density. Each change is reflected by a separate lag value: a temperature time lag (τT)
and a heat flux time lag (τq), respectively. The mathematical description of analyzed model can be
presented in the form of the following system of equations:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ ∇ ◦ q(x, t) = −cv

∂T(x,t)
∂t + qV(x, t)

kτT
∂∇T(x,t)
∂t + τq

∂q(x,t)
∂t = −k · ∇T(x, t) − q(x, t)

x ∈ Rn, n ∈ N, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (2)

The other general approach can be derived by using the General Equation for Non-Equilibrium
Reversible-Irreversible Coupling (GENERIC) equation proposed in 1997 by M. Grmela and
H. C. Öttinger [14–16]. This approach can be useful to obtain a model for the Monte Carlo simulation
of modern nanostructures [17] and also for deterministic approaches [18]. Apart from that, an approach
known as Guyer-Krumhansl-type heat conduction [19,20] can be also used. Moreover, the research
presented by Pop et al. [21], related to heat generation and transportation problems in nanosized
transistors, is also worth considering.

Let us consider, more precisely, one of the most common heat transfer models for electronic
structures—the DPL model (Table 1a—left column), the ballistic-conductive heat transfer model
(Table 1b—left column), and the model proposed in this paper, the DPL model with fractional order of the
temperature function space derivative based on the Grünwald–Letnikov theory (Table 1c—left column).
Suppose also an isotropic medium parameter properties and idempotent equations parameters k > 0,
cv > 0, k21, k12, τT, τq, τQ, etc. To simplify the analysis, the Taylor-series expansions mapping into
a function with time delay is considered, as presented in Equation (3). The terms of higher orders
are neglected.

f (x, t) + τ
∂ f (x, t + τ)

∂t
→ f (x, t + τ) (3)

Then, time delayed PDEs are obtained and presented in the right column of Table 1. In the first
case (Table 1a—right column), the state is appointed by using a gradient of a heat flux (−k·ΔT) delayed
by τT-τq. It should be emphasized that results produced by the DPL model are consistent with many
experiments and measurements at nanoscale (for more, see [9]).
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In the case of the ballistic-conductive heat transfer model (Table 1b), the rate of value temperature
T(x, t + τq) change at t+ τq and x is dependent on a gradient of heat flux (−k·ΔT) at the current time (t),
increased by a difference of growth rate of the averaged value of temperature (T) over the infinitesimal
neighborhood of point x and the value of temperature (T) in this point, both from the past time (t − τQ):

DT
(
x, t + τq

)
∝ k · ΔT(x, t) ·Dt + |cvk12k21| ·DΔT

(
x, t− τQ

)
(4)

where D(·) is the difference operator (“change in”) corresponding to changes for Dt→0 and also for
k12·k21 ≤ 0. Therefore, the temperature T(x, t + τq) dynamic is additionally intensified by the dynamics
of the rate of heat flux gradient (∂ΔT(x, t − τQ)/∂t) in the past time (t − τQ).

The approach proposed in this work is based on the temperature T(x, t + τq) dynamic control,
using the fractional order of Laplace operator (GLΔαx) in the DPL model (Table 1c—right column).
The integral or differential behavior of this operator and time–space discretization scheme is obtained
by the value of parameter αx. The application of the fractional derivative can be interpreted as an
inhomogeneous space for the heat transfer in relation to the local energy distribution (interpreted as
temperature at nanoscale) in infinitesimal neighborhood of considered point. Therefore, the infinitesimal
distance in Laplacian is modulated in relation to the temperature distribution around the considered
point at nanoscale. The physical interpretation of the fractional derivatives is also presented in [22–25].

Table 1. Selected Heat Transfer Model transformed into time delayed Partial Differential Equation.

Heat Transfer Model Derived Time Delayed PDE

(a)

DPL equation [12,13] for τT > τq > 0,
Maxwell–Cattaneo–Vernotte equation [26–28] for τq > 0,
τT = 0 (more details in Vermeersch and De Mey as well as

Kovács and Ván papers [29,30]), and F–K
Equations (1)–(2) for τq = τT = 0:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ cv

∂T(x,t)
∂t = −∇ ◦ q(x, t)

q(x, t) + τq
∂q(x,t)
∂t = −k · ∇T(x, t) − kτT

∂∇T(x,t)
∂t

cv
∂T(x,t+τq)

∂t = k · ΔT(x, t + τT)
⇓

cv
∂T(x,t+τq−τT)

∂t = k · ΔT(x, t)

(b)

Ballistic-conductive heat transfer model for τq > 0, τQ > 0,
k12·k12 ≤ 0 (more details [30])⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

cv
∂T(x,t)
∂t = −∇ ◦ q(x, t)

τq
∂q(x,t)
∂t + q(x, t) = −k · ∇T(x, t) − k21 · ∇Q(x, t)

τQ
∂Q(x,t)
∂t + Q(x, t) = k12 · ∇ ◦ q(x, t)

cv
∂T(x,t+τq)

∂t =

= k · ΔT(x, t) − cvk12k21
∂ΔT(x,t−τQ)

∂t

(c)

Proposed DPL model [12,13], with fractional order of the
temperature function space derivative based on

Grünwald–Letnikov theory for τq > 0, τT > 0, 2 < αx < 2.5
(more details in [31]):

cv
∂T(x,t)
∂t + τqcv

∂2T(x,t)
∂t2 =

= k · GLΔαx T(x, t) + kτT
∂GLΔαx T(x,t)

∂t

cv
∂T(x,t+τq)

∂t = k · GLΔαx T(x, t + τT)
⇓

cv
∂T(x,t+τq−τT)

∂t = k · GLΔαx T(x, t)

Hence, the proposed model (and proposed time–space scheme) is a link between experimentally
confirmed DPL mesoscopic model with the ballistic heat transport model with dynamic temperature
changes’ intensification useful for quasi 1-D nanostructures and for radiative heat transport without
phonon collisions (e.g., metal nanowires and ultra-thin metal–oxide films).

One of the biggest advantages of the DPL approach is a universality of its application. It can be
used in the case of parabolic partial differential equations, as well as for hyperbolic ones. It means
that the Dual-Phase-Lag model can successfully replace the classical model based on parabolic
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Fourier–Kirchhoff differential equation. Of course, the DPL approach also has some disadvantages.
For example, it is characterized by a bigger complexity than F–K model, what results in longer time
needed for computational simulation results, especially in the case of complex structures. However,
this issue will not be investigated in this paper.

The crucial achievement described in this paper is the application of the Grünwald–Letnikov
fractional space-derivative in Dual-Phase-Lag heat transfer model to more accurate modeling of
delays and modulation of Laplacian in relation to the temperature distribution around the considered
point. This approach seems to be beneficial to represent real heat transfer behavior at the nanoscale.
The proposed solution is more accurate than the F–K heat transfer model. The computation time
reduction is also obtained in comparison to the DPL model. Mentioned features will be demonstrated
by using a special test nanostructure developed in microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Primarily, a description of investigated real test structure
is prepared. Then, analyses related to mathematical modeling of the temperature distribution
inside the test structure are included. The structure’s discretization method is considered, as well.
Key components of authors’ approach, i.e., DPL model approximation scheme and heat transfer
enhancement (including Grünwald–Letnikov fractional derivative and its application), are described
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Next, simulation results are demonstrated and compared to real measurements
described in [32,33]. Finally, results are discussed, and the research is summarized.

1.2. MEMS Test Structure Description

The MEMS test nanostructures were manufactured in the Polish Institute of Electron Technology.
The structure consists of two parallel platinum resistors, which have lengths equal to 10 μm.
The cross-sectional area of each resistor is a 100 nm square. Moreover, the distance between both
resistors is also equal to 100 nm. They are placed on a thin layer of silicon dioxide, with a thickness of
100 nm. All layers are stacked on a 0.5 mm thick silicon wafer. A more detailed structure description
can be found in Janicki et al. [33].

The test structure was bonded to a metal-core PCB characterized by high thermal conductivity.
Moreover, the structure was connected to a biasing circuit, using high-frequency coaxial cables that
were mounted to a tiny Hirose U.FL connector attached to the silicon die. Real photos of the analyzed
structure, as well as the control circuit, are included in Janicki et al. [32,33].

During the measurement process, one of platinum resistors played a role of a heater, while the
second one served as a temperature sensor. A detailed description of the measurement process of the
test structure and obtained results is presented in [32,33].

2. Mathematical Description of Proposed Methodology

2.1. General Description

Thermal simulation was performed for the two-dimensional cross-sectional area of the investigated
structure in the middle of the resistors’ length. To obtain the temperature simulation results, the DPL
model, Equation (2), was used. In order to make the analysis more effective, the system of Equation (2)
was transformed to an equivalent form, presented below, for two-dimensional space [34]:

cv · τq · ∂
2T(x,y,t)
∂t2 + cv · ∂T(x,y,t)

∂t − k · τT · ∂ΔT(x,y,t)
∂t − k · ΔT(x, y, t) = qV(x, y, t)

x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0}
(5)

The Laplacian of a temperature function ΔT was approximated by using the Finite Difference
Method (FDM) according to the following formulas:

ΔT(x, y, t) =
∂2T(x, y, t)
∂x2 +

∂2T(x, y, t)
∂y2 , x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (6)
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∂2T(x, y, t)
∂x2 ≈ T(x + Δx, y, t) − 2 · T(x, y, t) + T(x− Δx, y, t)

(Δx)2 , x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (7)

∂2T(x, y, t)
∂y2 ≈ T(x, y + Δy, t) − 2 · T(x, y, t) + T(x, y− Δy, t)

(Δy)2 , x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (8)

Thus, considering the same difference between nodes in both axes, i.e., Δx = Δy, Laplacian ΔT can
be approximated in the following way:

ΔT(x, y, t) ≈ T(x+Δx,y,t)+T(x,y+Δx,t)−4·T(x,y,t)+T(x−Δx,y,t)+T(x,y−Δx,t)
(Δx)2 ,

dla x, y ∈ R, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0}
(9)

On the basis of this methodology, the authors’ method for structure discretization and FDM
matrices generation was proposed. Moreover, taking into consideration the proposed approximation,
the DPL equation, in the form of Equation (5), has become an ordinary differential equation of a time
variable. Finally, the prepared matrix system of equations was solved for different points of time,
using a class of Backward Differentiation Formulas (BDF) [35–38].

In the following subsections, the structure discretization, as well as the proposed discretization
scheme for DPL model describing the temperature distribution in the cross-sectional area of investigated
test structure, is characterized in detail.

2.2. Structure Cross-Sectional Area Discretization

Primarily, the investigated cross-sectional area of the structure, as presented in Figure 1, was discretized
by using two-dimensional discretization mesh characterized by the following formulas [34]:

qk(t) = q(x, y, t), x = i · Δx, y = j · Δy (10)

Tk(t) = T(x, y, t), x = i · Δx, y = j · Δy (11)

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nx}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ny}, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nx ·ny}

where nx and ny describe a number of discretization nodes in the x-axis and y-axis, respectively.
On the other hand, the product nx·ny reflects the entire number of nodes used to discretize the
structure’s cross-section.

Figure 1. Geometry of cross-sectional area of the investigated test structure.
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Nodes are numbered from the left to the right side, along the x-axis. After reaching the last
point in a single row, the next part of the structure, being the nearest row from the top of the current
row, was taken into consideration and numbered in the same way. Thus, node no. 1 was placed in
the left bottom corner of the structure, while the node with the highest possible number, equal to
nx·ny, was located in the top right corner. The graphical representation of used discretization mesh
for analyzed cross-section of the test structure, as well as the way mesh nodes were numbered,
is demonstrated in Figure 2. It is also worth highlighted that the distance between nodes in both
dimensions was set to 10 nm.

Figure 2. The graphical representation of discretization mesh and nodes’ numbering. Reprint with
permission [34,39]; Copyright 2018, ŁTN.

2.3. Dual-Phase-Lag Approximation Scheme for Test Structure

In order to obtain the solution of temperature distribution problem inside the investigated
cross-sectional area of the structure, the Dirichlet boundary conditions were considered at the
bottom, while left, right and the top parts have been modeled using Neumann boundary conditions.
Described situation can be characterized by the following equations:

Tk(t) = 0, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0},
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , nx} (12)

qk(t) = 0, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0},
k ∈

{
nx + 1, 2 · nx + 1, . . . ,

(
ny − 1

)
· nx + 1

}
∪
{
nx, 2 · nx, . . . ,

(
ny − 1

)
· nx

}
∪

∪
{(

ny − 1
)
· nx + 1,

(
ny − 1

)
· nx + 2, . . . , ny · nx

} (13)
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Considering imposed boundary conditions and the FDM assumptions, the DPL model can be
explained by the following system:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ M · T̈(t) + D · Ṫ(t) + K ·T(t) = b · u(t)

y(t) = cT ·T(t) t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (14)

where index T means a transposition, while T, Ṫ, and T̈ are nx·ny-element vectors reflecting the
temperature function and its first and the second time derivatives, respectively. Moreover, taking into
account the way of nodes numbering, matrices Idiag, MFDM, M, D, K, and cT; vectors cv, k, τq, τT, b,
and y; and the function u(t) may be reflected as indicated below:

Idiag, MFDM, M, D, K, cT ∈ Rnx·ny ×nx·ny ,
cv, k, τq,τT b, y ∈ Rnx·ny × 1,
u ∈ R

MFDM =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−3 1 0
. . . 1 0 0

. . . 0 0 0

1 −4 1
. . . 0 1 0

. . . 0 0 0

0 1 −4
. . . 0 0 1

. . . 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 0 0
. . . −4 1 0

. . . 1 0 0

0 1 0
. . . 1 −4 1

. . . 0 1 0

0 0 1
. . . 0 1 −4

. . . 0 0 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 0
. . . 1 0 0

. . . −3 1 0

0 0 0
. . . 0 1 0

. . . 1 −3 1

0 0 0
. . . 0 0 1

. . . 0 1 −2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(15)

M = diag
(
τq

)
◦ diag(cv) ◦ Idiag (16)

D = diag(cv) ◦ Idiag − 1

(Δx)2 · repmat(τT) ◦ repmat(k) ◦MFDM (17)

K = − 1

(Δx)2 repmat(k) ◦MFDM (18)

b = a ·
[

0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0
]T

, a ∈ R+ (19)

c = Idiag (20)

where Idiag is an identity matrix, operator ◦ reflects matrices multiplication resulting in a Hadamard
product, and matrix function diag (·) creates a diagonal matrix from a vector, while Matlab repmat
function replicates a given vector and composes a matrix of required dimensions. It is also worth
highlighting that non-zero values in vector b are observed only in the case of mesh nodes characterizing
a heating area.
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The system in Equation (14) of differential equations of the second order was equivalently
transformed into the following system of the linear first-order equations [39]:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ E · Ṫ(t) = A ·T(t) + B · u(t)

y(t) = cT ·T(t) t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (21)

where T and Ṫ are 2·nx·ny-element vectors. The first part of vector T consists of elements of vector T,
while its second part includes elements of Ṫ. On the other hand, the first and the second parts of the
vector Ṫ consists of elements of vectors Ṫ and T̈, respectively. Moreover, matrices E, A, B, and CT can
be represented in the following way [39,40]:

E =

[
Idiag Θ

Θ M

]
, A =

[
Θ Idiag

−K −D

]
, B =

[
Θ1

b

]
, C =

[
c Θ
Θ c

]
(22)

where Θ and Θ1 are null matrices. Moreover, we get the following:
E, A, CT ∈ R2·nx·ny × 2·nx·ny , B ∈ R2·nx·ny × 1, I, Θ ∈ Rnx·ny ×nx·ny , Θ1 ∈ Rnx·ny × 1

Thus, the full authors’ approximation scheme for the DPL model in two-dimensional
Euclidean space is described by the system in Equation (21), including explanations formulated
in Equations (15)–(22) and boundary conditions in Equations (12) and (13). The final solution of
temperature-distribution changes over time in the analyzed cross-section of the test structure, based on
the prepared approximation scheme, is determined by using the BDF method of a variable order
between 1 and 5.

2.4. Heat Transfer Enhancement

The considered test structure was analyzed, including the surrounding air environment.
Furthermore, platinum resistors’ separation distance d = 100 nm in the benchmark structure is
comparable to the surrounded air mean free path length Λ ≈ 65 nm. Therefore, the heat flow can be
approximated by the following equation [41]:

qair =
kair

〈d + aΛ〉 (TPt,A − TPt,B) (23)

where a is used to describe the interaction between the gas molecules and the solid walls [42], typically a = 1,
and <·> stands for ensemble average. The final equivalent air conductance between the mentioned
resistors was estimated by using the following simplified formula (compare with value in Table 2):

kair,eqv,PtA−PtB = kair
d

〈d + aΛ〉 ≈ 0.961 kair ≈ 0.961 · 0.0263 W/(mK) (24)

The photon tunneling and the radiative heat transfer between platinum resistor parallel
surfaces were also analyzed. The photon tunneling was neglected due to the small amount
of heat flux transport (Sz)

evamescant
max = 2.2 · 10−19W/m2 (calculated for vacuum environment) in

comparison to the main heat flux Pt-SiO2 qPt_SiO2,cond≈19.3 MW/m2 and the heat conduction through
qPt_Pt,cond ≈ 0.917 qPt-SiO2,cond >> (Sz)

evamescant
max in the air for the steady state [43,44]:

(Sz)
evamescant
max ≈ k2

B · (TPtA + 273.15K)

24�b2

[
W/m2

]
(25)

where b is an inter-atomic distance b ≈ 39.12 nm for Pt, kB means the Boltzmann constant, and � is the
reduced Planck constant. Moreover, the radiative heat transfer (qSB rad) was also neglected, due to the
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insignificant emitted energy from warmer (TPtA) to colder platinum resistor (TPtB) parallel surfaces
qPt-SiO2, cond / qSB rad ≈ 8.3·1025:

qSB rad ≈ 5.6693 W
m2( K

100 )
·
(√

2− 1
)
·
{(TPtA+273.15K

100

)4 − (TPtB+273.15K
100

)4}
and 72 ≤ qSB rad ≤ 146W/m2 for TPtA ≈ 59K and 4.7K ≤ TPtB ≤ 31K

(26)

Moreover, considering investigation presented above, some additional changes in the proposed
model are needed. Thus, for the air area between resistors’ surfaces and for contact areas between
platinum and silicon dioxide, a fractional order of the temperature-rise function space derivative
has been employed, according to the theory described in [31,45]. This theory, based on the
Grünwald–Letnikov definition of the fractional derivative, allows us to establish the following
formula reflecting the temperature-rise function’s improvement for the central difference of the FDM
scheme [31,45]:

GLDαx
0,sT(s) =

1
(Δs)α ·

round(αx,0)∑
k=0

(−1)k Γ(αx+1)
Γ(k+1)·Γ(αx−k+1)T

(
s− k · Δs + αx·Δs

2

)
,

forαx ∈ R+, Δs→ 0
(27)

where Δs is the mesh nodes distance, α is investigated fractional order, Γ is the special gamma function,
and round(m,n) is the function rounding the value m to n digits. Considering fractional order of
derivative, we needed approximating investigated function values in points between nodes of a
discretization mesh. The mentioned approximation depends on function values in neighboring mesh
points. Thus, the right-hand-side part of Equation (27), being an investigated approximation, can be
reflected by using the following equations [45]:

1
(Δs)αx ·

2∑
k=0

(−1)k Γ (αx+1)
Γ (k+1)·Γ (αx−k+1)T

(
x− k · Δx + αx·Δx

2 , t
)
· 1 =

=
( αx

2 −1)·T (x+2·Δx,y,t)+(2− αx
2 −αx·( αx

2 −1))·T (x+Δx,y,t)
(Δx)αx +

+

(
αx ·(αx−1)

2 ·( αx
2 −1)−αx·(2− αx

2 )
)
·T (x,y,t)+

(
(2− αx

2 )· αx ·(αx−1)
2

)
·T (x−Δx,y,t)

(Δx)αx

+
( αx

2 −1)·T (x,y+2·Δx,t)+(2− αx
2 −αx·( αx

2 −1))·T (x,y+Δx,t)
(Δx)αx +

+

(
αx ·(αx−1)

2 ·( αx
2 −1)−αx·(2− αx

2 )
)
·T (x,y,t)+

(
(2− αx

2 )· αx ·(αx−1)
2

)
·T (x,y−Δx,t)

(Δx)αx

for αx ∈ (2, 2.5), Δx→ 0

(28)

Table 2. Considered material parameters’ values [46].

Layer Material k [ W
m·K ] ρ [

kg

m3 ] cp [
J

kg·K ]

1 (wafer) Silicon (Si) 148 2330 712
2 (oxide) Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 1.38 2220 745
3 (heater) Platinum (Pt) 71.6 21,450 133

4 (thermometer) Platinum (Pt) 71.6 21,450 133
5 (ambient) Air 0.0263 * 1.1614 1.007

* See Section 2.4.

The formula above replaces the classic approximation of the Laplacian described by Equation (9).
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3. Thermal Simulation and Results Analysis

3.1. Material Characterization and Initial Simulation Results

A thermal simulation of the test structure was prepared by using MathWorks®Matlab environment
and proposed author’s approximation scheme for the DPL model. The used computational node
includes 4-core, 8-threads Intel® Core™ i7 2.6 GHz (3.6 GHz in Turbo mode) CPU, 32 GB DDR4
memory supported by 265 GB of swap file. In order to obtain simulation results, parameters’ values
presented in Table 2 were taken into consideration.

The most problematic issue is related to establishing parameters of the air layer, being an ambient
of investigated test structure. In particular, the air between two platinum resistors is crucial in presented
investigation. Moreover, the contact layer between platinum resistors and the oxide layer also needs
special consideration. In order to emphasize the problem, a sample analysis of temperature rises over
the time were prepared for different values of the DPL model parameters, as well as for different values
of a thermal conductivity for the mentioned part of the air layer.

The first part of the simulation process does not include the investigation demonstrated in
Section 2.4. Two sets of reference DPL model parameters were considered during the simulation
process:

• τT = 60 ps, τq = 3 ps (all layers)
• τT = 2.6 ps, τq = 0.0916 ps (platinum resistors) and τT = 60 ps, τq = 3 ps (all remaining layers).

The results, as demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4, were additionally normalized in order to make
their analysis easier. The normalization was prepared in the following way:

Tnorm
k (t) =

Tk(t)
max

t, k

{
Tk(t)

} k ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , nx · ny

}
, t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (29)

Figure 3. Average temperature rises over the time inside heat source (excluding investigation in
Section 2.4).
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Figure 4. Average temperature rises over the time inside temperature sensor (excluding investigation
in Section 2.4).

As it can be seen, the average temperature rise inside the heater is less than 95% of the maximal
recorded temperature rise, while the temperature rise in the platinum sensor is characterized by a
slightly more than 61% of the highest observed temperature rise. Differences in temperature rise values
yielded for analyzed sets of DPL model parameters are observed between 1 ps and 1 ns.

Time shifts between observed lines in Figures 3 and 4 were plotted in Figure 5. In order to
show differences between results, excluding and including air conductivity investigation presented in
Section 2.4, a time shift analysis over the time, demonstrated in Figure 6, was carried out. In this figure,
“new kair” means the thermal conductivity of the air layer between platinum resistors calculated based
on the analysis shown in Section 2.4. As a comparison, the simulation results obtained for both DPL
time lags equal to zero for the air layer are also included.

Taking into consideration the sensitivity of yielded results to even small changes of the air
layer material parameters, in the second part of the simulation, values, calculated considering the
investigation described in Section 2.4, were employed only.

3.2. Final Simulation Results and Comparison to Real Measurements of the Test Structure

The analysis in the previous subsections shows that there is a need for calculation of the proper
material parameters for the air layer, especially between platinum resistors of the test structure.
Moreover, results of further research suggest using the fractional order of the space derivative of the
temperature rise function for the investigated region, as well as this one between platinum resistors
and the silicon dioxide, according to the theory described in Section 2.4. Taking into consideration
these facts, the simulation of the temperature distribution in the cross-sectional area of the real test
structure was carried out.
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Figure 5. Time shifts over the time for temperature rises in heat source and temperature sensor
(excluding investigation in Section 2.4).

Figure 6. Time shifts over the time for temperature rises observed in the heat source and temperature
sensor (including analysis in Section 2.4).

It was assumed that differences between mesh nodes are equal to 10 nm in both axes. Furthermore,
values of DPL model time-lag parameters were calculated according to the theory presented in
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Zubert et al. [8]. Thus, for Platinum resistors, heat-flux time lag was set at approximately 550 ps,
while the considered value of the temperature time lag was equal to 15.6 ns. In the case of other
materials, investigated parameters were equal to 18 and 480 ns, respectively. Simulation results
and their comparison to the real measured data (collected and described in [32,33]) are presented
in Figures 7 and 8, for the transient and steady state analyses, respectively. Moreover, in Figure 7,
simulation results received by using the classical F–K model are also included, for comparison purposes.

Figure 7. Comparison of normalized temperature rises in heater and thermometer.

Figure 8. Steady-state temperature distribution in cross-sectional area of investigated structure.
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In Figure 7, the results for the heated platinum resistor were marked by dashed and dotted lines,
while those ones obtained for the temperature sensor were plotted with dashed lines. Moreover, outputs
for the heater and thermometer were marked by the red and blue curves, respectively. On the other
hand, measurement data (collected and described in Janicki et al. [32,33]) were plotted, using green
lines, while results obtained by using the F–K model were marked by the black color.

The maximal temperature rise above the ambient temperature was observed at the top surface
of the heat source, i.e., in the first platinum resistor (layer 3). Its value is nearly 60 K. On the other
hand, the temperature rise recorded at the surface of the temperature sensor, i.e., the second platinum
resistor (layer 4), is about 6 K, which states approximately 10% of the temperature rise observed in the
heat source.

Both of the investigated temperature rises coincide almost exactly with measurements of the
real structure (green curves in Figure 7). Parameter αx allows for changing the result curves’ slopes,
while DPL model parameters τq and τT cause the curves to shift over the time. The mentioned change
is proportional to the parameters’ values.

In order to check the quality of the obtained results for used the discretization mesh and mesh
nodes distances (10 nm), which were described in Section 2.2, the simulation curves’ fitting to the
measured one was considered. Each curve was plotted based on 703 points logarithmically distributed
over the time. Then, such metrics as coefficient of determination (R2), root mean squared error (RMSE),
sum of squared estimate error (SSE), and mean squared error (MSE) were calculated. Moreover,
to assess the goodness of recognition as a volatility over the time, a Pearson correlation coefficient
(corr) was also considered. Determined metrics values are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Evaluation of goodness of fitting of simulation results to real data.

Temperature Distribution Simulation MSE RMSE SSE R2 Corr

Heater 8.5837·10−4 0.0293 0.6034 0.9572 0.9973
Thermometer 9.5540·10−5 0.0098 0.0472 0.9554 0.9748

As it can be seen, both the heater and thermometer curves are characterized by relatively small
values of MSE, RMSE, and SSE values. Moreover, the coefficient of determination and correlation
coefficient suggest a proper recognition of a shape of the measured curve by a simulated one. Generally,
it can be stated that calculated metrics (MSE, RMSE, SSE, coefficient of determination, and correlation
coefficient) for the simulation fitting to the real data confirm highly accurate simulation results.
This situation clearly shows that the proposed approach based on the theory described in Section 2
allows for the production of outputs reflecting the real thermal phenomena observed at the nanoscale.
Moreover, as it was shown in Figure 7, the classical F–K model should not be used in the case of
electronic nanosized structures.

4. Conclusions

This paper includes the investigation of the heat transfer problems at the nanoscale. A new
approach to the heat transfer modeling in modern nanosized structures was considered. It combines the
DPL model and the Grünwald–Letnikov fractional derivative. A combination of these mathematical
tools allows for the preparation of a complex approach using the Finite Difference Method to temperature
distribution determination at the nanoscale, with a high level of accuracy, as is confirmed by the
measurement of a real test structure.

An important novelty described in this paper is the use of a DPL model with a fractional order space
derivative of a temperature function based on the Grünwald–Letnikov derivative operator. This operator,
as well as the proposed time–space discretization schema, is a bridge between experimentally confirmed
DPL mesoscopic model with the ballistic heat transport model with dynamic temperature changes’
intensification useful for quasi 1-D nanostructures and for radiative heat transport without phonon
collisions. This solution allows for the consideration of such physical behaviors like time needed for a
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heat flux or temperature gradient changes. Thus, a modeling of a heat diffusion can be investigated by
making realistic assumptions, which was not possible in the case of the F–K model use and real relaxation
thermal properties of material at mesoscopic scale. The research has shown that the proposed GL DPL
model is more realistic than the commonly used Fourier–Kirchhoff model.

The manuscript describes also proposed an approximation scheme of a modern DPL heat transfer
model based on the Finite Difference Method approach prepared for the two-dimensional cross-section
of the real test nanometric electronic structure manufactured at the Institute of Electron Technology in
Warsaw. The investigation has shown that there is a possibility to effectively implement a prepared
algorithm that allows for the determination of a temperature distribution inside real nanoscale electronic
structures, based on proposed an approximation scheme.

Thermal simulation has provided results which coincide almost exactly with the real measurements.
It means that prepared methodology is highly accurate and allows modeling of the heat transfer
problems by using a modern approach based on the use of the Dual-Phase-Lag model. The considered
thermal model is an appropriate methodology for heat-diffusion modeling, especially at the nanoscale.

In the future, the reduction of the DPL model order reduction methodology will be considered
in order to save simulation time, decrease a computational power requirements [47], and make the
simulation process more efficient.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description SI Unit

Latin symbols
T Temperature rise distribution in analyzed area in relations to ambient temperature K
a Constant describing an interaction between gas molecules and solid walls -
b Inter-atomic distance m
cp Specific heat of a material for a constant pressure (cp) J

kg·K

cv
Volumetric heat capacity being a product of a specific heat of a material for a constant pressure
(cp) and its density (ρ)

J
m3·K

� Quotient of Planck constant and the value of 2·π J·s
k Material thermal conductivity

W
m·K

kB Boltzmann constant
J
K

q Heat flux density
W
m2

qV Volume density of internally generated heat
W
m3

Δs Mesh nodes distance m
t Time variable s

x
Space variable

x =

{
[x1, x2, . . . , xn]

T, x ∈ Rn, n ∈ N\{1}
x, x ∈ R

mn
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Symbol Description SI Unit

Greek symbols
αx Order of a fractional Grünwald–Letnikov space derivative -
Λ Molecule’s mean free path length m
ρ Material density kg

m3

τT Temperature time lag s
τq Heat flux time lag s

Matrix and vectors
1 Vector including only 1 values -
a × b Matrix dimensions; a reflect number of rows, b is the number of columns -

Derivatives
∂ Derivative symbol -
f First derivative of function f -
”
f Second derivative of function f -

GLDα0,s Fractional Grünwald–Letnikov derivative of order α around point 0 for s variable -
Mathematical operators

D(·) Difference operator corresponding to changes for Dt→0 -
Multiplication operator -

∇ Nabla operator -
Δ Laplace operator -

GLΔαx Fractional order of Laplace operator -
∇ ◦ Divergence operator in orthogonal Euclidean space -
∪ Sets’ union operator -
T Transposition operator -

Sets and spaces
{a1, a2, a3, . . . , an} Finite set of elements -
(a, b) Open interval between a and b -
span{a,b} Linear subspace generated by vectors a and b -

Functions
〈·〉 Ensemble average -
�α� Rounding of α value to the smallest integer number higher or equal to α -
diag(·) Matrix function creating a diagonal matrix from a vector -
repmat(·) Matrix function replicating a given vector and composing a matrix of required dimensions -
round(α,k) Rounding of α value to kth digit after decimal point -
max

s

{
f (s)

}
Maximum of the set including f function values -

Γ(·) Special Gamma function -
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